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Unlocking the “Hermetic Age”: 
Excavations of Negro in Spanish and Flamenco Dance 
Abstract 
Kathy M. Milazzo
My project locates and analyses references to negro in Spanish dance in order to 
pursue the notion that many movements in flamenco’s dance vocabulary and practices 
resemble dance movements and conventions inherent in sixteenth- to nineteenth-century 
dances from sub-Sahara Africa and/or the Spanish colonies. Because most flamenco 
histories omit references to negro people and dances, this work examines the negotiations 
and assimilation of “blackness” as exemplified in representative historical dances in three 
eras: the guineo during the Golden Age of theatre (1550-1700); the fandango during the 
reign of the Spanish Bourbons; and the tangos de negros from the Romantic Age. As a 
historiographical recovery project for blackness, this thesis stresses the impact and 
importance of Africanist cultural influence and production in what is identified as a 
European dance. It shifts the grounds of a static flamenco history to show that Spanish 
investment in a unified, uncomplicated, whitened, and “exoticised-through-the-gypsy” 
paradigm is a construction. The continual presence of negros in Spain itself, and in 
Spanish colonies serves as a reminder, that despite fears of polluted blood, black people 
were assimilated into the Spanish social fabric biologically and artistically. This work 
makes a case through dance for the hybrid and cross-cultural exchanges that comprise 
Spanish national dance, national identity, and nationhood. As negro dances were 
adopted by Spanish dancers and transformed into imperial commodities, this thesis peels 
away these constructed layers to expose a corporeal history that enriches our 
understanding of the multiplicity of Spanish dance and culture.
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Chapter I 
Introduction
Flamenco maintains an aura of mystique which facilitates mythological 
allusions to a murky past, positioning the most persistent trope of the gypsy flamenco 
dancer as its iconic image. This paradigm associates Spanish gypsies with the creation 
of flamenco and/or situates them as its most viable practitioners (Garcia Lorca, 1998; 
Leblon, 1995; Molina and Mairena, 1963; Pohren, 1990; Schreiner, 1990; and Thiel- 
Cramér, 1991). While not denying that gypsies living in Spain have had a significant 
influence on the development of flamenco, alternative versions of flamenco history are 
more inclusive and point to influences from other cultural groups, particularly other 
ethnicities in Spain’s southwestern region, Andalusia (Calderon, 2007; Larrea, 1974; 
Mitchell, 1994; Molina and Espin, 1991; Navarro Garcia, 2002; Noakes, 1994; Nunez, 
2008; Ortiz Nuevo and Nunez, 1998; Quinones, 1992; Steingress and Baltanas, 1998; 
and Washabaugh, 1996). According to research undertaken for this thesis, however, 
many of these Andalusian narratives present a myopic view of flamenco because they 
do not recognise a sub-Saharan influence, in spite of the fairly substantial presence of 
black Africans in Spain for over five hundred years. ^
My research, therefore, locates and analyses references to African and African- 
American dances whose characteristics still remain apparent in Spanish dance; a 
manifestation underscored by the many practices and movements in flamenco’s dance 
vocabulary which have commonalities with dance movements and conventions seen in 
sixteenth- to nineteenth-century Spanish dances, particularly those noted to have sub- 
Saharan African and/or Afirican-American connotations. This work addresses 
omissions of references to black dances by examining the negotiations and
' Statistics regarding populations o f people with sub-Saharan African blood will be noted in Chapter II.
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assimilation of “blackness” in three eras: during the Golden Age of theatre (roughly 
1550-1700) when the black body was imitated through the use of blackface and 
grotesque, comic movements; in the eighteenth century when centralising forces of the 
Bourbon regime created a backlash among indigenous Spaniards which precipitated 
the rise of nationalistic sentiments to the detriment of black communities; and during 
the Romantic Age in the nineteenth century as the creation of a national identity 
resulted in an inclusive/exclusive manoeuvre which ignored and erased references to 
the “negro” in favour of the iconic image of the Spanish gypsy.
This work is a historiographical recovery project for “blackness” to stress the 
impact and importance of Africanist cultural influence and production in what is 
identified as a European dance. By “blackness,” 1 am referring to Eric Lott’s definition 
in his work on American minstrelsy which states that “blackness” is a matter of display 
or theatre (Lott, 1993, p. 36). It is an overt manifestation of agency chosen by the 
performer in order to display the spectacle of acting “black.” Therefore, this work 
shifts the grounds of a static flamenco history to show that Spanish investment in a 
unified, uncomplicated, whitened, and exoticised-through-the-gypsy paradigm of a 
publically displayed art form is a cultural construction. This thesis peels away these 
constructed layers to expose an alternate approach in order to enrich our understanding 
of Spanish dance and the racial negotiations and contradictions impacting Spanish 
culture. Flamenco is a fertile site for examining corporeal exchanges that embody the 
contact, collision, and circulation of the many ethnicities inhabiting Spanish land so 1 
seek to acknowledge people of African descent and excavate their dances in order to 
reach a deeper comprehension and recognition of the complexities that are part of 
Spanish dance history. Incorporating Foucault’s work that analyses the relationship 
between power and knowledge, I acknowledge and address the complexity in the
archives in consideration of the reformation of the foundations of flamenco. There are 
many possible interpretations of the sources, but, through the persistence of references 
to black Spaniards over the centuries, it will become apparent that a strong argument 
exists for the influence of negro dance in Spanish dance, and southern Spanish dance 
in particular. This work therefore offers a validation to any artist interested in pursuing 
flamenco through a heightened awareness that all art builds on what has gone before, 
and it makes a case through dance for the hybrid and cross-cultural exchanges that 
comprise a national dance, national identity, and nationhood.
This introductory chapter begins with a discussion of the selective memory that 
has been the pattern in many flamenco histories to illustrate how omissions in these 
accounts have overemphasised the importance of Spanish gypsies. Bringing a “black 
African” narrative into Spanish dance studies shapes part of this project. However, 
because this term is racial, and geographically it limits the complexity and plurality of 
cultures influencing dance, I choose to utilise the term negro instead, for reasons that 
will be delineated later. This thesis analyses dances identified with black African or 
negro terms to excavate the conditions of their existence using Foucault’s strategy that 
to “define a system of formation in its specific individuality is therefore to characterize 
a discourse or a group of statements by the regularity of a practice” (Foucault, 1969, p. 
32). This chapter, therefore, discusses narratives from the flamenco canon to identify 
agencies that affected the exclusivity of flamenco’s written histories so that the 
parameters excluding negro can be determined. A literature review acknowledges the 
few studies that have previously been undertaken on the negro body in Spanish and 
Spanish American dance, but it recognises the need to create a theoretical foundation 
underlying the causes of selective narratives. This chapter concludes with an overview 
of the thesis including case studies and film analyses.
Flamenco’s Histories—A Selective Memory
Flamenco, as a recognised art form comprising song, dance, live music, and 
jaleo^ came to public awareness in the mid-nineteenth century. The first published 
mention of “flamenco” appears in reference to performers in an article written by Artie 
Sneeuw on the 19^  ^of February 1853 for the Spanish daily publication. La Nacion 
(Navarro Garcia, 2002, p. 237). Five years later, on the 9* of May 1858, La 
Andalucfa, a periodical printed in Seville, announced a performance of “el jaleo 
flamenco” (Navarro Garcia, 2002, p. 240). The “jaleo,” in this instance, refers to an 
old Spanish dance, so the addition of “flamenco” as an adjective suggests something 
different was emerging. For the next decade, the term “flamenco” continued to be 
used in the Spanish press as an adjective to describe other, known dances in Spain or in 
reference to gypsy and other performers before it came to identify the specific art form. 
From the onset of public notice, the association of the Spanish gypsy with flamenco is 
an artificially-enhanced construct expanded upon by commercial sensibilities which 
were made apparent in the abundant Romantic literature.^ Many early flamenco 
performers were Spanish gypsies as noted in Donn Pohren’s seminal work on the 
performers’ biographies in his 1988 Lives and Legends of Flamenco lending credence 
to the observation that they were very significant in the development of flamenco 
music and dance. Indeed, because many flamencos were gypsy, one of the earliest 
flamenco histories written by Demofllo in 1881, positioned the gypsy as the best voice 
of the flamenco cante, or song, which, I will argue, continued ideology emanating from 
the work of Romantic literati in an action which ultimately solidified the construct.
 ^Jaleo in reference to flamenco concerns the rhythmic clapping and encouraging shouts that excite 
flamenco performers and performances.
 ^Gerhard Steingress in his 1998 work, Sobre Flamenco v Flamencologia. sets forth his arguments that 
the Spanish gypsy is important in flamenco’s development, but flamenco developed from the wider 
bohemian artistic world o f Andalusia.
Histories reflect the thoughts, ideas, and tendencies of the times in which they 
are written. As identified by Peter Burke in his work on cultural history, histories 
coming out of the “classic” age of cultural history, roughly 1800-1950 can be 
considered “portraits of the age” (Burke, 2007, p. 7). Historians, he suggests, interpret 
texts in partial, selective ways, relying on interpretations of “prejudgement” (Burke, 
2007, p. 12). Therefore, Burke advocates for examining history from the larger 
perspective of culture or society in order to intertwine diverse disciplines which can 
inform each other, i.e., interactions between high and low cultures. He offers various 
methodologies for moving from a collection of ethnographic miniatures to a wall-sized 
culturescape of the nation and epoch (Burke, 2007, p. 166). Narratives, views from 
inside and out, and examining cultural hybridities, provide a means to develop a fluid, 
flexible cultural history inclusive of the whole.
Alternatively, post-structural historian Hayden White, in his work Tropics of 
Discourse: Essavs in Cultural Criticism, agrees that history is an interpretation, but in 
order to make it scientifically accountable it needs to be approached aesthetically in the 
choice of a narrative strategy; epistemologically in the choice of an explanatory 
paradigm; or, ethically, in the choice of a strategy by which the ideological 
implications of given representations are examined (White, 1978, pp. 69-70). In short, 
he advocates for constructing the whole of a particular and not the whole of the general 
(White, 1978, p. 125). White’s description of metahistories still combines diverse 
disciplines like Burke’s cultural histories, but he does this by asking questions such as 
what is the structure of historical consciousness and what authority can be claimed by 
the specific accounts. Like Foucault, White acknowledges, that history is not a 
progressive refinement (Foucault. 1969, p. 5). Indeed discontinuities overlap, are 
juxtaposed, and have different levels.
Foucault’s view of history seeks the incidence of interruption that “suspends 
the continuous accumulation of knowledge, interrupts its slow development, and forces 
it to enter a new time” (Foucault, 1969, p. 4). By searching for the conditions that 
caused this interruption, the rules of its formation can thus be determined and 
(re)formed. In her chapter entitled “Considering Causation and Conditions of 
Possibility: Practitioners and Patrons of New Dance in Progressive-era America,” 
Linda Tomko builds on Foucault’s work and urges the historian to locate the causation 
and agency in order to expand the possibilities of perspective and then release the 
brackets containing them in order to think through the ways that they are necessary to 
each other and how they are not (Carter, 2004, p. 90).
This work is my own historical reconstruction, reformation, narrative, and 
cultural history which utilises aspects of all four historical theorists. It incorporates 
Hayden White’s methodological approach of selecting and interpreting significant 
events in a narrative form, but it addresses the culture in which they are located in 
order to situate these occurrences in their cultural milieus to determine causations. It 
analyses the events from several perspectives and raises questions about alternative 
possibilities. The time frame addressed in this study begins at the beginning of the 
modem age which renders a spotty archival record, but it is often the dismptions which 
merit recording in literature so Foucault’s concept that it is important to build the 
foundation underlying such events became my methodology by default.
In order to lay the foundation for my observations that most flamenco histories 
are lacking, three seminal flamenco histories are examined below to reflect the view 
that the Spanish gypsy creation has served as the basis for authors who maintain the 
gypsy trope (Doré and Davillier, 1988; Kisselgoff, 1986; Leblon, 1995; Pohren, 1990; 
Schreiner, 1990; and Thiel-Cramér, 1991). Perceptions of reality are interpretations
that shape unique epistemological renderings and aesthetic choices that emphasise 
certain mechanisms of defence. These three histories display intentions of rhetorical 
persuasion based on strategy (and ideology) rather than an interpretation based on 
accountability.
One of the first histories of flamenco was compiled by Demofilo, also known 
as Antonio Machado y Alvarez. His 1881 Coleccion de cantes flamencos is an 
anthology of flamenco lyrics which includes the author’s opinions on the then 
emerging art form. Already recognised as a commodity because of its popularity in the 
commercial venues known as cafés cantantes, Demofilo questions the 
commercialisation of the successful, non-gypsy singer, Silverio, who brought flamenco 
to the general public by featuring the cante in these commercial cafés. Demofilo wrote 
that the
cafés will completely kill cante gitano [gypsy song] before long, despite 
the gigantic efforts made by the cantador of Seville [Silverio] to bring it 
out of the obscure sphere where it lived and from which it should never 
have been taken if it aspired to keep itself pure and genuine. Upon 
leaving the tavern for the café, the gitano genre has been 
Andalusianized . . . ,  becoming what today everybody calls flamenco.
(Mitchell, 1994, pp. 146-147)
Demofilo’s passage indicates a looming discussion point among flamenco scholars: the
existence of an “obscure sphere” where flamenco existed hidden among gypsy
practitioners, a place which allows for mythologizing the flamenco narrative. Timothy
Mitchell, in his anthropological analysis of flamenco entitled Flamenco Deep Song.
maintains the position that flamenco history tilts towards the gypsy. He considers that
what Demofilo “imagines to have been 'pure and genuine’ was in reality the
hybridized urban underclass youth style of folk singing that gitanos [gypsies] hastened
to capitalize on (to their credit) under the auspices of the romantic/nationalistic gentry
of the 1830s” (Mitchell, 1994, p. 147). I argue, however, that this “urban underclass”
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also included negros who mixed with the Spanish gypsies both socially and 
genetically, a manifestation which undermines the concept of the gypsy as sole agent 
within Spanish dance. It is nonetheless significant that Demofilo alludes to “the 
obscure sphere,” a strategy which lays the foundation for a mythological hermetic age 
picked up by subsequent authors.
The importance of the gypsy was calculatingly elevated again at the end of the 
Golden Age of cafés cantantes in the 1920s, when issues of purity were once more a 
concern. Edward Stanton, in The Tragic Mvth: Lorca and Cante Jondo., notes that 
Federico Garcia Lorca, the Spanish poet and dramatist, and other members of the 
Spanish intelligentsia including the composer Manuel De Falla, sponsored a flamenco 
contest, the Grand Concurso of 1922, which aimed to eradicate the perceived 
degeneration that had become a part of flamenco’s style since its rise as a commercial 
commodity (Stanton, 1978, p. 14). Not only was Demofilo’s complaint of the loss of 
“genuine” flamenco reiterated in Lorca’s publications and lectures on flamenco’s deep 
song, but Lorca’s narrative also alludes to a mythological time before the 
commercialisation of flamenco (Garcia Lorca, 1998). As Burke has noted, cultural 
innovations are often the work of small groups rather than individuals (Burke, 2007, p. 
12). Lorca et al., united by an interest in the history of symbols and tradition, sought to 
enhance the Zeitgeist of “pure” flamenco, and bring it to the attention of the wider 
public through this contest, subsequent publications, and musical compositions. They 
held the Concurso in Granada opening it only to amateurs because they believed that 
the lost, pure voice of flamenco must still reside somewhere outside the contamination 
of the professional theatre and the city (Stanton, 1978, p. 14). The Concurso, however, 
was not the success that the promoters had hoped for. American flamenco writer Donn 
Pohren considers that “there were not enough amateurs with such a profound
knowledge of the cante as the contest required” (Pohren, 1988, p. 73). The lack of 
amateurs leaves one to surmise that even then the sponsors were looking for a style of 
flamenco that no longer existed. Like any living art form, flamenco performances are 
rooted in the era in which they are presented, and as such, are in a constant state of 
transformation. “In other words, what is handed down changes—indeed, has to 
change—in the course of transmission to a new generation” (Burke, 2007, p. 27). Yet 
Lorca was fixated on a single point of view that what is “pure and genuine” somehow 
relates only to the past.
The idea of the “pure and genuine” underpinned the most prominent element to 
emerge from the Concurso: Lorca’s commitment to the Spanish gypsy as the elevated 
symbol of the ideal in Spanish culture. In his essay on “Deep Song,” Lorca states: 
“When they arrived in Andalusia the Gypsies combined ancient, indigenous elements 
with what they themselves brought, and gave what we now call deep song its definitive 
form. So it is to them we owe the creation of these songs, soul of our soul” (Garcia 
Lorca, 1998, p. 7). In other words, he reasoned that the gypsies in Andalusia carried 
the elements of cante jondo (deep song) through their thousand year wanderings across 
Asia and Europe"  ^and shaped them into flamenco deep song forms. In Lorca’s view, as 
Stanton explains, only gypsies could express “lyrical channels through which escape 
all the suffering and ritual gestures of our [“our” referring to Spanish] race” (Stanton, 
1978, p. 5). Lorca was a poet, and, as White states, “Truth and fable are no more 
opposed than science and poetry, and to make of the true and the fabulous the 
categories of historical method is as dangerous as the opposition of reason to 
imagination in a psychological theory or a theory of knowledge” (White, 1978, p. 143). 
Lorca’s interpretation of the flamenco narrative is fabulous and, in spite of his poetic
Angus Fraser’s 1992 work, The Gypsies, examines the gypsy diaspora beginning over nine centuries
ago.
sensibilities, he eschews science by opposing historical accuracy in order to create a 
myth. Theoretically, however, it exemplifies a valid reaction to the uncertainties of 
Spanish government in the 1920s and the rapid displacement of the rural life that he 
and his colleagues were facing. The poetic utterance of suffering is a dramatic 
manifestation of the human condition apparent in Stanton’s observation that “the great 
majority of Lorca’s work revolves around extreme situations” (Stanton, 1978, p. 30). 
“In general, the human world of the tragic myth is represented as a tyranny or anarchy, 
symbolized by the isolated hero” (Stanton, 1978, p. 117). In essence, Lorca’s work 
was autobiographical—himself being a homosexual, liberal writer in the tumultuous 
years prior to the Spanish Civil War. It eloquently expresses the pain, isolation, and 
fears that plagued his short life. Lorca’s poetry, essays, and plays are celebrated, 
however, precisely because they brilliantly romanticise the darker side of Andalusia 
that exposes a passion for life and fascination with death. ^
If Demofilo’s earlier 1881 history insinuates an allusion to the gypsy mystique, 
Lorca, in 1922, then reconfigures the mythological status of flamenco personified by 
the timelessness of the gypsy’s soul and raises it to a poetic symbol. Roland Barthes, 
in his analysis of the mechanics of mythology, notes that myths are a type of speech, or 
“a system of communication” that convey a specific message through discourse 
(Barthes, 1972, p. 109). When a myth “becomes form, the meaning leaves its 
contingency behind; it empties itself, it becomes impoverished, history evaporates, 
only the letter remains” (Barthes, 1972, p. 117). As prior knowledge loses its 
significance, it is reshaped yielding to an association of selected concepts, a trope 
established between concepts not usually related, and, as White notes, it changes the 
relationship between meanings (White, 1978, p. 2). What Lorca accomplishes in his
' Ian Gibson’s 1989 biogi'aphy, Federico Garcia Lorca: A Life, remains one o f the best researched works 
on Lorca and his times and offers a succinct history o f the pre-war years.
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allusions to the gypsy mystique solidifies a construct of tradition that elevates the 
Spanish gypsy as the corporeal embodiment of flamenco and Spain’s soul. Lorca’s 
work validated gypsy flamenco performers by strengthening their connection to 
flamenco. Persistent reiteration of this myth, which in this case is the amplification of 
the gypsy’s relationship to the art of flamenco, naturalises flamenco’s equation with 
the gypsy and “forgets” the contribution of other performers in Spain to its dance 
forms. In this invention of tradition, in Hobsbawm’s understanding, “the history which 
became part of the fimd of knowledge or the ideology of nation, state or movement is 
not what has actually been preserved in popular memory, but what has been selected, 
written, pictured, popularized, and institutionalized by those whose fimction it is to do 
so” (Hobsbawm and Ranger, 1983, p. 13). The Spanish Civil War which exploded 
after the assassination of Lorca in 1936 facilitated the conditions for the preservation of 
his heroic voice against Franco’s tyranny. As Stanton notes, through his life and work, 
Lorca himself “reached the domain of beauty and myth through a transcendent vision 
of a specific reality” (Stanton, 1978, p. 116). Lorca’s myth compounds the intensity of 
his views on Spanish gypsies thus ensuring that they continue to have life.
By not examining the myth critically, the gypsy narrative is perpetuated and in 
turns supports other agencies supported within Spanish culture. The Festival de Jerez, 
held annually in Spain today, includes a map with its flamenco workshop information 
packet which is handed out to hundreds of dancers who travel there each March for the 
two week festival. The map contains walking routes of the two gypsy neighbourhoods 
where many flamencos lived and practiced their art. There are statues of some of the 
famous performers erected at various points as well as photos featured in tavems and 
restaurants throughout the routes. Highlighting the gypsy performers narrows the 
historical focus and perpetuates the gypsy trope which limits the range of
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understandings of flamenco held by foreign practitioners. The performing field for 
flamenco is particularly narrow and highly competitive so artists struggle to find work; 
only a handful regularly perform on the world flamenco circuit. During the fifteen 
years that I attended workshops in Jerez, many of the same artists consistently perform 
at most of the festivals. Furthermore, Spanish aficionados display a jealous regional 
pride so performers from Jerez compete with and are compared to others fi'om Seville 
and Madrid, a practice which limits performing work across the country. While 
making the acquaintance of many flamenco artists, I have observed how they 
frequently seek connections for bookings and have seen how modestly most of them 
live. Having a link to the major flamenco gypsy families, however, lends a distinction 
to an artist’s marketability in this world.
The third prominent pro-gypsy voice that continues the perpetuation of myth in 
the flamenco canon, Antonio Mairena (1909-1983), was a renowned gypsy singer and 
son of a blacksmith. After winning the award of the Golden Key of the Cante in 1962 
(Pohren, 1988, p. 143), he used his fame to undertake a mission to re-educate the 
public on what he considered the only true version of flamenco history. His 1963 
publication, Mundo v formas de cante flamenco, written in collaboration with Ricardo 
Molina, a non-gypsy poet and intellectual, “unhesitatingly credits the gitanos of 
Southwestern Andalusia with the invention of deep song and postulates a ‘hermetic 
age’ in which gitano cantaores carefully guarded their art from outsiders” (Mitchell, 
1994, p. 203). Mairena strongly asserted that during the three centuries prior to 1860, 
flamenco was the private property of the Spanish gypsies, preserved in a sealed 
environment (Mitchell, 1994, p. 83). Later, in a 1976 publication. Confessions. 
Mairena further embellished his argument on this myth through his concept of Razon 
Incorporea or Incorporeal Reason. Mitchell translates his reasoning:
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Now I believe that I saved myself in that shipwreck thanks to a 
profound hope that I had, almost without knowing it, that one day cante 
would awake in all its greatness and its great value would be 
recognized.. . .  My faith and hope were led by something that many 
may consider phantasmagorical because it is untouchable and 
indefinable: what I call Incorporeal Reason, something that is necessary 
to feel and respect in order to be a good gitano. Incorporeal Reason is 
our honor, the basis of gitano culture, the body of our traditions and our 
old rituals: something that only an honest-to-God gitano understands 
and only gitanos experience. Incorporeal Reason is untransmittable and 
unintelligible outside of ourselves, because one cannot know what one 
cannot feel. We can express it only through metaphors. (Mitchell,
1994, p. 205)
By positioning this essentialist notion of Incorporeal Reason as something that 
only a true gitano can understand, Mairena places it beyond the grasp of anyone who is 
not of gypsy blood, an action which solidifies the preeminent position of the gypsy 
flamenco performer. Nonetheless, Mitchell notes that “Some flamencologists hastened 
to refute the mystical and pseudobiological doctrines of Mairena and Molina even 
before they were published in the definitive form” (Mitchell, 1994, p. 212). But he 
also observes that it “was not his fellow gitanos but impressionable flamenco 
aficionados who were instrumental in realizing the initial success of Mairena’s 
teachings” (Mitchell, 1994, p. 209). Mairena fundamentally “restored” the history of 
flamenco in his own words—words which do not represent the complete sum of the 
possibilities of representation—yet which have however been perpetuated and 
established among flamenco dancers, teachers, and audiences. Writers such as 
Mairena, Demofilo, and Lorca have distorted the history of flamenco in order to 
project specific intentions. Making it a myth, however, is a compromise—“it 
transforms history into nature” (Barthes, 1972, p. 129). What these histories of 
flamenco suggest is that the Spanish gypsy’s role was elevated to further the personal 
objectives of these key historians. In order for these flamenco histories to deny the 
contributions of other narratives, they needed to rise above evidence-based history and
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become mythologised and ultimately naturalized. Thus flamenco became as a gypsy 
phenomenon.
In a conversation with sociology professor Gerhard Steingress/ he related the 
story of an incident he experienced at a flamenco conference in Spain. He said he was 
derided by other flamencologists for placing more value on the evidence of written 
documents rather than oral history (Steingress, 2011). This anti-intellectual insinuation 
suggests that documentation which opposed the narrative based on the mystique of a 
hidden, unknown past was discredited. If “flamenco” only came into existence on the 
commercial stage, as Steingress argues, then the foundation of the hermetic gypsy 
mythology collapses. The histories of Demofilo, Lorca, and Mairena position 
commercialism as denigration, but their concepts of pure and genuine, never existed 
except in theory. Mitchell notes: the “problem of ideologised interpretations can be 
overcome by tracing them to the life-style and social status of the interpreters” 
(Mitchell, 1994, p. 18). All three historians gained not only financially, but socially as 
well, with the elevation of the gypsy trope. Discursive practices can render “truth” and 
create myth, but White also observes that myths can become neuroses and/or 
prejudices (White, 1978, p. 153). The division of gypsies from other Andalusians 
suggests an agency which affirms self-contrived values and norms to the detriment of 
non-gypsy artists. The three narratives and Steingress’s conference attendees allude to 
a large discursive field which denies available historical documents and other sources 
that offer evidence of a bigger foundation fi'om which to build flamenco’s narratives.
It is therefore time to move beyond these flamenco histories and search out other 
sources for the story of a sub-Saharan African heritage and the negro in Spanish dance.
In his office at the University o f Seville in March o f 2011.
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Bringing TViggro into Flamenco’s History
Before continuing, however, I want to explain my choice of terminology. I 
have struggled in this work to find a term that signifies the complexity of issues that 
separates black Spanish from white Spanish populations physically, mentally, and 
socially. There is a deliberate focus on populations with sub-Saharan origins in this 
work in order to make a distinct difference between the Moorish culture that 
proliferated in Spain for seven hundred years and people with roots south of the Sahara 
who have different religions and cultures. Calling all sub-Saharan people black 
African, when in Spain they are actually Afiicans, Spanish Africans, African- 
Americans, and other mixed ethnicities from the Spanish colonies, does not address the 
difficulties and the trauma of the African diaspora. They cannot all be relegated to a 
geographical specificity that limits the diversity of cultures, both ancient and modem. 
In Black Africans in Renaissance Europe, a publication which resulted from a 2001 
conference at Oxford University, the editors, Kate Lowe and T.F. Earle, signified their 
choice of terminology as “black African” because “black people in Renaissance 
Europe were routinely distinguished according to their skin colour or their supposed 
religion rather than according to their place of birth or language” (Earle and Lowe, 
2005, p. xv). Not only does my study exceed the parameters of the Renaissance, but 
referring to skin colour as the most prominent mark connotes a visible reference that 
does not cover the corporeality of dance.
It has been suggested that the term, negro, might be appropriate. As an 
American who grew up during the Civil Rights stmggle, my first reaction was one of 
horror because in the States it is a pejorative term for black Americans and those who 
appear black. I can still recall the pictures from Life Magazine portraying bloody, 
black faces caught in the violent riots of the 1960s and I am aware of the herculean
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efforts that black Americans have undertaken in their fight for dignity and equality in 
the United States. While Negro once replaced “colored” and was used as a polite word 
in the American vernacular, after the Civil Rights movement, it was replaced by other 
terms such as black and Afiican-American. In the States, Negro remains an unstable, 
volatile term because it is associated with slavery, segregation, and discrimination, yet 
it can also be used affectionately or jokingly among black Americans themselves. For 
me, Negro remains an extremely uncomfortable term and it has connotations of 
discrimination. Because of its contradictory and lightning rod-like associations, 
however, it suggests the complexity of the people and the unique qualities of dances 
addressed in this work. It is a term that advocates difference, affection, discrimination, 
allure, prejudice, hate, and fear. Negro is shocking. It demands notice.
Negro, conversely, is the Spanish word for black. Somehow putting the word 
in Italics makes it seem less offensive. I can pronounce it with a Spanish accent so it 
lessens my feelings of being perceived as an American racist. Using it still seems 
provocative, though, as if through its blatant use, I can startle the reader and make 
him/her uneasy and therefore amenable to accepting my ideas through the guilt of 
political correctness. Negro in Spanish refers to several ideas and signifies more than a 
perceived “race” of people; a complexity which better encompasses the diverse ideas 
and populations who are the subject of this work. The reputable online dictionary of 
the Real Academia Espanola out of Madrid offers twenty entries for negro including 
diverse conceptions like an aspect of a body which does not reflect light, the total lack 
of colour, black skin, the group of ethnicities characterised by their skin colour, lack of 
light, illegal (in the sense of black market), very dirty, totally sad and melancholy, 
tanned by the sun, and very angry or irritated (RAE, 2009).
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In its reference to people with black skin, negro has been applied to many 
different ethnicities that peopled Spanish lands. Furthermore, connotations and 
political agencies from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries exhibit other concepts 
in relation to negro. Negro, as set forth in a Spanish language dictionary, Tesoro de la 
lengua castellana o esnahola, written in 1611 by Sevastian Orozco Covarrubias, was 
defined first as one of the two most extreme of colours—the opposite of white—and 
secondly as the colour of Ethiopians, an “unfortunate and sad colour” (Covarrubias 
Orozco, 1995, p. 775). This definition reveals some key points: firstly, the choice of 
language as “extreme opposite of white” intensifies the gap between black and white 
and makes it stark, definitive, and in a way, irrevocable; secondly, negro is a colour 
applied to a specific skin tone identified with people from Ethiopia, and thirdly, it had 
negative connotations in its reference to “unfortunate.” Covarrubias’s definition 
suggests that negro designated those unfortunates who were so labelled as an obstacle 
which precludes acceptance which further implies that negro dances would be 
perceived as being very different from bianco (white) ones. When negro was also 
linked to the “people of Ethiopia,” it points to geographic misconceptions of a general 
provenance and is therefore vague in identifying a specific ethnic group.
This concept of geographic confusion is supported by Paul Nettl in his work on 
the image of the Moor in Renaissance theatre. As Nettl points out, most Europeans in 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries made no neat anthropological distinctions 
between “Negroes, Ethiopians, Arabians or any other ‘colored peoples’” (Nettl, 1994, 
p. 105). In his essay entitled, “The Catholic Church and the pastoral care of black 
Africans in Renaissance Italy,” Nelson H. Minnich states that: “The term mauro or 
moro could denote an Arab or Berber, but also an Ethiopian or sub-Saharan black 
African; it did not necessarily apply only to Muslims. The term Aethiops was similarly
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ambiguous, for, in the Renaissance, it could denote someone from Ethiopia proper but 
could also be applied to a person living as far west as present-day Nigeria” (Earle and 
Lowe, 2005, p. 282). Vague references to distant destinations “acquire emotional and 
even rational sense by a kind of poetic process, whereby the vacant or anonymous 
reaches of distance are converted into meaning” (Said, 1994, p. 55), as suggested by 
Said. The term negro, as populations inhabiting imaginative geographical 
designations, expands and dramatizes the difference between bianco and negro and 
insinuates a geographical-racial determinism in Spanish language, literature, and 
discourse by the seventeenth century.
In its application to people, negro remains a complicated concept, according to 
Aurelia Martin Casares. In her essay entitled, “Free and freed black Africans in 
Granada in the time of the Spanish Renaissance,” she locates seven groups of people 
who could be described, or referred to, as negro in early modem documents. This list 
is reproduced below because the significance that the Spanish attached to the necessity 
of establishing difference, before the concept of “race” was recognised in the 1800s, 
exemplifies a nascent racism.
1) Sub-Saharan people came from different ethnic groups speaking 
different native languages, mainly from the area called “Guinea” but 
also from the Congo and Angola. They could be Muslims (since Islam 
had entered the area), Christians (since there were also Christian 
missions there) or animists (keeping their traditional religion). They 
constituted the largest group of black Africans, most of them slaves;
2) North Afiican Muslims (freed or slaves) of sub-Saharan origin who 
spoke Arabic;
3) People with sub-Saharan ancestors bom in Spain or Portugal, baptised 
and Castillian-speaking;
4) Moriscos (Spanish Muslims converted by force to Christianity, either 
free or enslaved) with sub-Saharan blood;
5) People from the Canary Islands who had dark skin and were in most 
cases slaves;
6) Hindus or Tamils from India brought by Portuguese slave merchants;
7) Afiican Americans brought to Spain by their Spanish owners living in 
the Americas. (Earle and Lowe, 2005, p. 248)
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This list illustrates that the designation of negro in early modem documents 
was applied to a wider range of ethnicities than is focused on in this work. Casares’s 
list is, however, illustrative of the importance of defining difference and creating 
boundaries in Spanish society since the Renaissance. This thesis is specifically 
committed to addressing the influence of dances emanating out of sub-Saharan African 
and African-American sites of practice, so I therefore use the term negro, as a complex 
idea in Spanish, to denote people from Africa and their descendants bom in Spain, 
people of mixed sub-Saharan African descent in Spain, and those with African 
ancestors who lived in the Spanish Americas. Negro will not be used to indicate 
and/or describe people of the East Indies, nor their descendants, Spanish gypsies, nor 
refer to North Africans without sub-Saharan blood, an important distinction because 
flamenco’s Romantic history gravitates towards an assumption of Moorish roots.^ I am 
calling their dances negro, however, because the term includes agencies given to 
specific dance practices as it exemplifies the complexity and difference that white 
Spaniards gave to the term.
The Literature Pertaining to Negros in Spanish Dance
While there is some acknowledgement that Africanist aesthetics in flamenco 
dance exist, the studies are limited. José Luis Navarro Garcia’s Semillas de ébano: el 
elemento negro v afroamericano en el baile flamenco [translated as Seeds of ebony: the 
negro and afroamerican element in flamenco dance] may be the only published book 
entirely on this subject. It contains hundreds of citations from primary sources 
including theatrical works, civic records, dictionaries, and popular literature locating 
dances of African and African-American origin including the guineo, chacona, 
zarabanda, zarambeque, zambapalo, the paracumbé, the cumbé, the dengue.
’ Freelance writer and editor, James Woodall, in his 1992 publication. In Search o f  the Firedance: Spain 
through Flamenco, devotes a significant part o f his book arguing for the Arabic influence on Spanish 
culture, including architecture, music, language, and dance.
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chachumba, manguindoy, the manduca, and finally the tango and rumba. Navarro 
Garcia acknowledges, however, that especially in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, dances prohibited by the Church and State often changed names which imply 
that several dances mentioned above were variations of the same dance. Some dances 
that he cites have very little supporting evidence in the primary sources, such as the 
gayumba, the retambo, the rachazo, the ye-ye, and the jiquiri-juaico, which suggests 
they had little circulation. As I will show in Chapter III, some of these names probably 
did not signify independent dances with distinct movements, but sprung from the 
rhythmic lyrics used in song variations. The value of Navarro Garcia’s work resides in 
his copious citations, but he does not offer explanations or physical analyses of the 
dances. He does not frame the references in historical context, nor does he analyse or 
theorise details in order to develop interpretations or narratives. His summations are 
sometimes questionable and dubious translations of English texts detract from his 
account.
My work, therefore, contributes to the field because it offers a theoretical and 
detailed foundation to the study of the black African in flamenco dance. Navarro 
Garcia’s work does, however, validate my hypothesis of a negro influence in flamenco 
dance. I built on his work and selected noteworthy citations of the three dances under 
investigation from, not only his citations, but from a wide range of sources in order to 
ascertain their significance and understand the circumstances that led to their 
appearance in the archives. If feasible, I sought out Navarro Garcia’s primary sources 
to expand the scope of his quotations and give them a fuller understanding. In short, I 
apply scientific methodologies to the material in order to affect a rigorous study.
While Navarro Garcia’s is the only entire publication devoted entirely to the subject of 
the black Afiican in flamenco, another source which recognises the multiplicity of
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cultures in flamenco is Faustino Nunez’s 2008 comprehensive compilation of archival 
records in Gufa comentada de musica v baile preflamencos 0750-1808)
[Commentated guide of pre-flamenco music and dance], in which he extrapolates and 
annotates lyrics from Spanish music and dance musical scores. This study is a 
catalogue that classifies lyrics under various headings and sub-headings. In his first 
chapter, “People,” he gathers his first grouping of citations under Gitanos, Majos, 
Boleros (as in bolero dancers), Herreros (blacksmiths), Comicos de la legua (groups of 
travelling comedians who performed at festivals). Bandoleros (prototypical heroic 
characters), Ciegos (blind men who were prominent street singers). Caleseros 
(minstrels who played in taverns), Negros, Moros (Moors), Indianos (here, referring to 
the West Indies and Spanish Americas), Farrucos (people from northwestern Spain), 
Manolos (Madrileno dandies), and Tunos and Tunantes (groups of minstrels). Under 
the “Negro” section, he lists 71 references which are categorised under sub-headings 
“language of negros,” “negro people,” “negro dances,” “negro songs,” “places,” “about 
negros,” and “mulatas.” It is significant that “negro” was included as a category, 
especially in this time frame, because black populations were decreasing in these years, 
yet clearly their music and songs still remained in circulation. Nunez’s work is 
significant to my research because I was able to determine patterns and repetitions in 
his collection of material that were utilised in my arguments for the persistence of 
negro influence. Like Navarro Garcia, however, little or nothing has been theorised in 
Nunez’s work and the value lies primarily in the copious compilation of primary 
sources.
In another publication in collaboration with José Luis Ortiz Nuevo, the 1998 La 
Rabia del Placer: El origen cubano del tango v su desembarco en Espana (1823-1923) 
[The Rage of Pleasure: The Cuban origin of the tango and its disembarking in Spain],
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Nunez expands on negro influences in flamenco. This compilation of newspaper 
articles from both sides of the Atlantic is a valuable collection of primary sources, 
which are, in this work, annotated to include cross references and explanations. 
However, as noted by Michelle Heffner Hayes in her publication on the conflicting 
histories of flamenco dance, “the dancing body continually evades the authors of 
flamenco histories” (Hayes, 2009, p. 17). From the earliest account by Demofilo in 
1881, most of flamenco’s histories address the music—first the cante (song) and then 
the toque (guitar). Dance is an afterthought. Rabia del Placer cites the sources which 
contain verbatim descriptions of the dance, but it does not put them in perspective nor 
does it offer a comprehensive or comparative analysis with other dance forms. This 
work has been very valuable to my research, however, because it contains sources that 
I would not have had access to otherwise because of diplomatic problems of 
Americans entering Cuba and the inexactitude of the Spanish research system.^
In another work by José Luis Ortiz Nuevo which mentions the presence of 
black Spaniards, he compiled complete articles from periodicals that reference 
flamenco from the nineteenth century Spanish press in ;.Se sabe algo? Viaie 
conocimiento del Arte Flamenco en la prensa sevillas del XIX [Do you know 
something? Known journey of flamenco art in the Sevillian press in the nineteenth 
century]. While once again this is a collection, it is valuable to this study because, 
besides clippings of “negro” dancers and dances, he includes articles indicative of 
racist sentiments in the nineteenth century which I use to build my arguments as to the 
effects of Romantic desires on emerging Spanish nationalism.
These Spanish chronicles lack a subject that give meaning to discourse and the 
fullness of context that can charge them with significance. They are chronicles of
 ^During my time researching in Madrid, the computer system at the Biblioteca Nacional, which is the 
only access to the catalogue, continually stopped functioning, sometimes for days at a time. At the 
Centro Andaluz Flamenco, video terminals only work sporadically.
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history in the sense that they list sources one after the other leaving the reader to make 
their own assumptions. White, in citing Croce, explains that “Where there is no 
narrative, there is no history” (White, 1980, p. 10). Therefore, this thesis develops 
insights only made possible through the expansion of a narrative out of such archival 
information which is invoked in the processing of constructing flamenco dance from 
these accounts of negro presence and negro dance. Indeed, only a handftil of flamenco 
publications apply theoretical foundations in order to analyse the material.
Rigorous flamenco research as a scientific inquiry on documented sources 
complements the oral tradition, and can be detected in Arcadio Larrea’s El flamenco en 
su raiz [flamenco and its race] which he wrote in 1974 during the period when Antonio 
Mairena’s work was either widely embraced or abhorred. Larrea questioned the hold 
the gypsy “race” has had on flamenco literature and offered an alternative history to 
encompass the wider range of ethnicities inhabiting Andalusia. One chapter, in 
particular, addresses people of “other colours,” and marks Larrea as one of the first 
flamenco writers to allude to a possibility of Africanist origins in the fandango (Larrea, 
1974, p. 108). His arguments, however, focus primarily on flamenco music and 
singing and are therefore not integrated in this study. Luis Lavaur also published 
Teoria romantica del cante flamenco in 1976 in this vein. This latter work analyses 
Lorca’s and Mairena’s “new” histories and addresses theatrical flamenco and its 
commercialisation in the Romantic Age. These publications are valuable for their 
insights, yet fall short of addressing the dance movements themselves. A recent 
publication, the 2006 Jaleos v tangos by Eulalia Pablo Lozano, examines the 
musicology of Cuban sounds in Spanish music through its lyrics. Other Spanish- 
language historical citations of Afiicanist dances in Spain can be found as entries in the 
2002 Diccionario de la Musica Espanola e Hispanoamericana. There are, however, no
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in-depth English-language publications relating to negro aesthetics in flamenco dance 
at this time, an oversight that this work seeks to rectify.
A broader range of dance studies have been undertaken on African 
contributions to dance in the Spanish American colonies. Marta Savigliano’s Tango 
and the Political Economv of Passion is a theorised work on the Argentinian tango 
which addresses the implications of colonialism and the exotic as a commodity of 
imperial consumption. There are many similarities between what Savigliano identifies 
as tango’s contribution to Argentina’s national narrative and Spain’s creation of 
national identity rising out of the insurgent eighteenth-century majismo movement.
She observes that “Western exoticism accompanied by worldwide imperialism has had 
the power to establish Eurocentric exoticism as a universally applicable paradigm.” 
(Savigliano, 1995, p. 169). In my work, I apply this model to the manner in which 
flamenco performers position themselves in relation to imagined ideas of dance 
developed through imperialist discourses.
Anita Gonzalez observes a sub-Saharan influence in Mexico in Jarocho’s Soul: 
Cultural Identitv and Afi’o-Mexican Dance when she traces the jarocho fi"om its 
beginnings among slaves of African descent. Her work offers a means to 
conceptualise a narrative on the origins of Spain’s iconic dance, the fandango, in the 
Spanish colonies. Gonzalez’s acknowledgement of the importance of negros in the 
development of Mexican dance expands insights into these extant sources, especially 
in my chapter on the fandango which examines the possibility of links with Mexican 
dance. In Blackface Cuba. 1840-1895. Jill Lane writes about blackface theatre in Cuba 
in the years prior to its independence from Spain in 1898. While this form of theatre 
known as “teatro bufo” did not become as popular in Spain as it was in Cuba, it 
nevertheless reveals much about Spanish attitudes towards race in the period when
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flamenco was forming and so sheds light on black Spaniards in the Romantic era. 
Danielle Robinson is currently investigating the potential for decolonising cross- 
cultural research through an examination of the Samba in Brazil in her on-going work 
on the African diaspora in the America, which will be a valuable addition to the 
subject.
Following the trajectory of Cuban music, Ned Sublette published Cuba and its 
Music: From the First Drums to the Mambo in 2004. Sublette, as a musician and 
record producer, has unique perspectives on the history of Cuban music through which 
correlations can be ascertained between Cuban music and religion, and flamenco 
terminology and practices. Cuba, as one of the last Spanish colonies, was a significant 
location for the hybridisation of negro music and dance because of the importance of 
the African slave trade in its economic industries, like sugar cane. Sublette’s accounts 
of the Spanish sailors who spent considerable time in the ports of Havana absorbing 
emergent dance trends which were subsequently introduced via the Spanish ports of 
Cadiz and Seville underscores my exploration into the circulation of the tango.
Baltasar Fra Molinero undertook substantial work on the “habla de negro” or 
“negro speak” in Golden Age Spain in La imagen de los negros en el teatro del Siglo 
de Pro [The image of blacks in the theatre of the Golden Age]. His research is 
insightful in understanding how white actors portrayed black characters, especially 
through the mechanism of infantile speech to denote inferiority. He delves deeply into 
why black characters were presented as such by analysing specific roles played by 
black-faced white actors thus adding significantly to my arguments about how dance at 
this time was produced by white dancers. His book remains one of the few works on 
theatrical portrayals of negros in this era. Black Afiicans in Europe are an under­
researched topic, as has been noted in Black Afiicans in Renaissance Europe by Kate
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Lowe: “[t]he present volume therefore concentrates on the greatly overlooked subject 
of the consequences . . .  of the introduction of considerable numbers of enslaved sub- 
Saharan Africans into Europe in the hundred and fifty years succeeding the so-called 
voyages of discovery, that is in a period very roughly coterminous with the 
Renaissance” (Earle and Lowe, 2005, pp. 1-2). This volume contains several chapters 
relevant to illuminating Europeans’ relationships with black Africans living in Europe, 
and provided a formative confirmation in my early research that there was much more 
to be said about black Africans in Spain and as Spanish dancers.
Recent interest in black bodies in Europe remains selective. There was an art 
exhibition in Amsterdam in the summer of 2008 entitled “Black is Beautiful” at the De 
Nieuwe Kerk which presented depictions of black Africans in Dutch colonial painting. 
However, the exhibitors deliberately chose not to present any negative images. The 
rationale, according to Esther Schreuder and Elmer Koffin, was that “the people 
depicted should not be represented in a fashion that we would now regard as an 
extreme stereotype. The drawback to this decision is, of course, that relatively little, or 
no attention, has been paid to depictions of black people as devils and racial 
caricatures.” (2008a, p. 13). I left this exhibit feeling that the story of black Afiicans in 
the Low Countries had essentially been “white-washed” and an opportunity to 
illuminate the complexities of the relationships between people had been lost. The 
decision of the curators suggests an act of denial in its choice of presented material, 
much like the histories of flamenco.
Overview
This thesis, through the methodology of an historical narrative, brings negro 
people and dances into the account of Spanish dance through an examination of three 
dances affiliated with negros: the guineo in Spain’s Golden Age of theatre (1550-1700)
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which was danced by negros and was said to be from Guinea; the fandango in the 
eighteenth century which could well have emanated from the Mexico and the West 
Indies; and the tango from the nineteenth century Romantic Age which arrived in 
Spain from Cuba. As White points out, history can only be interpreted, not explained; 
its objective is to refamiliarise the reader with events forgotten, repressed, or neglected 
(White, 1978, p. 87). Therefore, I aim to endow citations of historic dance events with 
new meanings through the application of contrasting, informed discourse in order to 
compose a narrative that more fully clarifies the history of flamenco as a symbol of 
Spain’s national identity. Conversely, Foucault’s observation that history is not a 
progressive refinement (Foucault, 1969, p. 5) stresses the need to delve deeply into the 
chosen events in order to fully address the complexity of the developments.
The time span beginning in 1500 with Spain’s Golden Age and continuing until 
the end of the Romantic Era around 1880 was deliberately selected in order to convey 
the longevity and persistence of negro dances on Spanish shores. In spite of gaps in 
the archival records suggesting historical discontinuity, this work seeks out the 
conditions of existence, delineated by Foucault, in order to develop an understanding 
of the continual emergence of new negro dances and their effects on Spanish culture. 
This time span also coincides roughly with the first recorded arrival of gypsies in 
Spain, 1425 (Fraser, 1995, p. 76), and is therefore coterminous with the mythological 
hermetic age posited by Mairena, a concept I seek to deconstruct with this work. 
Spanish imperialism began its decline by the mid-seventeenth century, as noted by 
Henry Kamen in his historical work, Spain 1469-1714: A Society of Conflict resulting 
in a suppression of international contact and a rise of national chauvinism (Kamen, 
2005, p. 270) that caused Spanish culture to look internally for new inspiration. This 
inward gaze, however, included all Spanish colonies (see Appendix A, the map of
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Spanish colonies), a formidable land mass including large areas of the Americas 
populated over the centuries by hundreds of thousands of enslaved black Africans. 
Consequently, the prolific exchange of soldiers, politicians, merchants, sailors, artists, 
and slaves continually moving across the Atlantic shaped cultural articulations 
throughout the Black Atlantic, in Paul Gilroy’s sense of the term. Gilroy’s 
conceptualisation of cultural hybridity posits that the “formal unity of diverse cultural 
elements . . .  encapsulated the playful diasporic intimacy that has been a marked 
feature of transnational black Atlantic creativity” (Gilroy, 1993, p. 16). This thesis 
excavates the distinctive characteristics in the three dances which are illustrative 
residues of that diasporic intimacy as it determines what elements emanate from negro 
dances from the myriad of influences that are part of Spanish dance history. 
Additionally, the three targeted eras mark significant shifts in Spanish history and so 
exhibit change and progression in Spanish culture and society, and its relationship with 
the consistent negro population thus lending an overall picture of the gradual 
adjustment to the adoption of negro dances.
The three dances were chosen because they attained sufficient notoriety in their 
respective eras to merit recording in contemporaneous literature. The bodies dancing 
were physical entities that left indelible impressions effecting reactions in discourse; 
these traces enter into dialogue with the bodily discourse being witnessed in my 
discussion. As Susan Foster, in her edited volume. Choreographing History, notes, 
history is made by bodies (Foster, 1995, p. 10), and White, in his essay in this same 
publication, observes that history records aberrations: “Every history is a story of the 
ways in which the individual (some individual) violates the specificity of species” 
(Foster, 1995, p. 233). For these dances to be recorded, the negro dancing bodies 
ceased to be a body proper in order to signify a different body. Interpreting these
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different bodies supplies the narrative that allows me to develop the epistemological 
discourse threading through this thesis.
Of the three dances, the guineo is no longer in circulation in Spain, but both the 
fandango and the tango continue to be practiced and conceptualised as Spanish dances. 
The latter dances contain other actions that are emblematic of tensions in flamenco’s 
histories not only because of arguments among flamenco aficionados concerning 
“pure” flamenco and Spanish folk forms (Pohren, 1990; Schreiner, 1990; and Thiel- 
Cramér, 1991), but because of disputes between theatrical and pueblo styles of 
flamenco, and refined versus “traditional” (Leblon, 1995; Otero, 1912; and Pohren, 
1990). I will argue that the interventions which led to the omission of the negro in 
flamenco also contribute to more recent tensions in contemporary flamenco.
Each era offers unique narratives which reflect not only the underlying reasons 
why the dances were popularised, but also how each dance was used to strengthen the 
objectives of multiple hegemonies, such as Church and State, and authoritative 
individuals, such as the Romantic authors, Gautier and Calderon. Building on the 
foundation of negro movements identified in the guineo, this thesis examines issues of 
nationalism and national identity that select and shape images to suit the political 
powers in Spanish society. By examining flamenco as an icon of the national dance of 
Spain, the sanitising qualities which narrowed the focus of flamenco’s history in order 
to create a national identity are excavated so that the multiplicity of cultures reflected 
in Spanish bodies can be inclusive.
Chapter II traces the corporeal presence of negro people in Spain in order to 
examine their capacity to inform the vernacular of Spanish dance and their significance 
in Spanish society. Greatly affecting their presence, however, are concepts of race 
before the time “race” became a scientific study. This chapter examines how racial
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relationships fluctuated during the targeted three eras and draws upon Hugh Thomas’s 
history of the Atlantic slave trade to support the chronological history of enslaved 
Africans in Spain. The accounts of negros are intrinsically linked with the spaces they 
inhabited. Therefore, the focus will be on two prominent locations: the ports of Seville 
and Cadiz and the colonies of Mexico and Cuba. In Seville, the Spanish negro 
corporeally and psychologically emerges in Isidoro Moreno’s history of the 
Hermandad (brotherhood), the Cofradia de Nuestra Senora de los Angeles de los 
Negritos, which was recently published in celebration of its 600-year anniversary. 
Isidoro Moreno’s account chronicles events where the members danced, and follows 
the story of the brotherhood and its struggles from its earliest days as a hospital for 
slaves and the poor, circa 1390, through the last days of its negro members in 1896, up 
to the present where it remains prominent on Calle Recaredo. Moreno’s history was 
physically and mentally enhanced by a trip I took to Seville to visit the Hermandad, 
the old negro neighbourhood, and the extant monuments extolling significant negro 
Spanish citizens. My sojourn informs the narration detailing negro life in Seville 
through the inclusion of photographs and memories.
Psychologically, the plight of the negro in the colonies is exemplified through 
pictorial presentations of the casta paintings. Prominent in the Spanish Bourbon Age 
in the 1700s, casta paintings emanating from Mexico are described by Ilona Katzew in 
Casta Painting as “a homogeneous pictorial genre commissioned by Spanish 
functionaries” (Katzew, 2005, p. 1). The implications of these paintings are 
approached through the theories of Mary Douglas’s Puritv and Danger: An Analvsis of 
Concept of Pollution and Taboo in order to determine how negros were positioned as 
alien in the shaping of Spanish identity. Returning to the port cities, examples of white 
Spanish relationships with negro members of society in the nineteenth century are
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addressed in the numerous diaries written by travellers who descended on Spain in the 
post-Napoleonic era. This chapter concludes with an examination of negro 
populations during the nineteenth century when they were no longer included among 
members of the Hermandad and were rendered as unfortunate, poor, pitiful, and 
distasteful individuals by Romantic authors.
Chapter III begins the focus on the first of the three representative dances, the 
guineo, one of the first dances of a sub-Saharan origin to enter Renaissance Spain 
remaining in circulation under various guises for four centuries. The chapter explores 
perceptions of its danger exemplified by a case that went before the Spanish 
Inquisition. Through the extant documentation, descriptions of how it was executed 
and what it looked like will be developed. The guineo was publicly performed in two 
prominent venues—Church processions and on Golden Age stages—where practices 
of it entailed the use of blackface by white performers; early manifestations in the 
Spanish Renaissance which merit an examination through the lens of racism. While 
the processions outwardly signified a visible display of wealth and power, the spectacle 
was determined by deliberate strategies of manipulation by the Church. The 
performances of the guineo in theatres signified different agencies which were 
compounded by derogatory images of the negro through the use of habla de negro or 
black speech. The sources, many of which are located in librettos of plays of the era, 
refer to the comedic, grotesque qualities of the guineo, allusions which lead to concepts 
of the camivalesque and a duplicity between black and white bodies. Eric Lott’s work 
on American minstrelsy will be used to determine grounds of negotiation and 
contradiction in the Spanish practice.
Chapter IV deciphers the contradictory association of the fandango in Spain 
and its relationship to negro dances. It begins with an account of its recognition in
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Cadiz which appalled a member of the clergy before commencing with an examination 
of its role in the development of Spanish identity in the eighteenth century. Dance in 
this era was greatly affected by the majismo movement, and, as the popularity of 
majismo expanded, visual manifestations of its postures and clothing were recorded by 
artists of the time, including Francisco Goya. Elements of lower class styles and poses 
apparent in Goya’s work and the popularity of dance observed by the literati, will 
contribute to my argument that the fandango was developed from negro dances in the 
Americas, was adopted in Spanish lower-class mixed neighbourhoods, and then spread 
throughout the country as an expression of Spanishness through the expansion of the 
majismo movement. This chapter draws on concepts of collective consciousness, first 
pioneered by Carl Jung who states that “The instincts and the archetypes together form 
the collective unconscious. I call it “collective” because unlike the personal 
unconscious, it is not made up of individual and more or less unique contents but of 
those which are universal and of regular occurrence” (Jung, 1968, p. 3). I argue for 
positioning the fandango as an act of collective consciousness because, as anti- 
Bourbon regime sentiments escalated, the individual dancer was subsumed into mass 
gatherings passionately performing the fandango for hours on end. My observations 
are supported by Steingress, in his 1998 Sobre Flamenco v Flamencologia. who argues 
for the positioning of flamenco as a cohesive force in the development of Spanish 
national identity motivated by the universality of the collective will and Homi Bhabha 
in his Location of Culture where he identifies an insurgent ‘intersubjectivity’ that 
interrogates the synchronous contemporaneity of modernity through a collective force.
Chapter V traces the history of the tango de negros from Cuba to the Spanish 
port cities of Cadiz and Seville where it was stylistically appropriated and subsumed 
into Spanish dance repertoire. Through an analysis of Davillier’s Spanish travel
accounts in the 1840s which were enhanced by Doré’s sketches, the effects of 
commercialism and Romantic narratives popularised by Merimée’s Carmen imprinted 
mythological tropes with impressions of Spanish dance. An argument will be made 
that the tango was translated into an exotic commodity using Savigliano’s observations 
that exoticism is an industry that requires distribution and marketing. The tango body 
was a site of appropriation for dancers in Seville who adopted and shaped the dance in 
order to use it in commercial settings. This action was noted by Spanish Romantic 
author, Esteban Calderon, who openly avowed that dance in southern Spain was 
influenced by dances from Spanish colonies in the Americas and so serves as a contrast 
with other Romantic discourse that excluded such references.
Through a discussion of dance aesthetics, the tension between the pueblo and 
theatrical forms of flamenco begins to emerge as a result of biases exhibited by 
Romantic authors who, having been inspired by classic Roman literature, perpetuated 
the myth of the female dancer as the heir of the ancient dancers of Gades (Roman 
Cadiz). Under the veil of Orientalism, the tango became an identified flamenco palo 
when flamenco, as a recognised art form, developed as a commodity in the emerging 
capitalistic marketplace. Through an analysis of Théophile Gautier’s eyewitness 
account of Spanish dance and French ballet, observations of difference indicate not 
only unique characteristics inherent in the respective forms, but they also signify 
audience expectations of “Oriental” dance forms in Spain.
Chapter VI analyses two films fi*om the latter half of the twentieth century to 
excavate dance movements witnessed in the cited accounts which have continued to 
maintain a presence in flamenco dance. Certain qualities identified with Afiicanist 
dance forms by academics who have undertaken studies into this field are integrated 
with the film analyses to note the persistence of negro influences and to illustrate how
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such influences continue to contribute to the concept that flamenco is an insurgent 
dance form, an action made apparent in all three dances under investigation. The films 
exemplify competing approaches of flamenco dance—theatrical and pueblo—and are 
more recent examples of transcultural articulations expressed in this thesis. They 
therefore reaffirm the change and process in the fashioning of dance in Spain. As 
visual recordings, they are situated as historical records because they convey the range 
of movements in flamenco dance taking place during the resurgence of flamenco in the 
post-Franco years. As such, I argue that they are illustrative of a politics promoting the 
homogeneity of culture advocated by the Franco regime which situated flamenco as a 
national folk form. However, through an incorporation of William Washabaugh’s 
observations of certain television programmes in Franco’s waning years as presented in 
his Flamenco: Passion, Politics, and Political Culture, it is possible to discern 
subversive elements attesting to regional identity.
Chapter VII is the conclusion, but this thesis is brought to a close with an 
epilogue. During my time spent in Seville in 2011,1 had the privilege of interviewing 
a flamenco singer/dancer from Barbados via London. Esther Weekes, a black British 
woman with long braids and dimples, brings this thesis full circle through her calling to 
move to Seville to study and practice flamenco. Her passion for flamenco developed 
through a resonance with movements and the driving rhythms of flamenco music and 
dance. While it is still difficult for non-gypsies, much less non-Spaniards, to eke out a 
living as flamenco performers in Spain, Weekes has found a degree of success in her 
flamenco/jazz ensemble that allows her to accentuate the rhythms and music in a novel 
manner that she finds satisfying. It is somehow fitting that she exhibits a desire to 
devote herself to an art form that has denied negros a place in flamenco’s histories.
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Conclusion
The literature pertaining to black bodies in Spanish dance is incomplete. While 
there have been compilations of references to negro dance, like those by Navarro 
Garcia, Ortiz Nuevo, Cotarelo y Mori, and Nunez, a more theoretical and analytical 
discussion of the role that dancing bodies played in the development of flamenco 
remains under addressed, particularly in English. Gerhard Steingress is the leader of a 
scientific approach to flamenco history through his sociological analyses of flamenco, 
identity, and nationalism in the Romantic Age. Following his lead and with the 
theoretical frames of contemporary dance research, Spanish negotiation with identity 
weaves throughout this work through the adoption and adaptation of negro dance from 
Spanish colonies into the language of Spanish dance. Complex negotiations evolve 
during the three designated eras as different performers and their intended audiences 
act as agents of political change through their dancing, or become caught in the 
conflicting interests and identities of different national contexts.
The white Spanish reaction to the negro body is multi-layered so narratives will 
utilise the work of several theorists like Mary Douglas, Benedict Anderson, Gerhard 
Steingress, Paul Gilroy, Robert Young, and Edward Said in order to create an 
understanding of the process of change through substitution, displacement, or 
projection. Some of the theories incorporated in this work are more relevant to one 
period than others and some are applicable throughout such as Homi Bhabha’s concept 
of the “Third Space” presented in his 2006 Location of Culture which explains how 
marginal cultural articulations are transferred across borders to become “normalised.”
While this thesis uncovers a history of negro bodies, it has been challenged 
linguistically. Many of the original sources in old Spanish have been deciphered and 
translated into modem Spanish requiring probes into the meaning of words in
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antiquity. As Spanish is not my first language, this has been a difficult operation. 
Nevertheless, as Stephen Greenblatt, in “Toward a Universal Language of Motions: 
Reflections on a Seventeenth Century Muscle Man,” has noted, language has its own 
weaknesses so reading the body can liberate it from myth-making narratives to uncover 
a more corporeal knowledge (Foster, 1995, p. 26). And, having spent over four 
decades studying and performing dance, including fifteen years dancing flamenco in 
both the United States and Spain, I am very comfortable reading bodies.
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La Primera Llamada
The bulerîas^^ holds a special place in the hearts of its aficionados and is 
considered a pillar of flamenco purity. Pohren states: “With very few exceptions, the 
hulerias only truly come alive under the magic touch of gypsies” (Pohren, 1990, p. 
107). Jerez de la Frontera, where I have studied flamenco, is particularly known for 
its stylisation of this palo. In Jerez, the hulerias typically has very little heelwork, it is 
extremely grounded, it uses hip movements, and the rhythms are syncopated. In 
juerga settings, most dancers have short signature movements which are alternated 
with basic marking steps, the paso por bulerias, and the llamada sequences. 
Accompaniment of the jaleo, the hand clapping and vocalisations are crucial for the 
bulerias because of its intricate rhythms. In Jerez, it is usually accompanied by three to 
five palmeros (hand clappers) who hold the beat solidly so the dancers, guitarists, and 
singers can remain locked in the rhythm. The work of the palmeros is demanding as 
they trade holding the down beat or clapping on the offbeat in an extremely rapid 
manner while accenting variations of the 12-count phrase to end precisely on the right 
count at the end of a verse or a dancer’s exit. The bulerias celebrates community and 
Jerezanos, in particular, display a great deal of enthusiasm for their bulerias. At a 
concert I attended there in 1999, after singing three excellent soleas (one of the deep, 
intense palos), the singer stood to leave the stage. The audience began chanting 
“bulerias, bulerias, bulerias” until he sat back down and delivered one. At the current 
yearly flamenco festivals in Jerez, the entire audience claps their approval if a
 ^A  llamada is a break in flamenco. It marks the end o f a section and the beginning o f something new 
like the next verse or a heelwork section. Llamadas will be used here to denote anecdotal evidence 
attesting to tensions between flamenco styles and performative issues that I have come across in my 
flamenco life.
Bulerias is a flamenco palo  or form comprising o f a 12- or 6-count phrase. It is generally an upbeat or 
chico form as opposed to the cante jondo  or deep songs.
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performance met their expectations with a bulerias rhythm of 1-2-3 stamping heavily 
on count 1.
Observations such as these illustrate that many qualities in this flamenco form 
have similarities with identifiable Afiicanist aesthetics like groundedness, 
polyrhythms, hip movements, communication, hand clapping, and body percussion. In 
juerga settings, bulerias are typically performed spontaneously in an improvisational 
format which necessitates communication between all of the participants (guitar, hand- 
clapping, singing, and dancing). The format of a solo dancer in the centre of the 
musicians and other participants is quite likely an inheritance from negro dances 
witnessed for centuries in Spanish public spaces. The seed for considering these 
observations as Africanist occurred to me during a class in African-American dance 
history at the University of New Mexico whilst reading Robert Ferris Thompson’s 
1974 work on African art in motion. In it he discusses negro influences observable in 
librettos from Golden Age dramas in Spain during the Renaissance. It seemed logical 
to me that if such qualities could be discerned in literature, dance must also have been 
influenced. Upon reading his now disputable observations about what constitutes 
“Afiican” dance, it became obvious that the qualities identified in the bulerias were 
similar to his list of ten characteristics.
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Chapter II 
Los Negros in Spain and its Colonies
Populaces with negro skin tones have been in Spain for over two thousand 
years. According to Hugh Thomas in his lengthy work on the history of the Atlantic 
slave trade, people from the sub-Saharan region of Africa have been documented in 
many parts of the Mediterranean since the age of Xerxes circa 400 B.C.E., where they 
were recognised as “dancers and boxers, acrobats and charioteers, gladiators and 
cooks, prostitutes and personal servants” (Thomas, 2006, p 27). That Xerxes listed 
dancers is significant because it draws attention to black African associations with 
dance in European thinking from the beginning of western European contact. This 
chapter, therefore, explores negro, as both a people and a symbol, in two locations— 
Spanish ports and Spanish colonies—in order to examine the repercussions of centuries 
of contact between bianco and negro. Such an exploration, however, necessitates 
addressing issues of race before “race” became a scientific study in the nineteenth 
century (Sauer, 1993) because of the asymmetry of the black/white relationship. This 
chapter will examine how Spain categorised the negro as “other,” particularly in regard 
to the Spanish construction of “pure blood” and how racial prejudice was construed 
before it was identified as such. Beginning with a brief overview on the enslavement 
of black Africans in Spain, this chapter traces their presence, illustrates their 
prevalence, and analyses their significance in Spanish society by examining the variety 
of ways that apparent racism was negotiated in Spanish lands.
History of Nesro Slaverv in Spain
This section lays the foundation for my arguments that there was a significant 
negro population in Spain and the Spanish colonies which facilitated interactions
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between ethnicities. Contact between Spain and Africa is evidenced as early as 1700-
1800 B.C.E. through a piece of African ivory found in La Mancha, a province south of
Madrid (Sublette, 2004, p. 5). Arabs imported black African slaves to Spain via a
trans-Saharan route in the first centuries after the Muslim invasion in 711 G.E. and, by
the tenth century, enslaved Africans were procured from Guinea (Thomas, 2006, p.
38). In 1444, however, the number of enslaved black African people rose
exponentially when the Portuguese entered the slave trade, turning it into an industry.
By the late fifteenth century Spain joined Portugal in slaving, and together, they
controlled the European Atlantic slave trade for 200 years (Thomas, 2006, p. 182)
before the English, Dutch, and other Europeans brought their own interests into the
business. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the southwestern Spanish city of
Seville, played a vital role in the slave trade because of its strategic trading port
location on the Guadalquivir River. (See Figure 1.) This observation is corroborated
in Ruth Pike’s work on populations in Renaissance Seville as she notes that:
After the discovery of the New World the constant demand for a source 
of cheap labour to work the mines and plantations of America increased 
the flow of Negroes into Seville during the sixteenth century. The city 
soon became one of the most important slave centres in Western 
Europe, second only to Lisbon. In fact the first Negro slaves introduced 
into the New World came from Seville, and some of them had been 
bom in that city. (Pike, 1972, pp. 174-175)
Alfonso Franco Silva, in his essay “Slavery in Seville,” expands on this history 
with an unsettling frankness which indicates the values placed on negro lives: by the 
end of the fifteenth century, black Africans had saturated the market and were sold 
cheaper than Berber slaves; the cheapest were sent to the Americas; slaves were 
branded DSA for ‘de Sevilla’ [from Seville], pregnant women sold well; and fifteen- to 
twenty-five-year-old women were the most expensive because they made good
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concubines (Moreno, 1997, pp. 485-486). Such details emphasise the cold 
mechanisms of an established, commercially-oriented industry.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Silva also noted that there was no regular slave market in Seville and sellers 
paraded their merchandise through the city selling enslaved people in two 
acknowledged areas: on the steps of the Sevillian cathedral and in the Plaza San 
Francisco (Figures 2 and 3).
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MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
These two venues, in the centre of the city, highlight the visibility of black 
Africans in high-traffic areas of public spaces. Data recorded one hundred years after 
the industry began, in a 1565 census, reveal the extent of their presence. Seville had 
6,327 slaves out of a total population of 85,538 people, that is, one slave for every 
fourteen inhabitants or 7.4% of the population (Earle and Lowe, 2005, p. 70 and Pike, 
1972, p. 172).^’ Jeremy Lawrence in “Black Afidcans in Renaissance Spanish 
Literature,” estimates that by the middle of the sixteenth century, after the fall of the 
Moors and at the height of Spanish world domination, there were upwards of 100,000
It must be noted, however, that this figure includes other slaves besides those from sub-Saharan 
Africa, but negro slaves did vastly outnumber other groups such as Moors and eastern Mediterranean 
people.
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slaves in Spain, particularly in the south of the country (Earle and Lowe, 2005, p. 70). 
As the number of enslaved and eventually freed negros in Seville grew, separate, new 
parishes such as San Bernardo and San Roque were created to house the growing 
populations. Significantly, these new neighbourhoods were situated outside of the city 
walls.
M ATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
The high, imposing walls figuratively and physically segregated the city; 
imposing boundaries defined not only by skin colour, but also by economics and 
culture. The neighbourhood of San Roque is particularly significant because traces of 
negro populations remain extant. The country’s first negro Hermandad (fraternity, 
brotherhood) was, and continues to be, located in the centre of San Roque. Remaining 
in the neighbourhood too, are the streets where negros lived. The history of the 
Hermandad, the Cofradia de Nuestra Senora de los Angeles de los Negritos, was 
published in 1997 in celebration of its 600 year anniversary (Moreno, 1997). Isidoro
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Moreno’s account follows the story of the cofradia’s earliest days at the end of the 
fourteenth century and continues up to the present where it remains on Calle Recaredo. 
It is arguably the oldest^^ hermandad in Seville; notably, this was not the only negro 
hermandad in Spain, although it was the prototype for the others that followed.
Moreno notes that at one time there were fourteen hermandades registered as negro 
throughout Andalusia including one across the river in the Triana neighbourhood of 
Seville and another, for mulattos, located inside the city walls (Moreno, 1997, p. 50).^  ^
Through Moreno’s record, it is possible to discern the changing role of negros both 
from a physical point of view as well as through shifting political policies.
The Cofradia de Nuesfra Senora de los Angeles de los Negritos was created as a hospital for black 
Africans by 1400 and is therefore one o f  the oldest hermandades, if  not the oldest in Seville. However, 
when the oldest hermandades in Seville had the prestige o f  being last in the religions processions, 
monetary privileges prevailed and the hermandades which were better positioned politically took the 
honour.
Hermandades continue to serve several functions in Seville. They are chartered by the Church as local 
brotherhoods to support the dissemination o f the Catholic dogma. They contain their own chapels for 
services and they offer temporary places o f  residence for those in need. In the religious processions that 
have been part o f Sevillian life for hundreds o f years, the hermandades bring their venerated statues out 
o f the chapel, dress them in luxurious cloaks, place them on heavy wooden frames and carry them 
through candlelit streets along the Way o f  the Cross.
These other two hermandades in Seville did not last. The one in Triana closed after the 1649 plague 
and the mulatto one merged with Sra. de los Angeles in the eighteenth century.
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MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
From the time of their formation, neighbourhoods for the poor, such as San 
Roque, were not solely inhabited by negros. Moreno observes that, when established, 
the hospital was multi-ethnic and was designated for “poor Castellanas [north central 
Spaniards], Jews, Moors, Blacks, Mulattos, and, increasingly, Gypsies” (Moreno, 
1997, p. 39). While Pike cites sources indicating that negros outnumbered other 
ethnicities in such communities (Pike, 1972, p. 172), court documents attest to 
practices of miscegenation between ethnicities (Navarro Garcia, 1998, p. 52) which
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suggests that life in neighbourhoods like San Roque was comprised of a mingling of 
different groups of outcasts; a biological and cultural tangle dominated by negros.
In Seville, connotations of negros still prevail as the streets surrounding the 
Hermandad were given names that attest to the people who once lived on them. It is 
not too difficult to imagine narrow streets like Conde Negro and San Primitivo as 
crowded, dirty places in the shadow of the walls where the humblest people of Seville 
gathered to live out their days in severe penury. The street names allude to derogatory 
designations for the inhabitants. San Primitivo could reference the pilgrimage route to 
Santiago de Campostela coursing through northern Spain, but it also relates the word 
for “saint” with the Spanish word for aboriginal people fi*om an undeveloped 
civilisation, as defined by the Diccionario de la lengua espanola (2009). Conde Negro 
translates as the black Earl, which was in reference to the title, mayoral, the designated 
leader of the neighbourhood, a position nominated by the collective black population 
(Moreno, 1997, p. 43). Conde Negro began as a derisive term for the mayoral in the 
late 1400s and was later applied to the street (Moreno, 1997, p. 43). Until 1910, there 
were no other streets connecting with Conde Negro besides Calle Recaredo so for most 
of its existence, it was an isolated block that ran behind Calle Recaredo and the 
Hermandad. These streets, which have not been renamed, now remain as a testament 
to those who once lived in the shadows.
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Figure 6. Conde Negro, the street running parallel to Calle Recaredo behind 
the Hermandad.
Figure 1. San Primitivo which now runs perpendicular to Conde Negro.
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Figure 8. Looking down the narrow, modem Calle Conde Negro.
As the 1565 census implies, negro populations living in Seville numbered in 
the thousands, but thousands more lived throughout the Iberian peninsula in the 
sixteenth century. Their visibility must have been obvious because travellers were 
compelled to write about them suggesting an incidence of intermption from the 
expected norm in Foucault’s sense of the word. The Flemish humanist, Nicholas 
Cleynaerts, who visited Portugal between 1533 and 1538, is quoted as saying: “There 
are slaves everywhere. . . . Portugal is full of this kind of person; I had hardly set foot 
in Évora and I felt as though I had been transported to a city in hell; I came across 
black people everywhere” (Earle and Lowe, 2005, p. 114). Jorge Fonseca, in his 
chapter, “Black Africans in Portugal during Cleynaerts’s visit (1553-1538),” 
acknowledges that visitors from Northern Europe, where enslaved negros were not so 
common, were often surprised and appalled at how many slaves “were to be seen 
frequently on the public roads, at the service of their masters in small businesses and in
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workshops, and were very visible” (Earle and Lowe, 2005, p. 115). Both of these
quotes display surprise and disgust and could well have affected Spanish attitudes
towards their own negro populations as well.
The noticeable presence of enslaved negros in Seville has been addressed by
Pike who states that “In the wealthier homes of the city slaves were considered a
necessity—part of the conspicuous consumption of the period that called for long
entourages of servants and for coaches, costly wearing apparel, and ornate home
decoration” (Pike, 1972, p. 179). This practice was led by royalty as Annemarie
Jordan, in her essay “Images of empire: slaves in the Lisbon household and court of
Catherine of Austria,” attests:
For Portuguese monarchs and for Catherine of Austria, who had 
amassed by the mid-sixteenth century an extensive collection of wild 
animals, exotica, naturalia, luxury commodities and export wares from 
Africa, Asia, China and Japan, the slaves at her court also functioned as 
visual symbols of her power, literally representing the various frontiers 
of her rule. (Earle and Lowe, 2005, p. 175)
For royalty and the upper classes, enslaved negros were employed as
ostentatious displays of wealth; obvious visual symbols of people and lands colonised
by Spanish powers. But the sheer number of slaves being brought to Spain between
the fifteenth and seventeenth centuries indicates that the ownership of slaves in Seville
was not confined to royalty and the wealthy classes—it was widely distributed among
all levels of the population. Pike notes:
The deeds of purchase and sale among the Sevillian Protocols clearly 
show that artisans of various occupations, professional people such as 
physicians, lawyers, clergymen, and even religious orders owned 
household slaves. Indeed almost every family of some means had two 
or more of them. (Pike, 1972, p. 179)
Pike’s observation of the diversity of slave owners implies, therefore, that 
negros had a variety of jobs in Seville, many of which were prominent in the public
view:
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Most of the slaves branded and sold in Seville were destined for 
domestic service in the city’s households. Slaves were employed in the 
kitchen, laundry room, and stable. They served as doorkeepers, as 
nursemaids for children, as attendants of adults, as valets, porters, and 
waiters.. . .  The master usually took some male slaves with him on his 
daily activities, perhaps as an escort on foot if he was riding... Slaves 
also did odd jobs in connection with their master’s business. (Pike,
1972, pp. 177-178)
From the fifteenth into sixteenth centuries, slaves resided in the homes of their 
owners, but by the seventeenth century, most were living outside the city walls in 
neighbourhoods like San Roque (Moreno, 1997, p. 73). It was deemed safer to keep 
the grupos de riesgos (high risk groups) locked outside the city walls at night so they 
would not wander the streets of the city posing a danger and disturbing the rest of the 
population (Moreno, 1997, p. 73). These steps were taken to curtail liaisons, sexual 
and otherwise, between white Spaniards and other ethnicities.
Although negros, both freed and enslaved, worked long and arduous hours, 
they were awarded some free time. Begirming in the fifteenth century, they were 
permitted to gather in the plaza before the Sevillian church, Santa Maria la Blanca, to 
play music and dance because it was considered a way to release the tensions of their 
captivity (Moreno, 1997, p. 130). They convened on most Sundays and on feast days 
and were permitted to play their own instruments (Moreno, 1997, p. 39). This plaza, 
which was inside the walls by the Puerta Carmona, is a five minute walk east from the 
Sevillian cathedral and the centre of the city. It is conceivable that the strolls, or 
paseos, that are part of Spanish culture, took many observers by the church to watch 
the dancing of negros on a regular basis.
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Figure 9. The plaza in front of the church, Santa Maria la Blanca.
The numbers of negros, enslaved and free, remained fairly high throughout the 
sixteenth century. By the seventeenth century, however, their population rates began 
to decline and would continue to do so. A notable factor that led to their decimation 
was the outbreak of the bubonic plague in 1649 in Seville, which killed at least 60,000 
Sevillians, roughly half of the poor and negro populations (Moreno, 1997, p. 94).
After 1650 more African-born people were sold to the colonies where they were 
deemed necessary to bolster the Spanish economy (Moreno, 1997, p. 133). European 
tastes had changed with the influx of new products from the New World, especially 
sugar. To remain profitable, increased sugar production was facilitated by augmented 
slave labour to meet rising demands. Statistics supporting this observation are cited by 
Thomas, who states that in 1640 there were about 330,000 enslaved Africans in 
Spanish America; the annual demand was around 9,000 and between 1650 and 1675, 
over 60,000 new slaves were transported over (Thomas, 2006, p. 211).
Also affecting the lessening demand for slaves in Spain was the higher birth 
rate of white Spaniards which satiated the demand for labour (Thomas, 2006, p. 145).
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However, in Seville, the negro population increased for a time, which Thomas argues 
might have been encouraged for economic reasons (Thomas, 2006, p. 146). This 
overall decline does not indicate an end to the traffic with Afiican people in Spain 
proper. During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, thousands of negros still 
crossed the Atlantic: some came back to Spain with their owners who had done well in 
the New World, and many more passed through on their way west to toil as slaves in 
the colonies. Cuba was slow to progress beyond its function as a trans-shipment point 
and take a dominant role in the world’s sugar industry. Therefore, its demand for slave 
labour did not increase until the end of eighteenth century after the French/British War 
of 1778, unlike in other territories where slave importations had already peaked 
(Sublette, 2004, p . 111). Thomas traces the last phase of Spanish slavery in the latter 
half of the nineteenth century noting that Cuba, as Spain’s most profitable colony, 
remained one of the largest importers of slaves as well as one of the last places in the 
west to yield to abolition, propelling Spain to resist emancipation longer than other 
European countries. After fighting the movement, Spain, finally in 1864, had a strong 
Spanish abolitionist leader, Julio Vizcarranda, who was able to put forth a proposal to 
abolish slavery. In May 1865 it was seconded. The bill was passed April 1866 and 
became law May 1867. It was not applied to Cuba until September 1867, but the last 
verified slave landing in Cuba occurred January 1870 (Thomas, 2006, pp. 773-784).
This narrative indicates that large numbers of negros, both in Spain and in the 
Spanish colonies, maintained a persistent presence and remained visible for centuries. 
As pointed out in Chapter I, while most histories of flamenco have ignored the 
existence of negros and their subsequent contributions to Spanish culture, this evidence 
speaks to their existence in key areas where flamenco was to develop, particularly in 
the cuna or cradle of flamenco, as the area between Seville and Cadiz is known
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(Quinones, 1992, p. 78). Through these two significant trading ports passed almost all
of Spain’s negros.
Los Nesros in the Ports
At the onset of the sixteenth century, Spain was at the height of its imperial
powers bolstered by the power of the Catholic Church and its interpretation of
Christianity. Seville was the capital of the country supported, in part, by a vigorous
slave economy. When the slave trade expanded, slavery was condoned because negros
were perceived as barbaric pagans in need of salvation through Christianity.^^ Because
they were distinguished as barbarians, “the first, most fundamental and most deep-
seated stereotype . .. was that all black Afidcans in Renaissance Europe were (and by
extension were only fit to be) slaves,” according to Lowe in “The stereotyping of black
Afidcans in Renaissance Europe” (Earle and Lowe, 2005, p. 21). In other words, the
Spanish rationalised their right to enslave negros through notions of social hierarchy.
Lowe observes that the “European definition of civilization depended upon an
Aristotelian typology for assessing alien people, and dividing them into the civilized
and the barbarian” (Earle and Lowe, 2005, p. 8). So-called civilised people could be
distinguished from barbarians on the basis of several factors such as social
organisation, laws, written histories, knowledge of Latin, and use of clothing. Period
literature attests to this belief as noted in a 1460 publication written by an Augustinian
fidar entitled A Garden of Noble Maidens:
the barbarians are those who live without the law; the Latins, those who 
have the law; for it is the law of nations that men who live and are ruled 
by law shall be lords of those who have none. Wherefore they may 
seize and enslave them, because they are by nature slaves to the wise.
(Thomas, 2006, p. 71)
Henry Kamen in Spain 1469-1714: A Society o f Conflict discusses the role o f the Church in Spanish 
imperialism.
The idea that enslaving black Africans was to secure their salvation through Christianity is repeatedly 
noted in Hugh Thomas’s The Slave Trade: The Historv o f the Atlantic Slave Trade 1440-1870.
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Enslaving negros was not only accepted because they lacked European laws, 
but the Catholic Church also condoned slavery because, by removing them from their 
pagan homelands, they had the “opportunity” to be baptised and therefore “saved” 
(Thomas, 2006, p. 433). Prior to the 1460 publication mentioned above, in “1455 Pope 
Nicholas V in his papal bull Romanus pontifex pronounced that it was permissible to 
acquire black Africans from Guinea as long as efforts for their conversion were made” 
(Earle and Lowe, 2005, p. 12). Not surprisingly, uprooted enslaved negros had their 
best chance for survival by adopting the new cultures in which they were forced to 
live. Joining the Church was one of their best options, and for some, it afforded the 
means to eventually obtain permission to buy their freedom. That many sought this 
road is evidenced by baptismal books from cities in Andalusia such as Sanlucar de 
Barremeda (a city on the delta basin down river from Seville) which indicates that 
between 1514 and 1522, 420 slaves were baptised at Our Lady of the O, the local 
church. This included 220 Africans, six Caribbean islanders, and the rest blancos or 
Moors (Thomas, 2006, p. 112). The willingness of negros to be baptised and to 
convert to Catholicism and their attempts to assimilate into Spanish culture removed 
negros from the notice of the Inquisition so they were not considered high-profile 
targets as were the Jews and the Converses (Thomas, 2006, pp. 178-179).
Interestingly, the six Caribbean islanders mentioned in the baptismal records in these 
early years imply that the trans-oceanic circulation of ideas and people was already 
underway in the early days of the Spanish colonies.
This does not mean, however, that negros were accepted into mainstream 
Spanish society. Moreno’s 600-year history of the Hermandad de los Negritos is 
particularly illuminating on this matter, because it not only provides a useful account 
of how negros were treated, but it humanises them by listing their names and revealing
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the struggles they faced on a quotidian basis. While negros could never be considered 
as equal with white Spaniards, Moreno notes that membership in the hermandades was 
encouraged, at least by those slave owners who permitted it, so that negros could be 
saved through Christianity from being both pagans and savages (Moreno, 1997, p. 50). 
Even though the Hermandad was valued as a means for negros to integrate marginally 
into society through the adoption of a common Christian ideology, members faced 
many restrictions, as is made clear in the most highly-visible events enjoyed by all 
hermandades—the religious processions of Seville. Negros were not invited to 
participate in many of these events, particularly in the last half of the sixteenth century 
(Moreno, 1997, p. 77) when they were at their peak numerically. Restrictions in the 
processions were further reinforced through a synod of the Sevillian diocese in 1604. 
Sponsored by the Archbishop of Seville, the synod specifically singled out the negro 
and mulatto hermandades for causing scandals, sins and offences because they were 
slaves and had no money for candle wax and other important objects; they stole from 
their owners, and they provoked more laughter than devotion in the processions 
because of their black skin (Moreno, 1997, p. 83). Throughout his account, Moreno 
argues otherwise by pointing out the lengths to which the humble, impoverished 
members went to keep their Hermandad respectable. Moreno notes that as calamities, 
such as epidemics, floods, and the war in Flanders, habitually provoked Spain at the 
end of the sixteenth century, prejudice against negros was exacerbated. The synod’s 
decrees and the increasing blame for acts of God and politics suggest that intolerance 
increased unfairly with rising population numbers.
Perhaps one of the most significant events of the seventeenth century which 
indicates how Spaniards viewed their negro citizens was the sacrifice made by two 
members of the black Hermandad: Fernando de Molino, the Hermano mayor of the
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Hermandad, and Pedro Francisco Moreno. When the Catholic Church was facing 
insurrection due to disputes over the concept of the Immaculate Conception, these two 
free black men sold themselves back into slavery to raise money for the Hermandad in 
order to celebrate Mary’s feast day and to solidify their support for the belief in her 
virginity (Moreno, 1997, p. 96). Seville lauded the brothers in 1656 with a monument, 
the Cruz del Negro, which was taken down in 1836 (Moreno, 1997, p. 95), and later 
celebrated their deed and allegiance to the Virgin Mary by commemorating them again 
on a monument erected in the Plaza del Triunfa in 1917 in gratitude for Seville being 
spared in an earthquake in 1755.
A V . .  ■
Figure 10. The plaque (now worn down) engraved with Los Negros Molino 
and Moreno.
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Figure 11. The monument is placed in a highly public place situated between 
the Alcazar, the Moorish palace dating from the 1200s, and the Cathedral, begun 
during the rule of Queen Isabella and King Ferdinand.
The action of selling oneself back into slavery positioned Molino and Moreno 
as examples of how Golden Age Sevillian society ambiguously discriminated against 
negros. They were honoured only after identifying with the aims of the Church and 
symbolically becoming white because of their supreme sacrifice. This theme of being 
“whitened” was evident in contemporaneous theatrical plays as observed by Fra 
Molinero who applied the term “deafricanized” to the black African characters he 
examined in contemporaneous literature (Fra Molinero, 1995, p. 8). The negro 
characters he studied were leading roles presented as models of Spanish life; 
subordinates for whom to become Spanish must involve conversion to Christianity. 
They were taken from four comedies written by two different authors, El prodigio de 
Etiopia. El santo negro Rosambuco de la ciudad de Palermo, and El negro del mavor 
amo by Lope de Vega and Juan Latino by Ximéz de Enciso. The roles were those of 
soldier, saint, rebel, and scholar, all of whom were beyond the norm assigned to the 
common Spanish slave. In each of the four plays, there is a recurring theme that none
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can advance without somehow attaining whiteness first. The saint must die to lose his 
black skin so God can accept him; the soldier is given a “white” name by his master 
(but for Spanish audiences, he was accused of homosexuality first so as to be debased 
and then was forced to spend the rest of his life outside of Spain); the rebel has to die 
for the love of a white woman (black men must not actually marry white women but 
she can hold him in her heart after he “loses” his black skin); and the scholar (the 
character was based on the real life Juan Latino, a learned, free black male) has to 
remain a slave and become celibate in order to reach a more pure, spiritual state. All of 
these roles were depicted in humorous, debasing situations which often incorporated 
hints of féminisation. Fra Molinero concludes that the representation of the black 
character would begin and end in laughter (Fra Molinero, 1995, p. 191); a mechanism 
that placed the negro male in a containable position.
The correlations between the sacrifice made by the two brothers from the 
Hermandad and the characters depicted in the plays studied by Fra Molinero merit 
attention. According to Homi Bhabha, “In the act of disavowal and fixation the 
colonial subject is returned to the narcissism of the Imaginary and its identification of 
an ideal ego that is white and whole” (Bhabha, 2006, p. 109). In other words, negro is 
a fragmented, “unwholly,” and unholy colonial object from the dominant perspective 
of white. Catholic Spain. If he rejects his own black body, his own manhood, either 
physically or symbolically, the negro can, in the narcissistic imagination of the bianco, 
be transformed into an idea of whiteness. He will not be white, but he will have 
attained a symbolic level of acceptance and his soul will be “whitened.” The two 
brothers were awarded a monument. They were not told that their offer was a brave 
act and that they would not have to be enslaved. They had to endure slavery again and 
be lauded afterwards. Like the whiteness attained by Fra Molinero’s characters, white
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is something conferred on black metaphorically and only in retrospect. As Bhabha
notes, such an action is reflected in the imagination of blancos as an image of their
own ideal egos as it reinforces white supremacy.
Physically, however, negros existed on the perimeters of society. In 1620, the
black Hermandad in Triana was banned from the crossing the river for processions and
was not allowed to process with whites (Moreno, 1997, p. 98). Exclusion is addressed
by Lara Bovilsky, in Barbarous Plav: Race on the English Renaissance Stage, who
cites Fredrik Barth’s theories of ethnic boundaries which illuminate this process.
According to Bovilsky:
distinct ethnic groups did not result, as had been virtually universally 
assumed, from the relative isolation of one culture or ethnicity from 
another but rather out of “social processes of exclusion and 
incorporation” that delineate discrete groups in pointed contrast to the 
fact of a “flow of personnel” among them in the form of “changing 
participation and membership in the course of individual life histories.” 
(Bovilsky, 2008, p. 32)
This quotation implies, therefore, that racial discrimination, formed through the 
enforcement of social pressures, is fluid—it ebbs and flows according to reigning 
hegemonic hierarchies in political and social spheres. Or as Foucault observes, events 
are the result of gradual adjustments (Foucault, 1969, p. 8). The action of the two 
brothers who were re-enslaved occurred when negro populations were on the decline 
in Spain and so were not as threatening to white hegemony. It allowed the Hermandad 
to acquire enough capital to continue its existence, but it did not elevate the status of 
the Hermandad itself. While the white hermandades were ranked by age, power, and 
prestige, and were awarded prime positions in the holy day processions, Moreno notes 
that the negro Hermandad was forced to hold its processions for Semana Santa in the 
middle of the night, that is when it was permitted to hold them at all (Moreno, 1997, p. 
108). Such actions on the part of the Church and ruling class in Spain imply
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conceptualisations of racial segregation. As social critic, Fritz Fanon, observes: “It is 
the racist who creates the inferiorized” (Fanon, 1952, p. 73). The negro Hermandad 
was excluded from the important processions because of their poverty; they were 
debased because their black skin provoked laughter. These actions imply that negro 
bodies were sites of racial production that could be applauded when it benefrtted 
political aims such as those of the Catholic Church’s battle for belief in the Immaculate 
Conception or derided when processions caused ridicule.
The fluidity, the ambivalence of racism is made evident in other sources which 
illustrate desire, especially sexual desire, of white Spaniards for black Africans. 
Procreation between ethnicities was not condoned; therefore, the blame for being 
desired was placed on the negro by default. Indeed this theme has been observed by 
several scholars who address issues regarding populations of negros in Renaissance 
Europe. Lawrence notes that black Africans were routinely stereotyped as 
promiscuous because a “lack of civilization” signified wanton sex (Earle and Lowe, 
2005, p. 29). This stereotype was not relegated solely to Spain. Ann Korhonen, in 
conceptualising representations of black skin in England, noted that “skin colour was 
also directly related to the rampant sexuality and the lack of reason and sense which 
European writers assumed to be true of black Afiicans” (Earle and Lowe, 2005, p. 95). 
Lowe relates a story by Conte Giulio Landi, who, in the early sixteenth century,
“related that white Madeirans and Portuguese fell wildly in love with black women and 
preferred them to their wives, and that also some free white women had sex with black 
males” (Earle and Lowe, 2005, p. 32). The allure of black African sexuality for white 
Europeans is contradictory. On one hand, there was the deliberate attempt to separate 
negros by placing their neighbourhoods outside of the city walls and restricting contact 
between ethnicities through decrees. On the other hand, liaisons between groups were
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flourishing as evidenced by the rising population of mulattos in cities with high negro 
populations such as Seville. The practice of having relations with enslaved servants 
hardly suggests that black Afiicans were willing sexual partners. It does, however, add 
more layers of complexity to understanding how racism was manifested throughout 
Spain. A split in colonial discourse, as is made evident through ambivalence, displays 
two attitudes towards external reality, according to Bhabha: “one takes reality into 
consideration while the other disavows it and replaces it by a product of desire that 
repeats, rearticulates ‘reality’ as mimicry” (Bhabha, 2006, p. 130). Through mimicry, 
the negro subject becomes a partial presence, something less than whole as seen 
through the eyes of white Spaniards which allows the maintenance of their sovereignty. 
This action ultimately degrades black Spaniards by reducing their corporality to a 
sexually-desired object through the duplicity of affection or the horror of rape.
Ambivalence is corroborated by several scholars. Fabienne Plazolles Guillen, 
in his article “Barcelona a finales de la Edad Media: Rentre mestizaje y conservacion 
biologica?,” in the 2000 edited volume, Negros. Mulatos. Zambaigos: Derroteros 
afiicano en los mundos ibéricos. notes that, like other areas in Spain, the Catalonians 
were faced with the destruction of their homogenous ethnicity because of the 
prevalence of mixed progeny (Queija and Stella, 2000, p. 24). In the same publication, 
Bernard Vincent, “Les Noirs à Oran aux XVI et XVIIe siècles,” observes that most 
black Afiicans in Spain between 1661-1666 were women—37 to 14 men—which 
resulted in most baptismal records mentioning only the fathers because mothers were 
enslaved women (Queija and Stella, 2000, p. 64). Fra Molinero, in his essay in this 
edited work, “Ser mulato en Espana y America: Discursos legates y otros discursos 
literarios,” states that while black women were deemed desirable, the black men were
Ruth Pke’s (1972). 'Aristocrats and Traders: Sevillian Society in the Sixteenth Century,’ contains 
census tables which indicate population demographics by neighbourhood.
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“just black unless they achieved purity” (Queija and Stella, 2000, p. 126). Fra 
Molinero does not locate any sources which allowed a negra, a black woman, to 
achieve whiteness or purity, but instead observes that the presence of a negra in 
dramatic literature represented the depths to which the leading man had sunk (Fra 
Molinero, 1995, p. 28). These three quotes are illustrative of the range of ambivalence 
in racist actions: from fear of loss of homogeneity; to clear signs of sexual desire of 
negra bodies; to the disregard of negro men as “just black.” They suggest imaginary 
solutions to problematic social conflicts which were likely causing anxiety and panic 
among white Spaniards.
The dichotomy made visible in the colonial discourse between despised and 
desired ultimately serves to “unify the subject in colonial articulation” (Bhabha, 2006, 
p. 103), a process which results in the stereotype. According to Bhabha, the stereotype 
“impedes the circulation and articulation of the signifier of ‘race’ as anything other 
than its fixity as racism” (Bhabha, 2006, p. 107). It acts as a functional link between 
an affirmation of wholeness and an action displaying anxiety and fear which allows it 
to become a scene of both fantasy and defence. While desire and derision appear as 
opposites, they both serve as the negative correlative to superiority. Repeating Fanon, 
racism is signalled by inferiorizing; it creates an opposite to superior. Therefore, the 
negro, through the asymmetry of master/slave power relations, was fixated as the 
diminished subject in Spanish colonial discourse in an act I am labelling racism.
In spite of the violence imposed on enslaved black Africans, one of the ironies 
is that the fixed stereotype also included the trope of a happy, simple people with a 
proficiency in music and dance. Fra Molinero states that negros were consistently 
presented with an infantile image which became indispensable in plays and popular 
songs (Fra Molinero, 1995, p. 21). Indeed, evidence points to the view that negros
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were considered unable to control their urges to dance and sing. Fonseca cites an 
anonymous sixteenth-century Italian visitor to Portugal who said “while the Portuguese 
are always sad and melancholic . . .  the slaves are always happy, they do nothing but 
laugh, sing, dance and get drunk publicly in all the town squares” (Earle and Lowe, 
2005, p. 115). While the stereotype of a cheerful negro who was always dancing and 
singing is another condescending image, it also means that their dances were visible 
and recognised in Renaissance Spain. As will be suggested in the next chapter, 
because these dances were so evident, if white actors were mimicking negro dancers, 
then it is possible to surmise that their subsequent portrayals probably incorporated 
exaggerated elements of overly cheerful, exuberant displays.
In the eighteenth century after the waning of the Golden Age and its popular 
dramatic fare, the Hermandad continued to maintain a viable presence throughout the 
Spanish Bourbon Regime. “Los Negritos” (the little negros) was added to the name of 
the Hermandad in the 1780s, officially making it the Hermandad de Nuestra Sehora de 
los Angeles, vulgo de los Negritos (Brotherhood of our Lady of Angels, commonly 
known as the little blacks) which gave it an aura of matemalistic protection. A 
defensive strategy was compounded when the Archbishop of Seville was given an 
honorary, permanent title as an officer of the Hermandad', an action which offered a 
means for it to survive when many of the other hermandades in the Seville were 
closing because of competing interests and shifting populations.
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NEGRITO
Figure 12. The tile plaque over the entrance to the Hermandad de Nuestra 
Senora de los Angeles, vulgo de los Negritos.
Another reason that the Hermandad struggled in this century was because there 
were fewer negros in Seville to support it. Between 1709 and 1774, out of 195 
members, 132 were listed as being of the raza negra, another 100, at least, were 
peripheral members, and 63 were white which signals the changing trend of Seville’s 
neighbourhoods (Moreno, 1997, p. 149). Moreno notes that as more money began to 
pour into the coffers, the white members began to take over all of the elected posts 
(Moreno, 1997, p. 150).
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Figure 13. The view of the Hermandad from the plaza across the street where 
the horse grounds were located.
Physically, the Hermandad still remained outside of the city walls throughout 
the eighteenth century in an area which was then adjacent to the horse grounds where 
elite Spaniards exercised their horses. This location facilitated a notable festival hosted 
by the Hermandad. Because of the sacrifice made by the freemen, Molina and 
Moreno, the Hermandad, dedicated to the Virgin Mary, celebrated the feast day of Our 
Lady of the Angels on August 2"  ^as a major yearly event. Festivities fi*om 1730 until 
1806 included a particularised practice called the corridas de gansos, or running of the 
geese. Noblemen on horseback were unadorned and dressed in simple, sombre black 
clothing while negro members of the Hermandad dressed solemnly yet elegantly with 
ruffled collars, white sleeves, and plumes on the hats. They perched on luxurious seats 
upon horses decorated with ribbons and bells. Moreno reads this event as a symbolic 
inversion ritual (Moreno, 1997, p. 171). The negros rode out first, which allowed the 
nobility to display humility. A parade of five or six pairs of riders would toss a lariat 
in an attempt to catch the running geese around the necks and decapitate them with a
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flick of the rope. Skills were displayed in the cleanliness of the beheading and the 
dominion of the horses. The efforts of the negros had the possibility of being met with 
admiration, but Moreno posits that they more likely evoked laughter (Moreno, 1997, p. 
172). The feast day was celebrated as a three-day event which began with mass and 
culminated in evening music and dances and fireworks outside of the Hermandad.
If this is considered a symbolic inversion ritual, what was gained by both the 
members of the Hermandad and the nobility? Logically the nobility would want to be 
thought of as humble and pious because it would make them appear virtuous 
Christians. That this event occurred during the rise and acme of the majismo 
movement is significant because a depiction of inversion, as the movement’s raison 
d ’être, is a public display of anti-French sentiments. While the Spanish court was 
emulating French, baroque fashion, the white elite of Seville displayed sombre attire, 
attended to equestrian sports for which Andalusia is famous, and exuded 
manifestations of Christian, Catholic humility in ironic displays of emulating negros. 
These outward displays of spectacle reaffirmed regional culture and values by 
portraying the practitioners as “true” Spaniards. Was this, however, another indication 
of demeaning negros by positioning them as objects or ridicule? Or were they 
honoured by competing in skill with the nobility? If processions of the negro 
Hermandad caused laughter among witnesses, it is likely that the corrida de gansos 
was also received with jocularity. What is important, what can be discerned is that it 
was a highly visible event which brought together Sevillians of diverse classes. Negro 
members and their families mixed socially with other citizens of Seville and, because 
of the evening celebrations, their dances and music were shared by all participants. If 
the white upper class was truly invested in a ritual of inversion, perhaps they joined in 
the dances hosted by the Hermandad. While I will be making a case about the cross-
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fertilization of the fandango in this era in Chapter IV, I want to point out that this
social event was yet another ideal situation for the transference of dances across
cultural boundaries.
In the nineteenth century, smaller numbers of negros continued to live in San
Roque on the margins of Seville where they remained excluded socially from political
life (Moreno, 1997, p. 268). By 1828, slavery was rapidly diminishing and only a few
domestics remained enslaved (Moreno, 1997, p. 285). Whatever respect they had in
the eighteenth century that enabled a social joining of classes in the corridas de
gansas, by this century, negros were marked as poor, unfortunate, abject, pitiful, and
distasteful in the extant literature. In 1855, this eyewitness account attests to the state
of affairs in the religious processions of the Hermandad de los Negritos:
The last and poorest and one of the oldest hermandades—It is 
comprised totally of negroes [^ ]^. Little by little, the blacks are 
disappearing in Seville because the cross sea trade was transferred to 
Cadiz where blacks are still far from disappearing. So poor, however, 
as a cofradia, accompanied by a music that displays miserable residues 
of modem slavery, augmented by sad publicity and also, perhaps by 
ridicule. Some musicians were taken out of prison for the occasion and 
still wear their prison garb. Viewers were quiet while the procession 
passed but it was quickly followed by grand agitation that sometimes 
occurs among masses of people as the next saint is announced.
(Moreno, 1997, p. 299)
It is an interesting observation that this procession was comprised totally o f  “negroes,” because whites 
were also members at this time. It is likely that the two “races” held different processions at different 
times especially because black processions had historically been relegated to o ff hours such as at dawn.
“Nuestro Senor de la Fundacion y Nuestra Senora de los Angeles, que viene a continuacion, es a la 
vez una de las mas antiguas y la mas pobre de las cofradlas. Esta compuesta sobre todo por negros.
Poco a poco, los negros desaparecieron de Sevilla, a medida que el comercio ultramarino se traslado a 
Cadiz, donde los negros estan todavfa lejos de desaparecer. Tan pobre, sin embargo como es su 
cojfradia, tiene también dos pasos acompanados por una musica que, ejecutada por estos misérables 
residues de la esclavitud modema, aumenta aun mas la lastima publica, y otros dirân, quiza, que la burla. 
En fin, ^me atreveria a anadir, por lo bajo, que algunos de los musicos, sacados de prision para la 
circunstancia, llevan aun el uniforme del presidio? Despues del desfile de los pobres negros, se hizo un 
gran silencio, al que sucedio muy pronto esa gran agitacion que corre algunas veces sobre las masas 
populares. Una palabra propaganda con la rapidez del relampago habia anunciado la proximidad del 
Santo Entierro.
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This story illustrates how poverty and time affected the few remaining negros 
in Seville while numbers in Cadiz, the new site of transatlantic shipping in the 
nineteenth century, not only remained prominent, but increased. The quiet that met the 
procession of the Hermandad could likely have been embarrassment at the sight of 
such penury and repulsion of such misery attending Seville’s grand religious 
processions. The obvious relief at the sight of the next processional group is palpable 
through the reference of the “grand agitation.”
The plight of negros in Seville continued as new epidemics decreased the 
population numbers—yellow fever in 1800 and cholera in the 1850s. The end of black 
members in the Hermandad is detailed throughout Moreno’s fourth chapter: white 
Spaniards with money were moving into the neighbourhood of San Roque and by 1872 
the Puerta de Carmona, the gate to the walled city, was destroyed, opening the city up 
to further development and gentrification. In 1877, the last enslaved negro member of 
the Hermandad died which left only eight to ten free members. By 1896, political 
manoeuvrings by the white members and accusations of missing funds propelled the 
last black members to leave the Hermandad which had been theirs for almost six 
hundred years.
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Figure 14. The Hermandad de Nuestra Senora de los Angeles, vulgo de los 
Negritos as it is still known. Today it is a thriving cofradia with over 1950 members. 
Memorabilia commemorating its negro members are preserved throughout the chapel 
and are found in the neighbourhood.
This section on los negros in the ports concludes with one more example of
attitudes towards negros through an observation by Théophile Gautier, an 1853 French
travel writer in Spain. Gautier observes a poor negro helper in a bullfight who, while
sprinkling sand over blood, was attacked by a bull and thrown twice into the air. He
died and was carried out: Gautier wrote:
The circumstance did not interrupt the proceedings. Nada; es un 
mozo; “It is nothing, he is only black;”^^  such was the funeral oration of 
the poor Afiican.. . .  [But the monkey who was part of the show uttered 
piercing moans and tried to break his chain.] Did he look upon the 
negro as an animal of his own race, a brother monkey who had got on in 
the world and who was the only fiiend worthy of understanding him?
However this may be, it is very certain that I never beheld an instance of 
deeper grief, than that of this monkey bewailing this negro; and the 
circumstance is the more remarkable, as he had seen the picadors 
unhorsed and their lives in danger without manifesting the least 
uneasiness or sympathy. (Gautier, 1853, p. 288)
19 Mozo also implies servant, but in this case, Gautier seems to be referring to the definition o f black.
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Gautier verbally portrays the poor black as being a brother monkey in a manner 
that suggests that this way of thinking was normal for the time instead of degrading.
He observes the black body dispassionately and relegates it to that of a curious entity 
as his comments suggest that black entertainers were disposable. As in the account of 
the procession, this encounter seems to have engendered an uncomfortable reaction of 
embarrassment and curious distaste. Whatever distinction negro slaves once had when 
they were paraded through the streets of Seville dressed in lavish clothing seems to 
have eroded so that by the end of nineteenth century, they seem to have disappeared 
from the historical record.
Nonetheless, the persistent negro appearance serves as a reminder of the 
fragility of the white population, which due to centuries of miscegenation, undermines 
the supposed racial purity of Spain. Wendy Phillips, in her article “Representations of 
the Black Body in Mexican Visual Art: Evidence of an African Historical Presence or 
a Cultural Myth?,” cites Jungian theories which describe negros as “the ‘shadow’ of a 
group or culture as that psychological aspect that is not acknowledged and remains 
buried in the collective unconscious” (Phillips, 2008, p. 761). Spain’s relationship 
with negros remains hidden in the shadows; they maintain a presence through extant 
monuments in Seville, but only peripherally. I had an American friend who lived for 
many years in Jerez, an hour and a half from Seville, who was genuinely surprised to 
hear that negros had even lived in Spain when I told her about my thesis topic.
Although she was a flamenco aficionada and an amateur historian, until I showed her 
the evidence of the Hermandad and explained the persistence of black populations in 
Spain, did she understand the significance of this unacknowledged and largely 
forgotten population.
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Los Nesros in the Colonies
This section addresses the ramifications of rising negro populations outside of 
Spain itself and the effects of their dances which continued to influence cultural 
articulations throughout Spanish lands. Miscegenation and allusions to purity were 
equally, if not more, significant factors affecting the degradation of negros in the 
colonies. A continual increase in children of mixed ethnicities was perceived as a 
threatening development in need of control by hegemonic Spanish imperialists. 
Therefore, a sense of order was superficially imposed through the creation of a caste 
society, a practice that was emerging from developments in scientific thinking. In 
reference to the seventeenth century. Said notes that there was an “impulse to classify 
nature and man into types. The greatest names are, of course, Linnaeus and Buffon, 
but the intellectual process by which bodily (and soon moral, intellectual, and spiritual) 
extension—the typical materiality of an object—could be transformed fi*om mere 
spectacle to the precise measurement of characteristic elements was very widespread” 
(Said, 1994, p. 119).
While this was stated in reference to his theories of Orientalism, Said’s 
observation of the emerging predisposition to classify the world was exemplified, in 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, by a genre of art known as casta painting 
which is described by Ilona Katzew in Casta Painting as “a homogeneous pictorial 
genre commissioned by Spanish functionaries as souvenirs of their stays in New 
Spain” (Katzew, 2005, p. 1). The first paintings date Grom 1711 and they continued to 
be produced until 1810 when the Mexican war for independence ideologically rejected 
concepts of a hierarchy. Katzew’s choice of the word “homogenous” points to a 
perception that a universality regarding race was becoming codified in reference to the 
practice that relegated ethnicities to a fixated position in the social hierarchy, which
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was for negros at the bottom. This practice suggests a visual perspective that does not 
allow room for nuances of cultural difference and so accords all negros one culture. 
Primarily, however, casta was a term “used in Mexico to refer to the different races 
that comprised society; it also served to indicate socioeconomic status” (Katzew, 2005, 
p. 39). Therefore, casta paintings were visual representations of order as perceived 
and desired by the patrons of the works.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Katzew found that, while new casta paintings have been discovered, the extant 
collection barely exceeds one hundred specimens (Katzew, 2005, p. 63), most of which 
remain in the ownership of “private collectors in Mexico, Spain, Paris, England, and 
the United States” (Katzew, 2005, in the Acknowledgements). Therefore, research on 
these paintings will increase as more paintings become available. Most casta paintings 
are anonymous, but in the signed example in Figure 15, it is possible to clearly see the 
racial striations which situated the white peninsular Spaniards at the top close to the 
Virgin Mary and the ethnically mixed couples lower down. This painting depicts only 
eight striations. Typically, most versions of this theme contain sixteen levels or consist 
of sixteen individual paintings in a set. Figure 16 shows a painting that not only
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contains the higher number of groupings, but it includes names ascribed to different 
“races.” Katzew acknowledges that there was no consistency in the nomenclature that 
resulted from miscegenation and that the mixtures of African and Indian garnered the 
most derogatory designations such as lobo (wolf) or coyote (Katzew, 2005, p. 6). Even 
the prevalent root for the term “mulatto” comes from a zoological reference for mules.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
In eighteenth-century colonial Mexico, the “stability of the Spanish social order 
rested on the difference between Spaniards and Indians, the maintenance of internal 
stability within each republic, and the effective restriction of the rights and obligations 
of the Africans and the racially mixed” (Katzew, 2005, p. 40). Negros, always viewed 
as slaves, were positioned on the lowest level. In casta paintings, they were identified 
by their dark skin, curly hair, and sometimes deliberately distorted, over-emphasised 
facial features. Not based solely on physical appearance, these racial categories are
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enhanced through social constructions. Culturally the lowest classes were categorised 
by their poor, ragged clothing and furniture, and activities which depicted violent 
behaviour like fighting as opposed to the well-ordered white Spanish families reading 
the bible together. Thus is becomes questionable whether casta paintings depicted 
people’s culture or were they images of cultural domination. Katzew notes that anyone 
of that era who was “remotely associated with black ancestry in Mexico, as elsewhere 
in Spanish America, was everyone’s worst nightmare with respect to social standing” 
(Katzew, 2005, p. 52). Black ancestry denoted undesirable characteristics in Spain as 
well. Goya, the eighteenth- to nineteenth- century Spanish artist whose work will be 
discussed further in Chapter IV, depicted the figure of a bridegroom with negro 
features in his 1792 painting, “The Wedding.”
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
“The Wedding,” criticises unequal marriages, according to Rogelo Buendia in his 
work on Goya’s art (Buendia, 1990, p. 14). While Goya’s biography reveals that his 
work portrayed class struggles, reading this painting as a metaphor of such a marriage
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is feasible because it depicts a bridegroom with skin several shades darker than his 
intended bride, thick lips, and a wide, flat nose; characteristics which allude to 
undesirable qualities. His ostentatious red coat contrasts with the earth tones worn by 
the other men and the blue bow tying back his black hair clashes with his ensemble 
suggesting a wealthy man with little sophistication. The entire composition draws the 
viewer’s focus to the dark skinned bridegroom as the central object of ridicule through 
Goya’s techniques of the descending stairs and the framing of the bridegroom under 
the arch of the bridge. The bride’s father, portrayed in a muted green colour, offers a 
second narrative in the painting. He is depicted following the bridegroom with his hat 
in one hand and a gesture of a raised palm signifying acquiescence and a plea for 
money. The young, pretty, light-skinned woman seems to be marrying a wealthy man 
through a choice made by her father. She has downcast eyes and is shown pulling 
ahead of her new husband while the onlookers are seen gossiping to each other as they 
regard the married couple. This painting can be considered an illustration of Goya’s 
point of the plight of penury among peasants and the desperate measures to which they 
resort through the act of marrying a light-skinned beauty to a dark-skinned rich man.
As Barbara Sparti notes, in her introduction to Imagining Dance: Visual 
Representations of Dancers and Dancing, aesthetic choices made by the artist appeal to 
his viewers’ imagination in order to elicit specific cultural responses (Sparti & Van 
Zile, 2011, p. 9). As a product of his time, Goya seems to deliberately select negroid 
facial characteristics in order to lower the class of his bridegroom. The strong disparity 
between the beauty of the bride, the ostentatious wealth of the bridegroom, and the 
discernible narrative among the subjects, suggest that Goya painted this work for such 
a specific intent.
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Goya’s work used the negro image to depict coarseness and lack of refinement;
casta paintings had a wider circulation. While they were thought to be souvenirs of
sojourns in the Spanish colonies and so were found on both sides of the ocean, Katzew
cautions that “the need to ascribe a definite function for casta paintings . .. demands to
be examined” (Katzew, 2005, p. 8). There is an original travel diary in the British
Library fi*om 1772 by Richard Twiss which contains an eyewitness reaction to these
paintings which offers a valuable period account providing important evidence that
casta paintings were found in Spain as well as the colonies. Twiss is quoted in entirety
because this account builds an argument:
In several houses in the sea-port towns of Spain, I observed paintings of 
the different coloured races of beings, which are produced by the 
Spaniards intermixing with the Indians in America, and under the 
paintings were inscribed the names of those races. I caused the 
inscriptions which are under sixteen pictures I saw in Malaga to be 
copied; they are as follows, though they may appear somewhat 
unintelligible, and it will be very difficult to prove the truth of what is 
therein advanced. The terminations in “a” are feminine, those in “o” 
masculine.
1. From a Spanish man and an Indian woman proceeds a Mestizo, or a 
Mestiza.
2. From a Spaniard and a Mestiza, a Castiza.
3. From a Spaniard and a Castiza, an Espanola.
4. From an Espanola and an Indio, a Mestindio.
5. From a Mestindio and a Castiza, a Coyota.
6. From an Indio and a Coyota, a Hamizo.
7. From a Spanish man and a Negro woman proceeds a Mulato.
8. From a Spaniard and a Mulata, a Morisco.
9. From a Morisco and a Spanish woman, an Alvino.
10. From an Alvino and a Spanish woman, the issue are perfect 
Negroes.
11. From a Negro and an Indian woman, a Lobo.
12. From an Indio and Lobo, a Sambaigo.
13. From a Sambaigo and a Mulata, a Cambujo.
14. From a Cambujo and a Mulata, an Albarrassado.
15. From An Albarassado and a Mulata, a Barzino.
16. From a Barzino and a Mulata, the issue is a Negro with smooth 
hair.
This remarkable circumstance of the children of almost white parents, 
as specific in the tenth and sixteenth races being quite black, was
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confirmed to me by Don Antonio de Ulloa at Sevilla, but as I cannot 
pretend to demonstrate it, I leave it as I found it. (Twiss, 1773, pp. 332- 
333)
Twiss does not allow himself to be caught up in the logic of these 
classifications which, as he points out, are concepts which leave him confounded.
There were, however, conflicting motivations emanating from both the Spanish 
colonies and colonial Spain which help to explain the illogic of what Twiss witnessed. 
The creoles in the Spanish Americas were seeking a past, a history that distinguished 
them as different from Spain in an attempt to develop a distinctive culture, according to 
Anthony Pagden in Spanish Imperialism and the Political Imagination (Pagden, 1990, 
p. 91). Part of this re-historicising was based on an artificial link between the creoles 
and the natives in the Americas, the Aztecs, which as Pagden notes, was undertaken 
“with an interpretation of the ancient Indian past that would guarantee them, as the 
supposed heirs to that past, a measure of independence from the secular history of the 
Old World (Pagden, 1990, p. 101). Natives were separated fi"om their mythologized 
ancestors; however, they were not as vilified as negros, as exemplified by the category 
of Indios, or Indians, who appear in the fourth position in Twiss’s list. When a 
Spaniard mates with an Indian, in this case, the result is a mestindio or a mixed Indian. 
When a negro and an Indian mate, however, the child is called a lobo, or wolf, which 
name, Wendy Phillips, in her article, “Representations of the Black Body in Mexican 
Visual Art: Evidence of an Afiican Historical Presence or a Cultural Myth?” suggests 
“is a character that is treacherous, dangerous, and wild” (Phillips, 2008, p. 769). Also 
on Twiss’s list, however, are the two mixed children who somehow revert to negro. 
Phillips notes that, in these instances, the “child, as a result, loses the benefit of the 
race mixing of past generations that has reduced Africanness, and ontologically 
regresses toward the biological characteristics of the ‘pure’ African” (Phillips, 2008, p.
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769). This gesture suggests a seemingly hopeless action that does not even attempt to
address the implications of dooming such groups to perpetual servitude. As
classifications were developing in the “pre-Romantic, pretechnical Orientalist
imagination of late-eighteenth-century Europe,” Said notes, “there was really a
chameleonlike quality” (Said, 1994, pp. 118-119) in the manner in which the exotic
figure was perceived. Notable in the casta paintings are the ways in which black
ancestry was positioned as being the least desirable racial attribute as the opposite of
white and the derogatory terminations applied to negros.
During the eighteenth century, Spain was consumed with the idea of “limpieza
de sangre” or purity of blood because of the rise in mixed offspring which implies that
the hierarchy of whiteness can be read as a manifestation of an identity crisis in white
peninsulars who were striving to maintain their supremacy in the far flung colonies of
the Americas. Lowe observes that the
stereotyping of sub-Saharan Africans on the basis of appearance and 
character/behaviour as inferior, uncivilized and beyond the pale of 
Renaissance society, and their pigeonholing in occupations related to 
physical prowess and entertainment, resulted not only in their exclusion 
from much of mainstream European life, but also in their denigration.
(Earle and Lowe, 2005, p. 41)
Casta paintings emanated from issues of racial paranoia and the need for 
authorities to exert control over negro skin. Among the creoles, it suggests an anxiety 
about sexual relationships between Africans and other ethnicities and the instability of 
children of mixed blood. Mary Douglas in Purity and Danger: An Analvsis of Concept 
of Pollution and Taboo offers an explanation which is applicable to this practice 
suggesting that only by exaggerating difference can a semblance of order be created 
(Douglas, 2006, p. 5). Once these words are fi*amed or formed, thought is changed and 
limited by the very words selected (Douglas, 2006, p. 79). Katzew, too, stresses the 
motivation for creating order. The sistema de castas and casta terminology were
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invented by the colonial elite who were growing “increasingly concerned over its
power and prestige” (Katzew, 2005, p. 44). Visual renditions of order were efficient,
imaginary ways of depicting the desired ideology of the social hierarchy, particularly
to the illiterate masses. Furthermore, Douglas’s term of “limited” is important to note
because racial stereotyping is limiting as it denies the richness of diverse cultures. It
places brackets about what constituted “negro.” The fi*aming of the sistema de castas
in a pictorial sense worked to solidify perceptions of “race” as an unalterable,
markedly different form so that the elite were presented as closer to God and worthy of
power. It implies a unity of one people in the designation of negro in spite of the
thousands of ethnicities that exist on the Afiican continent. And it also, as I will argue,
implies that diverse negro dances in Spain were not differentiated by white Spaniards
which resulted in manifestations of racial mimicry through adaptations of homogenous
genres depicting a finite range of movements.
Yet marks of racism are fluid. Katzew observes that depictions of the “races”
in casta paintings varied, especially between those executed prior to 1760 and those
afterwards which allude to renewed emphasis in concepts of racism as a reaction to
changing paradigms. During a surge of Bourbon reforms, scenes of the diverse “races”
began to emphasise vices partaken by the lower classes. Katzew attributes part of this
to the patrons for whom they were painted because as “royal civil and ecclesiastical
functionaries, many firmly aligned with the policies launched by Charles III and
continued by Charles IV” (Katzew, 2005, p. 147). In 1776 Charles III had issued
a Royal Pragmatic that drastically curtailed fi-eedom of marriage; it 
established that those under the age of twenty-five required parental 
consent to marry. In 1778 this Pragmatic was extended to the New 
World but only to those who were white or pure Indian ancestry, 
enabling parents for the first time to have a decisive and legally 
sanctioned say in their children’s marriage choices. According to the 
Royal Pragmatic, the only valid reasons for opposing marriage were 
racial disparities when the other party was of black ancestry. . .
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Otherwise put, the Pragmatic was designed to protect whiteness, and its 
stipulations did not apply to the castas who could intermarry without 
any legal restrictions. (Katzew, 2005, pp. 52-53)
The Pragmatic reinforced the visual point of the casta paintings; it was designed to
protect whiteness which therefore implies a clear perception of need. Newer casta
paintings illustrating the illusion of a more virtuous lifestyle of the upper classes are
indicative of strategies for the maintenance of power structures. White is situated as
pure and black is not. Blancos read the bible together and negros gamble and drink
alcohol.
These race-bound classifications, which were in evidence before the advent of 
racism as a pseudo-science, displayed a mechanism for positioning Spanish limpieza 
de sangre at a higher rank in the social hierarchy while conversely placing negros in a 
separate location, both physically and mentally. As Douglas states, “It seems that if a 
person has no place in the social system and is therefore a marginal being, all 
precaution against danger must come firom others” (Douglas, 2006, p. 121). The city 
walls which divided the black populations fi’om the white ones in Seville, which 
theoretically protected white Spaniards fi*om dangerous negros were joined by another 
means of making the divisions visible through the spread of casta paintings. Negros 
remained in the margins “with other people who are similarly credited with 
unreliability, unteachability, and all the wrong social attitudes” (Douglas, 2006, p.
121). While the underlying reasons and the motivations behind the separations were 
multiple, the message that definitive barriers like the walls of Seville made clear was 
that the Spanish elite wanted to remain exclusively in control. Physically, negros were 
desired as sexual partners, as suggested by the many names for mixed offspring, yet 
the rise of multiple categories signalled that the Spanish were no longer as separated as
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much as they might have pretended. Contact of all kinds clearly flourished between 
European and African peoples.
Conclusion
People with black African ancestry have lived on Spanish lands for thousands 
of years. Yet evidence suggested by the treatment of the Hermandad by Seville’s 
dominant class and the importance hegemonic powers in Spain and the colonies placed 
on separating people into castes, implies racist behaviours towards negro populations. 
While racism was not identified as such before the nineteenth century, the appearance 
and culture of negros were considered different: too non-Christian, too dark, too 
lascivious, too uncivilised, and too uneducated for white Spaniards to embrace.
Negros were variously ostracised, ridiculed, raped, imitated, undermined, stereotyped, 
despised, and sexually desired at any given time. Racial encounters are fluid because 
they change in intensity and purpose by transforming parameters based on cultural or 
political categories rather than on biological reasons (Bovilsky, 2008, pp. 9-10). 
Defining differences is problematic because racially-informed reactions have unstable 
boundaries which have the capacity to vary depending on the focus of fears and 
insecurities of the dominant forces. Nonetheless, manifestations of nascent and overt 
racism are visible in a range of images which will be developed in the next three 
chapters. Most relevant here, however, is that racial behaviour is observable through 
the multitudinous, yet ultimately ineffectual, efforts that attempted to establish a 
distance between Spain’s negros and blancos.
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La Segunda Llamada
During the 2010 Association of Diasporic African Dance conference in 
London, I had the chance to watch Professor Kariamu Asante’s dance class. In a step 
that moved across the floor, the dancers extended a foot forward as in a tendu, but 
Asante stressed that the feeling was to pull the working foot back to a parallel first 
position so as to not accent an outward movement. This approach corresponds to how 
the feet are used in the paso por bulienas, a specific six-count step incorporated into 
most bulerias choreographies. In email correspondence with Asante, she explained the 
physical experience behind this step as the need to return to the ground as quickly as 
possible. Similarly, she noted that in many African movements a dancer does not 
“sustain the jump or leap but ends the jump or leap with the emphasis on the ground... 
. It serves as an aesthetic illusion but more importantly it speaks to the overall balance 
of negotiating polycentric movements.” ®^ When executing the paso por bulerias, the 
torso has to maintain stable while torqueing against the working leg which is pulling 
down into the floor and back under the centre. The sentido or feeling of the step is of a 
strong pulling inwards which appeared extremely similar to how Asante was 
illustrating her step. In her philosophical positioning of movements, she relates gliding 
or dragging steps to the union of man and earth. In Africanist interpretations. Earth is 
benevolent and friendly as opposed to European thought where it is a “hostile 
environment from which man must escape to a sky-heaven” (Asante, 2000, p. 91). 
While ultimately it is impossible to prove, it is intriguing to ponder such approaches as 
vestiges of forgotten rationales underscoring flamenco dance technique as they recall 
the grief for homeland created by the African diaspora.
February 11, 2011 through e-mail.
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Chapter III 
The Guineo: The Repression of the Golden Age^  ^
1550-1700
Introduction
This chapter examines the guineo, a dance attributed to negros, beginning with 
an account from the Inquisition in order to examine discourses of the Church in 
relation to morality of the body that resulted in a severe chastisement to the performer. 
An analysis of the guineo, as a dance, is developed through citations from Spanish 
literature through a key study undertaken in 1911 by Emilio Cotarelo y Mori who 
catalogued all extant references to theatrical dances in his Coleccion de entremeses. 
loas. bailes. iacaras v moiigangas desde fines del siglo XVI a mediados del XVIII^^  
[Collection of interludes from the end of the sixteenth century to the middle of the 
eighteenth]. In the introduction to his two-volume work, Cotarelo created a list of 110 
dances which are annotated and arranged alphabetically noting influences, places of 
origin if available, and short excerpts from the cited literature. In order to ascertain 
similarities in the descriptions, I grouped Cotarelo’s dances under headings that best 
identified them. By comparing terminology used to describe negro dances with dances 
from Spain and other European countries, movements and characteristics of negro 
dance emerge.
Two prominent venues for public performances of the guineo—the religious 
processions and the Golden Age theatre—are examined in order to discern strategies of
Jonathan Brown, in his 1991 seminal work. The Golden Age o f  Painting in Spain, refers to art from 
1474 through 1700 in his frame o f Spain’s Golden Age. James Woodall in his 1992 flamenco history 
denotes the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries as the Age o f  Gold because o f  the vast wealth that 
flooded Spain from conquests begun by the conquistadors. Hugo Albert Rennart, in his 1963 The 
Spanish Stage in the Time o f  Lope de Vega also positions the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries as the 
Golden Age, albeit o f  the theatre.
Loas refer to prologues, entreméses to entr’actes, bailes to featured songs and dances, and mojigangas 
to satires or mummery. Jacara was a type o f dance as well as a comic entr’acte.
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power obtained by productions of negro dance. The spaces offer different perspectives 
on the guineo as a performative articulation which enables a multiplicity of discourses 
about race, morality, religion, and the State. The guineo is presented as a case study in 
order to present evidence for an embodied Africanist influence in the vocabulary of 
Spanish dance as it examines the significance of negros through colonial contexts. It 
lays the foundation for all subsequent negro dances as it illustrates early Africanist 
influences in Spanish dance.
A Case for the Spanish Inquisition
The guineo acquired notoriety in court records of an Inquisition case from 
1637. Mateo Rodriguez, a Portuguese esterero [someone who makes or sells heavy, 
rough fabric for covers in houses] who lived in Madrid, received one hundred lashes in 
Toledo followed six months later by another hundred in Madrid for dancing the guineo 
in a comedia presented to a few close fiiends in his home. One eyewitness account 
discloses how Rodriguez dressed himself as a woman in a white petticoat and shirt, put 
on a bonnet, blackened his face and danced the most disgusting movements of the 
lowest dancers, according to Maria José Del Rio in “Representaciones Dramaticas en 
Casa de un Artesano del Madrid de Principios del siglo XVII” (Garcia Lorenzo and 
Varey, 1991, p. 251). Another witness attests that Rodriguez blackened his face and 
went before an altar set up in his house where he danced and sang the guineo (Garcia 
Lorenzo and Varey, 1991, p. 252).
Del Rio notes several key points: Rodriguez was a respectable Portuguese 
middle class merchant in Madrid (Garcia Lorenzo and Varey, 1991, p. 249); it was not 
illegal to present comedias in the privacy of one’s home during this time; nor was it 
morally wrong to dress in blackface or as a woman. What Rodriguez did to incur the 
wrath of the Inquisition was to dance the seemingly disgusting movements of the
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guineo before an altar. While the guineo was permitted in religious contexts of 
processions, Rodriguez’s “wiggles” conflicted with the “decency and modesty of those 
who are on a path of virtue”^^  (Garcia Lorenzo and Varey, 1991, p. 246) and so was a 
dangerous example to the other guests present at this event. Private performances were 
unusual yet permissible, except perhaps for Carnival, according to Del Rio (Garcia 
Lorenzo and Varey, 1991, p. 248); Rodriguez had displayed informal comedies in his 
house before dressed as a woman without repercussions (Garcia Lorenzo and Varey, 
1991, p. 246). Therefore, Rodriguez’s action and the subsequent reaction evoke 
several questions. By what authority did the Inquisition permit him to dress as a 
woman and present comedies in his home, but punish him for dancing? Where did the 
danger to the other guests exist? Was his exaggerated portrayal of a negro a racist 
depiction?
Pagden in Spanish Imperialism and the Political Imagination elucidates 
paradigms of political trends through key contemporaneous authors. He selected 
Tommaso Campanella’s 1602 The City of the Sun to encapsulate the idea of the 
universal monarchy of Spain during the height of Spanish imperialism. From the reign 
of the Catholic Monarchs, Queen Isabella and King Ferdinand, the Spanish State was 
firmly  linked with the Catholic Church. Campanella reaffirmed this policy by 
declaring that politics alone could never be a form of knowledge because they must be 
grounded in ethics and theology (Pagden, 1990, p. 45) and Spain, because of its 
commitment to the Church, had a duty to ensure the spread of Christianity throughout 
the world (Pagden, 1990, p. 52). An adherence to the concept of a universal monarchy 
signifies that the Spanish State had a mandate to guard not only colonised people 
throughout its realm from insurgent ideologies like the Reformation, but it also must
‘a la decencia y modestia de los que van por el camino de la viitud.”
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protect its own Spanish people at home in order to preserve the purity of the Catholic 
State.
In his chronological history of Spain, Henry Kamen observes that in response 
to the Reformation, Spanish authorities displayed a concerted effort to reform the 
Catholic religion in Spain through a Counter Reformation in order to purge the country 
of folk beliefs, ignorance, and lax clergy (Kamen, 2005, p. 192). The Spanish 
Inquisition identified itself with this religious renewal by enforcing respect for the 
sacred and affirming sexual morality. Kamen notes that the Inquisition played a 
relevant role in questions of culture through censorship by forbidding certain books, 
especially those of the Dutch Humanist, Erasmus (Kamen, 2005, p. 197). Yet the 
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries are the heart of Spain’s Golden Age when 
Spanish imperialism brought the wonders of the world into Spain enabling Spanish 
creativity in the theatre and the arts to flourish in spite of periodic restrictions by the 
Church.^ "^
In this forum, Rodriguez enacted his sexualised guineo before an altar in 
blackface whilst dressed as a woman. In his guineo, he “danced and performed the 
most base gestures and hip movements or wiggles that are executed by the lowest of 
female dancers”^^  (Garcia Lorenzo and Varey, 1991, p. 251). As Douglas notes, an act 
of pollution such as is suggested hy this performance, makes sense when situated in 
reference to a total structure (Douglas, 2006, p. 51). Through the symbiotic 
relationship of the Spanish Church and State, Spanish authority saw itself as Holy 
through God’s special blessing which infers that this blessing can continue only if a 
covenant between God and man is maintained (Douglas, 2006, p. 62). Through this 
paradigm, Rodriguez’s tainted movements and gestures are transformed into a danger
Lynn Matluck Brooks’s 1988 The Dances o f the Processions o f  Seville in Spain’s Golden Age details 
decrees made by the Church to ban carnivals, plays, and specific dances.
“bailando y hacienda los demas ademanes y meneos que hacian los demas bailarines.”
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threatening the holiness of the Spanish State and the purity of the souls of the guests. 
His dancing grossly exceeded the limits tolerated on the stage because it was 
associated with God through his choice of location, before an altar.
Compounding the danger is Douglas’s observation that “the idea of holiness 
[is] given an external, physical expression in the wholeness of the body seen as a 
perfect container” (Douglas, 2006, p. 65). Rodriguez’s performative body was 
ascribed anti-linguistic capabilities signalling contexts and meanings which could not 
be named because they were executed through non-verbal articulations of dance. His 
act of transgression allowed him to profanely undermine the authoritative voice of 
Catholicism through his “camivalesque” production, in Bakhtin’s sense of the word, by 
dancing before an altar. According to Simon Dentith in his work on Bakhtin, 
celebrating body-based, grotesque elements and mobilising “them against the 
humourless seriousness of official culture” displays the camivalesque (Dentith, 1994, 
p. 65). A camivalesque paradigm is evidenced through an anti-authorial agency in the 
guineo which depicted degrading images contradicting the concept that everything in 
Spanish society was pure and white. Rodriguez’s profane movements threatened 
Spain’s covenant with God and therefore endangered not only his guests, but the 
Spanish State, Church, and Monarchy because the extent of their meaning could not be 
identified and contained.
Rodriguez’s choice to perform his dance with a blackened face, while not a sin 
in the view of the Inquisition, nevertheless added a level of racial mockery to his 
performance. His depiction of two interpretations of Other was made corporeal by 
painting his face black and putting on women’s clothing to dance the guineo, albeit 
before an altar. These elements suggest a farcical rendition of mimicry because of the 
extremity of the production. Rodriguez was performing for an audience of supposed
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friends, who would later testify against him, so the act of dressing up outlandishly was 
probably viewed as comedic. As Jayna Brown in Babvlon Girls: Black Woman 
Performers and the Shaping of the Modem observes: “The dangerously unequal 
politics of ‘contact’ are at the heart of how racial mimicry works. The historical 
availability of black bodies, as commodities, allows for a sense of entitlement to these 
bodies’ abilities and efforts . . .  [which is] strengthened by performance” (Brown,
2008, p. 72). Rodriguez was a white, middle-class merchant who utilised a lower-class 
negro dance in an act of ownership which rigidifred racial lines. This performance was 
likely a comedic spectacle that forged class alliances by objectifying black female 
bodies. Also discemible in this account is the observation that the salon where he gave 
his performance was large enough for the women to be seated separately from the men 
(Garcia Lorenzo and Varey, 1991, p. 250). He lived inside Madrid in a neighbourhood 
with other artisans (Garcia Lorenzo and Varey, 1991, p. 256). These living conditions 
imply that Rodriguez maintained a stable financial status yet his performance of the 
guineo suggests a subversive act of constmction which denigrates negros and women 
because of his choices: the painting of the face, the women’s dress, and lewd 
interpretations of the dance. Subsequently Rodriguez elevates his own status through 
parody which distorts reality as it restores his self, fractured through multiple 
discourses. Translations of the guineo, under these circumstances appear as distorted 
convictions of the supposed inferiority of black men and women. A white man 
imitating a black woman, a negra, embodies a nodal point where racial subjugation 
intersects with misogyny when presented as comedic entertainment staged for the 
amusement of select guests.
Excavating the Guineo and Nesro Dance
That the Inquisition deemed Rodriguez’s dance profoundly disgusting is 
apparent through the severity of his punishment, but this observation does not offer an 
understanding of the guineo itself or address how Rodriguez was acquainted with it or 
how he made it so threatening to Church and State. In order to excavate the guineo 
and create a foundation of what was understood as the guineo in Golden Age 
discourse, I began with Cotarelo’s text because it is consistently cited in the current 
literature that references negro dances in Spain’s Golden Age (Earle and Lowe, 2005, 
p. 72; Brooks, 1988, p. 189; Fra Molinero, 1995, p. 38; and Pike, 1972, pp. 178-179). 
Methodologically, to ascertain patterns in similarities in its descriptions, to identify 
differences between other dances and negro dance, and to develop some idea of what 
the choreography might have looked like, I grouped Cotarelo y Mori’s 1911 catalogue 
of 110 dances under headings that best identified them. For instance, some dances 
came from specific countries such as the bran de Inglaterra from England or the 
tarantela from Italy. The New World category contained three dances, the indios, the 
retambo, and zambapalo, all of which were attributed to the West Indies in the cited 
excerpts of lyrics. Other primary sources such as contemporaneous dictionaries, 
Navarro’s 1642 dance treatise, and studies made by recent scholars were utilised to 
augment Cotarelo’s catalogue.
The indios and the retambo seemed to have little circulation because they were 
only identified in one or two sources, but the zambapalo remained visible from the 
sixteenth through the seventeenth centuries (Cotarelo y Mori, 1911, p. cclxv). In the 
1754 edition of the Diccionario de Autoridades, the entry for zambapalo notes the root 
word, de zambo, translates as either knock-kneed or someone of both African and 
Indian parentage. This latter date, outside of the range of the Golden Age, was when
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casta paintings were flourishing. Katzew notes that odd physical descriptions were 
zoologically inspired in accordance with contemporaneous aims to classify “race” in 
scientific categories and that "''Zambo or zambaigo . . .  were . .. designations that 
became popular from the sixteenth century to refer to the combination of Africans and 
Indians” (Katzew, 2005, p. 44). Based on the concept of “knock-kneed,” a potential 
movement executed in this dance is an action with knees moving in and out laterally, 
perhaps looking like the Funky Chicken from the 1960s. While Cotarelo’s descriptions 
of all three dances from the Indies ascribe similar grotesque and haughty qualities to 
negro dance, they did not have the notoriety of the guineo, the chacona, and the 
zarabanda, dances which were routinely attributed to Africa and/or Afro-America.
Cotarelo’s dances of Spain were divided into two headings: rustic and old 
Spain. The rustic category included four dances marked with qualities associated with 
simple and unaffected such as natural, energetic, humorous, dull or slow-witted, and 
barefoot. Old Spanish was the largest category containing twenty-nine of Cotarelo’s 
110 forms and has the most diverse range of dances. I call them “old” because of the 
frequent reference of the term “antiguo.” Strong identifying characteristics include 
accoutrements equated with Spanish dance—the use of castanets, tambourines, the 
wearing of mantillas, sombreros, and the deployment of swords and capes. Specific 
movements cited by Cotarelo include turns, sustained movements, swerves, weight 
changes, passes, walks, and crossing feet over and under. Adjectives range from grave 
to light, quick, and clever. No Spanish dance was described as lewd, lascivious, or 
grotesque. The descriptions of movements, in general, were depicted as erect and 
controlled. For example, specific Spanish dances such as the seguidillas, first 
mentioned at the end of the fifteenth century, were considered complicated 
(laberintos), clever, gracious, and light. Dancers used castanets and steps from the
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panadero.^^ The gallarda, which was thought to be Spanish with Italian origins, was 
highly developed and was performed in ten sections, beginning with a reverencia. 
Couples held hands and executed slow movements followed by some moderate steps. 
The dance incorporated jumps and flourishes and was more choreographed than other 
dances, according to the terminology in the excerpts. The seguidillas, the gallarda, and 
all the dances which were categorised as “Old Spanish” were consistently lively, light, 
and pleasant. The guineo and other dances specifically said to be negro, were rarely 
danced with castanets, and never with swords, shawls, or fans; nor did descriptions 
mention any choreography as developed as the seguidillas or the gallarda.
The guineo, of course, was placed under the African dance heading, as were 
four later dances, the paracumbé, the ye-ye, and the zarambeque which was also 
known as the zumbé. All of these dances were specifically identified as negro dance. 
The ye-ye, a dance Cotarelo labelled as a “baile de negros,” is cited in only one 
entremés entitled “El niho caballero” by Solis written in 1658 which implies that its 
lyrics, with the direction “to dance the ye-ye,” were written for their alliteration. 
Faustino Nunez, in his compilation of references of preflamenco music and dance from 
1750-1808, confirms this practice because, in his opinion, certain names like the 
paracumbé, are extracted from refrains of their respective songs (Nunez, 2008, p. 234). 
Or, as Lynn Matluck Brooks notes in The Art of Dancing in Seventeenth Centurv 
Spain, “names [of dances] continued to change in a dizzying string of dance trends,. . .  
which may have been . . .  a popular effort to evade the ever vigilant censors” (Brooks, 
2003, p. 34). There are several such dances linked with negro dances in Cotarelo’s 
entries which are only mentioned once that had associations with other categories such 
dances from the New World. Another dance, not introduced until the late seventeenth
The panadero step is still used today in the sevillanas. It is a passing step incorporating a pas de 
bourrée, front attitude, walk, walk, walk as the dancers change positions either facing each other or 
executing it back to back.
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century, the cumbé, is considered a version of the guineo, as noted by Craig Russell in 
his entry in the Hispanic music dictionary (Russell, 2002, p. 310). After the end of the 
Golden Age, the guineo is also attributed other appellations such as paracumbé, 
gurumbé, chuchumbé, and the maracumbé (Russell, 2002, p. 309), all of which were 
likely alliterations for song lyrics because of their rhythmic syllables. Nonetheless, the 
quantity of these dances implies a familiarity with negro dances in the theatrical setting 
or an incorporation of perceived negro movements being utilised in other dances. The 
only other dance that vied with the guineo as being danced “muy ftecuente entre los 
negros” (Cotarelo y Mori, 1911, p. cclxxi) is the zarambeque, which was also known 
as the zumbé, a word very similar to zambo^ the term for knock-kneed. According to 
Navarro Garcia, the zarambeque was often confused with the guineo (Navarro Garcia, 
1998, p. 145). What is important to note is that all of these dances are linked by a 
certain commonality; they are described as lively and rhythmic which suggests a 
homogenous execution in dramatic events performed by black faced white dancers.
The guineo appeared as a song in 1413 (Cotarelo y Mori, 1911, p. ccl) and it 
remained in the Spanish dance repertoire as late as 1757 when the zarambeque, as a 
guineo, was featured in the comedia, El robo del borrico (Navarro Garcia, 1998, p.
145). Covarrubias’s 1611 dictionary offers an understanding of what seventeenth- 
century Spaniards would have identified as a guineo. His first definition of Guinea is 
explained as the “land of blacks and Ethiopians in Afiica hired [a lo contratan] by the 
Portuguese” (Covarrubias Orozco, 1995, p. 614) which indicates, not only a gross 
understatement of the practice of slavery, but also a geographic confusion in 
understanding or recognising the African continent. Yet, the concept of Guinea as a 
geographic location for artistic representation was incorporated in titles of performance 
pieces in religious processions as exemplified by The Negros of Guinea in 1607, The
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Conquest of Guinea in 1627, and The Negroes and the Deceit of Guinea performed in 
1644 and again in 1657.^  ^ Since many enslaved Africans were taken from the coast of 
Guinea (Thomas, 2006, p. 117), the act of equating these productions with a place 
where slaves were procured serves to maintain the gap between white and black 
Spaniards. Said in Orientalism observes that “there is no doubt that imaginative 
geography and history help the mind to intensify its own sense of itself by dramatizing 
the distance and difference between what is close to it and what is far away” (Said, 
1994, p. 55). Orientalism’s modus operandi of reconstruction and repetition (Said, 
1994, p. 122), albeit, 200 years before Orientalism was developed, is applicable in 
imperial Spain through the idea that a “sense of itself’ is created by constructing and 
interpreting difference which is subsequently reiterated through repeated associations.
Guinea, as a geographical location, was positioned as a concept; an apparatus 
of power in its recognition of racial, cultural, and historical differences. It emphasised 
the colonial narrative by bringing home “natives” from land controlled by Spanish 
dominance. The development of this process is metaphorically visible in the three 
titles of the above-listed performances. The first one reflects contact where difference 
is noted—the denizens of Guinea are “Negro.” This indicates awareness of the 
existence of peoples with other ethnicities; people who are identified as negro through 
their skin and culture. The second title, twenty years later, illustrates the power of 
Spanish imperialism through the designation of “conquest” in a place removed from 
Spanish soil. The title of the third performance suggests conceptual shaping of 
difference as Guinea is positioned as untrustworthy through “deceit.” By the mid­
seventeenth century, Spain’s relationship with negros was shifting. As previously 
stated, black populations in Spain were decreasing and the plague of 1649 not only
This information was drawn from BROOKS, L. M. (1988) The Dances o f  the Processions o f  Seville in 
Spain's Golden Age, Kassel, Edition Reichenberger..
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decimated a large percentage, but the unsanitary conditions of their neighbourhood 
exacerbated problems and therefore created stronger boundaries as healthy Spaniards 
inside the city walls sought to avoid contamination. It is significant that “Deceit” was 
performed before the plague and again afterwards allowing a reiteration of negative 
perceptions in relation to negro.
In his entry for the guineo, Covarrubias had two definitions. The first one is a 
black person from Guinea. The second definition is “a certain dance with quick and 
hurried movements which can be called lascivious for the agility and speed of the 
dance, it came from Guinea and is danced primarily by negros”^^  (Covarrubias Orozco, 
1995, p. 614). Covarrubias acknowledges that there is a relationship between the 
geographic location called Guinea and the dance which therefore presupposes that the 
guineo might at one point have been an identifiable dance from Africa. His comment 
that it “is danced primarily by negros” suggests that it was introduced by negros and 
was therefore not a white Spanish creation. An early record of the guineo as danced by 
white Spaniards was a 1554 entremés presented between a five act farce written by D. 
Sanchez de Badajoz (Ortiz, 1995, p. 28). This was one hundred and fifty years after its 
first citation as a song in 1413 and sixty years before the publication of this dictionary, 
but Covarrubias maintains that in 1611 it was still danced primarily by blacks. It is 
unclear how consistent events like the Sunday and feast day dances in the plaza before 
the Sevillian church, Santa Maria la Blanca, were, but it is possible they occurred at 
frequent intervals to inform Covarrubias’s observation that negros from Guinea dance 
the guineo.
Concerning the guineo as dance, there are only a handful of references which 
describe it. Besides Covarrubias’s account of a lascivious dance with quick and
^  “Es una cierta danza de movimientos prestos y apresurados. Pudo ser fuse traida de Guinea y que la 
danzasen primero los negros.”
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hurried movements and agile, speedy dancers, another reference by Francisco de 
Quevedo (1580-1645), a seventeenth-century poet and writer, ridiculed the dances 
usually danced by servants [who were mostly of African descent] and observed that 
they danced “inclinando con notable peligro y asco todo el cuerpo demasiado” 
[inclining with notable danger and the whole body extremely disgusting] (Navarro 
Garcia, 1998, p. 91). The Diccionario de autoridades. published between 1724 and 
1726, described the guineo as a “certain dance with furious movements and ridiculous, 
scarcely decent gestures characteristic of blacks danced to the sound of the guitar”^^  
(Cotarelo y Mori, 1911, p. ccl). While these descriptions of the guineo express 
appreciation of its speed and agility and disgust in the scarcely decent, ridiculous 
gestures of an unencumbered body that leaned precariously, they do not describe a 
specific choreography.
A key period source on Golden Age dance is “Discursos sobre el arte del 
danzado, compuesto por Juan de Esquivel Navarro” [Discussions on the art of dance, 
written by Juan de Esquivel Navarro], published in 1642 and translated, annotated, and 
republished by Lynn Matluck Brooks in 2003. Navarro’s text is the only extant source 
from the seventeenth century detailing how to dance (Brooks, 2003, p. 16). It serves as 
an etiquette book for upper class men who wished to undertake a “proper” study of 
dance for social betterment or for enjoyment and offers contrasts to dances with negro 
traits. While he does not mention the guineo by name, Navarro cites other dances 
related to negros in the connections made in cataloguing Cotarelo y Mori’s work, such 
as the zarabanda and the chacona, as antitheses of upper class dance as he saw it. 
Speaking of bodily comportment, Navarro advocated that “In dance the Body must be 
held erect, without artifice, [but rather] with much nonchalance, the same way that one
“Cierto baile de movimientos violentos y gestos ridiculos, propio de los negros. Tanido 6 son de este 
baile que so toca en la guitarra.”
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cames oneself in the street, without straightening up more than is natural for you, nor 
bending over to look at your feet, or at anything else” (Brooks, 2003, p. 283). The 
guineo, which was performed with “todo el cuerpo” [all of the body] (Navarro Garcia, 
1998, p. 91) was the opposite of the ideals of erectness and nonchalance.
Through his discourse, Navarro posits what can be determined as a dichotomy 
between Apollonian and Dionysian dance: between order and chaos, civilised and 
barbarian, and bianco and negro. As Lowe in her essay on “The stereotyping of Black 
Africans in Renaissance Europe” notes: “For whiteness to crystallize in Europe, it may 
have been necessary for Renaissance Europeans to encounter black Africans” (Earle 
and Lowe, 2005, p. 47). This encounter enforces difference. For Navarro, dances that 
appear Dionysian in nature elucidate the qualities inherent in Apollonian forms. He 
condemns “all illicit movement in any sort of dancing, I say that all dishonesty and 
lascivious bodily behaviors dim [desluce] and tarnish [desdora] the person who 
performs them” (Brooks, 2003, p. 268). This statement also reads as lascivious bodily 
behaviours make the person darker, which is a feasible reading based on Spanish 
concerns with limpieza de sangre.^^ It becomes apparent that Navarro emulated the 
upper classes when he states that “the greatest lords Dance [sic] with such composure 
and dignity. And since in all we wish to imitate them, their elegant appearances and 
other behaviors, craving always to be like our betters, there is reason to imitate them in 
this, following these Princes’ grooming and fine manner in Dancing” (Brooks, 2003, p. 
268). Therefore, Apollonian upper class dance, according to Navarro’s distinctions, 
was exemplified by erectness, elegance, and light while Dionysian lower class dance 
featured a weighted, inclined body, and was perceived as “dangerous” and dark.
The verb “desdorar” can also mean to remove the gilding or to tamish a reputation.
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Navarro also mentions that negros were employed as dance teachers in the
Golden Age when he advises prospective students of dance to shun teachers who are of
low class. He states that many important people who do not know better bring cheaper
teachers to their homes—
there being such a number of Negros, and other men of low estate, who 
wish to elevate their persons and support themselves, and give 
themselves brilliance through Dancing, in discredit to the Art and to 
those who legitimately teach it—I will cease, in order not to be 
longwinded nor to go on discussing a hopeless situation. (Brooks,
2003, p. 285)
Navarro’s disesteeming statement indicates ihaX Negros were considered men of low 
estate and offers evidence that one of the occupations permitted to the black male was 
as a dance instructor. It also suggests that if there were a “number of Negro teachers,” 
Negro dancers must have been plying their trade publicly in order to obtain notice and 
acquire the skills to teach. As such, this quote is a significant piece of evidence 
attesting to the presence of negro dancers, as well as dance teachers, in the mid­
seventeenth century which suggests negro dancers were both visible and influential.
Through these primary sources, it is therefore possible to postulate that the 
guineo was a recognised negro dance based on movements brought to Spain by 
enslaved Africans where it was noticed for its lively, rhythmic, fast, agile qualities, and 
scarcely decent gestures. The body was likely grounded and angular and movements 
entailed engaging all parts of the body. It was the Dionysian contrast to Navarro’s 
Apollonian vision and was probably frequently seen on Sundays and feast days in 
Seville.
The Guineo in Religious Processions
Most citations of the guineo in Cotarelo y Mori’s work were productions 
executed by white Spanish dancers. As such, there were two prominent venues where 
the guineo was in the public view. The first performance space was in religious
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processions designed to evoke the power of Spanish colonialism and inspire awe and 
devotion to the Catholic Church, qualities which remain evident in Spain today.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
While kneeling on a wooden slat raised barely two inches off the stone floor in the 
huge fifteenth-century cathedral in Seville and looking up at the massive gold retablo 
set behind huge iron gates reminiscent of the gates of heaven (Figure 18), I 
experienced feelings of both awe and intimidation at the magnificence and power of 
the Spanish Church. Sculpture commissioned by the Church throughout the Golden 
Age was hyper-realistic to make the sacred truly palpable. In the catalogue fi-om the 
2009 exhibit on religious art from Renaissance Spain at the National Gallery in 
London, entitled “The Sacred Made Real,” Gregorio Fernandez’s 1625-30 sculpture of 
the “Dead Christ” is described as follows:
The fingernails are made from the horn of a bull, the eyes are glass ..
. ,  and to stimulate the effect of coagulating blood, the bark of a cork 
tree painted with red pastose paint was used.. . .
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Completely naked, apart from the loincloth, Christ’s body is thin and 
angular. The softer and more rounded anatomy characteristic of 
Fernandez’s earlier pieces is replaced by the reality of bones pushing 
through flesh. Christ’s eyes are expressionless. His mouth is half open, 
revealing a set of ivory or bone teeth.. . .  The corpse has not yet been 
washed and prepared for burial, and blood still oozes from his wounds. 
His knees are grazed; his lips and toes have gone a bluish grey. By 
omitting the lamenting figures of the Virgin, Saint John the Evangelist 
and Mary Magdalene, Fernandez’ invites us to focus on the pale and 
lifeless corpse, so that the viewer becomes the mourner. (Bray, 2010, 
p. 164)
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
This gripping piece of artwork was possibly displayed under the altar in a glass 
case, according to the exhibition catalogue (Bray, 2010, p. 164). As in Golden Age 
religious processions, life-like statues such as these are still brought out of churches 
and perched on heavy wooden platforms as they are carried through candle-lit streets 
during Semana Santa, the Holy Week before Easter in Spain. The swaying movements 
of the twenty or so men hidden under a long cloth bearing the floats enhance the eerie 
quality of the sculptures by making them seem to move themselves. During the 
Golden Age, the Church deliberately sought to elicit emotional responses through the 
use of such icons in a spectacular pageantry. Pérez-Diaz, in his article. State and
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Public Sphere in Spain during the Ancient Regime,” delves into the aims of the Church
and the reigning Habsburg monarchy. He states that religious and artistic
developments were
devoted mainly to legitimizing the Hapsburg state and its historical 
project. A plethora of cultural messages sought to justify and make 
visible the monarchy’s authority by exalting its image and making 
plausible its pretensions of primacy in the social order. (Pérez-Diaz,
1998, pp. 264-265)
The exalted image is upheld in the social order through messages observable in
the wealth of the pageantry that the state supported. Statues of Jesus made of wood,
ivory, and glass with lifelike blood, cuts, and gashes or those of the Virgin Mary
cloaked in brocades, velvets, and fur reinforced concepts that the Church and
monarchy were powerful forces. Furthermore, these performances could extol Spain’s
role as saviour of the Catholic world when wealth is juxtaposed with the “primitive”
aspects of a dance like the guineo. The formidable state assumes a position of
benevolence in its care for the negros in its midst. Pérez-Diaz continues:
These messages supported the state’s self-appointed task of societal 
salvation and, on this basis, justified its grand strategy and the 
extension of its authority. They articulated the reasons, voiced the 
exhortations, and stirred up the appropriate sentiments. This was 
achieved by means of religious activities such as autos-da-fe, sermons, 
processions, sacred plays, and popular missions as well as profane 
dramas that directly or indirectly exalted the figure of the monarchs, the 
alliance of church and state, and the principles of a society based on 
Estates and the corporate village. (Pérez-Diaz, 1998, pp. 264-265)
Visually, the processions were stunning events which featured spectacular
costumes with lavish floats because they were funded by the Church which had
significant capital. By including a dance such as the guineo in the religious
processions next to gory and bloody and/or highly realistic representations of Christ
and saints, the Church could encourage appropriate sentiments and heighten emotional
responses contrasting passionate reactions to the statues with the rhythmic thumping of
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drums, ringing of bells, colourful costumes, and fast, lively movements. Its message of 
authority, salvation, and order was embodied in spectacular, cathartic displays of 
pageantry.
The four Guinea productions previously mentioned did not, however, feature 
real negros, but white Spaniards in blackface. Cotarelo cites a requisition list for 
dances to be performed at the feast of the Assumption on the 15^  ^of August 1525 
which included “4 mascaras de negro, y por el betun para tenir las piemas y los brazos” 
[4 black masks, and the shoe polish for the legs and arms] (Cotarelo y Mori, 1911, p. 
cllxxxii). This same production appeared again in feasts in Toledo in 1559, 1561, and 
1585 (Cotarelo y Mori, 1911, pp. clxxii-clxxiv). Cotarelo does not identify this 
production by name so it cannot be determined if it was a guineo, yet it is, nonetheless, 
one of the earliest references for white performers as negros. The use of shoe polish to 
paint the limbs of white dancers suggests that the costumes noted by Cotarelo did not 
cover the legs and arms. More evidence attesting to the practice of blackface is 
afforded by Brooks who describes dancers in the 1617 Immaculate Conception 
procession as “whites made into blacks which [sic] such shining faces” (Brooks, 1988, 
p. 164). Such costumes for these dancers were considerably more lavish than could be 
afforded by the Hermandad de los Negritos. In her citation. Brooks continues noting 
that the “Negros” wore “smocks . . .  and their collars were encrusted with such jewels 
as Emeralds, Diamonds, and Pearls . . .  They were carrying their instruments, little 
tabors, and flutes” (Brooks, 1988, p. 164). The spectacle of whites painted black 
wearing sumptuous costumes suggests an attraction to negro culture and a fascination 
with the idea of a place like Guinea; but an attraction which is shaped through a 
constructed image based on white Spanish perceptions.
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What is puzzling, however, is what prompted white Spaniards to paint 
themselves black as early as 1525? It seems unlikely it was “to retain audience 
appeal,” like Tim Rice did in his later impersonations of Jim Crow, as Lynn Emery, in 
Black Dance From 1619 to Todav. reasons (Emery, 1988, p. 184). The 1525 portrayal 
was in a religious procession and therefore was not subject to commercial motivations, 
although communication and excitement in the audience were compelling evidence of 
the Church’s domination. The early manifestation of blackface in Spain implies the 
imposition of controlled imagery through an action of colonialism. As Lott states, this 
practice was a “master text of the racial economy encoded in blackface performance” 
(Lott, 1993, p. 19). It illustrated a fascination with negro bodies through a counterfeit 
production of black skin and appropriated dances that produced racial 
characterizations. Through the use of “blackness” class was staged; it was a matter of 
display. The strategies of the relationship inherent in colonial power place 
stereotypes, which this practice seems to indicate, in terms of fetishism, according to 
Bhabha, as “the discourses of sexuality and race relate in a process of functional over- 
determination"' [his italics] (Bhabha, 2006, p. 106). The lavish costumes cited above 
and the painting of the face and limbs are not realistic depictions of negros in Spain. A 
portrayal of over-determination is, in Brown’s words, “a symbolic and temporary 
indulgence” (Brown, 2008, p. 73) that reveals more than the visual “skin-deep” effect.
Like stereotypes, fetishism operates as a play or vacillation between the 
affirmation of wholeness and the anxiety associated with lack or difference. Bhabha 
states that the “fetish or stereotype gives access to an ‘identity’ which is predicated as 
much on mastery and pleasure as it is on anxiety and defence” (Bhabha, 2006, p. 107). 
While the guineo in the processional setting provided a strong visible display of wealth 
and power, fetishism is suggested through acts of pleasure in temporarily assuming the
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negro body. An overplayed spectacle afforded through lavish costumes and pageantry 
replaces the negro with the sanitised, “deafricanised,” alluring body imagined through 
an agency that gives Spaniards the illusion of being benevolent, Christian, saviours of 
pagans. The processions were performed by white Spanish dancers who deliberately 
made a choice to hold out the black body as an over-determined site of mastery. 
Through this action, however, the anxiety identified by Bhabha is made apparent; 
anxiety that real negros are not so wholesome and therefore must be contained.
Indeed, the whole black body of the negro dancers who gesticulated in wild 
movements as witnessed in spaces like the plaza in Seville was probably viewed as a 
powerful, intimidating entity. The processions, like Navarro’s treatise, could impose 
order and control in an Apollonian sense, and deny the “barbarian” a visible role in 
sacred, religious events.
As stated in the previous chapter, the Hermandad de los Negritos was forced to 
hold their processions in the middle of the night out of sight where they would not 
provoke laughter and impure thoughts. When the Hermandad appeared in processions 
presented at other times than Semana Santa, such as those for Corpus Christi, members 
played the devils (Moreno, 1997, p. 54). In “The stereotyping of Black Africans,” 
Lowe notes that black “and the devil were firmly allied in the popular imagination; in 
folklore beliefs, stories and sayings about people with ‘black’ skin provided a cultural 
context for prejudice, and sneezing when a black Afiican appeared was in Spain a 
primitive practice for warding off the devil” (Earle and Lowe, 2005, p. 20). Fanon puts 
this more simply: “In Europe, evil is symbolised by the black man” (Fanon, 1952, p. 
165). Permitting negros to play devils at selected events and banning them from Easter 
celebrations, the holiest of Catholic holidays, implies that a manifestation of anxiety 
was avoided during the holy Semana Santa processions through the incorporation of
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blackface by containing and sacralising the negro bodies that otherwise represented the 
difference of irrational fears.
Spain was very concerned with rationalising its dominion in the colonies, 
according to Pagden (Pagden, 1990, p. 23). “The School of Salamanca,” Jesuit-based 
school which advocated an “elaboration of rationalistic moral philosophy based upon 
an Aristotelian and Thomist interpretation of the law of nature” (Pagden, 1990, p. 16) 
offered Spain a justification for dominion over property, goods, actions, liberty, and 
bodies. These rational, humanist philosophies tamed the wild nature of the negro 
allowing the guineo, as both a dance and a people in Covarrubias’s definition, to 
become Spanish property that could be shaped and utilised to the benefit of the Church 
and State. Once it was utilised as a counterfeit white articulation, the guineo was able 
to take on other meanings. This manifestation is an example of Said’s “poetics of 
space” where “objective space . . .  is far less important than what poetically it is 
endowed with, which is usually a quality with an imaginative or figurative value we 
can name and feel” (Said, 1994, p. 55). Thus, by emphasising distance through exotic 
spectacle, African dances in the religious processions were white Spanish 
interpretations of what negro ought to be—Christian, beautifully presented, and under 
Spanish control. These religious productions reiterated Spain’s colonial power and 
reaffirmed its imperial superiority through both wonder and intimidation.
Black Faces/Black Speech
In the second prominent venue for performances of the guineo, the theatre, 
evidence implies that interpretations signalled a different representation of the negro 
performative body endowing it with Dionysian qualities which points to an instability 
in blackface practices. Blackface presentations in theatrical venues were more 
debasing than processional productions as suggested through language choices and
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comedic renditions. This observation therefore begs a comparison between Golden 
Age dramatic events and minstrelsy practices from nineteenth-century American and 
English stages in order to identify objectives in the Spanish portrayals.
When the guineo was presented as a separate divertissement between acts of 
the comedias, it was performed by white actors with black faces and curly wigs, as in 
the religious processions. Theatrical companies were not large and needed to hire 
actors who could play both black and white characters. Huge Rennert, in his work on 
the times of Lope de Vega, states that “at the very height of the Spanish drama, from 
1610 to 1640, the average number did not exceed from sixteen to twenty players.. . .  
As the number of characters to be represented in the comedia frequently exceeded the 
number of actors in the company, it was not unusual for a player to take two or even 
three parts” (Rennert, 1963, pp. 145-146). There were also numerous companies not 
relegated to specific theatres that travelled with smaller groups. It would have been 
more acceptable to blacken up a white actor than to whiten a black one, as was made 
metaphorically apparent with the sacrifice of the two brothers from the Hermandad 
who sold themselves back into slavery. As to the dancers performing in the 
entremeses, “Most of the players in the theatrical company, as already observed, also 
sang and danced, besides acting in the comedia, and many of the contracts between 
manager and player stipulate that the player is to act, sing, and dance” (Rennert, 1963, 
p. 69). Rennert points out that in “the costumes worn by the players there was no 
pretence to historical accuracy” (Rennert, 1963, p. 104). Thus, only the most obvious 
distinctions in attire were denoted: wigs, make-up, and costumes that were easy to 
negotiate quickly offstage. Fra Molinero detected that one blackening agent used by 
white actors was soot (Fra Molinero, 1995, p. 50). He also located a reference in 
which the “black” character needed to be white temporarily so flour was patted over
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the soot to effect the change (Fra Molinero, 1995, p. 49) which suggests the means for 
fast transformations.
Fra Molinero has done extensive work on the image of the negro in theatre and 
has observed several points on which I will build my argument that theatrical versions 
of the guineo and other n e^o  dances were sites of racist behaviour with similarities to 
minstrelsy. He notes negros were consistently portrayed as lacking intelligence or 
were unrefined (Fra Molinero, 1995, p. 25). In general, he found that they were 
represented as “side dishes and usually plagued with a sexual nature”  ^^ (Fra Molinero, 
1995, p. 26). Fra Molinero’s work is insightful in addressing the language used by 
negro characters; however, he does not offer an analysis of the dances. Combining 
descriptions of the guineo with his work does, however, widen the parameters of negro 
theatrical dance by contextualising the performative negro body.
Fra Molinero’s analysis and M. del Carmen Fernandez Ortiz’s dissertation on 
the “habla de negro” or black speech explore ways in which “black” was executed by 
white performers aurally. “Habla de negro” which was also known as “hablar guineo” 
(Fra Molinero, 1995, p. 21) (to speak guineo) was used to craft “El negro [como] 
simple e infantil, de risa facil, incapaz de entender su destino en la sociedad” [The 
simple, infantile black, [as] an easy laugh, incapable of understanding his destiny in 
society] (Fra Molinero, 1995, p. 21). He states that to a Golden Age Spaniard, “a 
negro was always a negro and his presence had to have a constant reference to his
social situation as a slave [T]he infantile image of the black Afiican became
indispensable in plays and popular songs”^^  (Fra Molinero, 1995, pp. 20-21). This
“El negro as un personaje de entremés sobre todo, y su problema suele ser de mdole sexual”
“Un negro es un negro siempre y  su presencia tiene que ir una referenda constante a su situaciôn 
social de esclavo . . .  La vision infantilizadora es un elemento cômico indispensable en la figure de 
algunos de los negros del teatro y las canciones populares espanoles de Siglo de Oro.
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viewpoint does not allow for the range of gradations in racial presentations as seems 
apparent on Shakespearian stages.
In the English theatre, as Lara Bovilsky in Barbarous Plav: Race on the English 
Renaissance Stage, notes, racial discourse is not limited to physical difference 
(Bovilsky, 2008, p. 13). The character of Othello maintains nobility while insults liken 
him to an animal through trans-species imagery (Bovilsky, 2008, p. 40). Desdemona’s 
relationship with Othello signals illicit forms of female sexuality sufficient to 
precipitate racial degeneration in spite of her fidelity (Bovilsky, 2008, p. 59). These 
disparate types of “blackness” illustrate inconsistent racial discourse which selectively 
determines groups but avoids distinct racial boundaries. In Spain, however, negro 
characters in Spanish dramas were portrayed in broader strokes than Shakespeare’s 
Othello and difference seemed to be particularly marked corporeally through a range of 
vehicles such as blackface, costume, dance, speech, and characterisations. As Fra 
Molinero notes, the four lead male black Afiican characters he examined had to attain 
“whiteness” in order to be redeemed. The roles were not written with nuanced 
characterisations.
The consistent language of negro characters, the “habla de negro” separates 
Spanish and English drama and is significant in identifying racist elements in the 
guineo. The most common device in the “habla de negro” was replacing consonants. 
For example, became pelo and negro became neglo (Fra Molinero, 1995, p. 22). 
Other tactics include shortening words such as aqui which was reduced to qui or 
confusing gender and numbers (Fra Molinero, 1995, p. 22). Ortiz states that most 
times it is not possible to make a distinct translation of black speech (Ortiz, 1995, p.
25), but notes that it was designed to produce a system of simplification and distancing 
with respect to the Spaniard (Ortiz, 1995, p. 53). In this way, Said’s “poetics of
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space,” inherent in a geographic distancing, were also reinscribed aurally. The “habla 
de negro” emphasised an unrefined quality or a lack of intelligence in negro 
characterisations in order to embellish the parody. It was employed in the dialogue 
when a black character verbally articulated his/her dialogue as well as in refrains for 
songs accompanying negro dances. The most common refrain for the guineo was in 
“habla de negro”:
î Garrumé, gamimé, garrumé!
Que fase nubrado y quiele yové (Cotarelo y Mori, 1911, p. ccli)
While the first line will be discussed below, the second line in regular Spanish 
might be translated as “que hace nublado y quiere Hover” [it is cloudy and it wants 
to/looks like rain]. This particular refrain was inserted into songs written by different 
authors and thus was recognised as the guineo. Ortiz found the sounds reminiscent of 
various dialects such as Portuguese, Badajoz (an area of southwestern Spain), or of the 
Spanish Americas (Ortiz, 1995, pp. 115-116). He observed that almost all plays ended 
with songs that were transported to other works with little variation (Ortiz, 1995, p. 
261). Therefore, similar guineos were performed as divertissements between acts of 
plays as long as they remained popular and enhanced the marketability of the 
productions. Navarro Garcia notes an alternative in Francisco de Avellaneda’s El baile 
de los negros:
Gurumbé, gurumbé, gurumbé,
que fase nubrado y quiele llové. (Navarro Garcia, 1998, p. 92)
If, as Ortiz observed, the sounds were variations of a specific dialect, they might have 
meant something in the Golden Age that is lost now. While neither “gurumbé” or 
“gurrumé” are in the Real Academia Espanola’s comprehensive dictionary of 
antiquated Spanish, a general search on the internet finds that gurumbé has two 
definitions cited in several on-line salsa dictionaries which connect it to Africa: an old
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musical instrument like a small bell with its tongue and the name of a dance originating 
in Guinea, which suggests a link with the guineo. Gurumbé is also a type of cassava 
from the Sudan. A definitive meaning pertaining to this term is lost, however.
The way the refrains of the guineo were sung in Golden Age dramas is 
indicative of an identifying characteristic in flamenco music and dance which is also 
significant in Africanist dance forms—call-and-response (Thompson, 1979; Dixon 
Gottschild, 1996; and Malone, 1996). It was incorporated in the guineo in the 1670 
Mojiganga de la Gitanada in answer to the musicians:
MÙS. Como ven que todo es jira
todo bureo y contento, 
dos negrillos bailar quieren; 
y asi empiezan el Guineo:
Negra: i Garrumé!
Los Dos iGarrumé, garrumé, garrumé!
Que fase nubrado y quiele yové 
(Cotarelo y Mori, 1911, p. ccli)
Calls-and-responses containing “habla de negro” speech patterns appear in lyrics for
centuries in the guineo and its derivatives, the cumbé, paracumbé, gurumbé,
chuchumbé, and maracambé. These other dances are not catalogued by Cotarelo
because they were either prominent in the Spanish colonies or they postdate the Golden
Age. A refrain for a cumbé cited by Nunez, indicates rhythmic, nonsensical words and
references to “negros:” “Menéate plimo, menéese usté, que todos los negros bailan la
cumbé” from a sainete (song form) from 1790 (Nunez, 2008, p. 235). This refrain
indicates that “habla de negro” was still practiced in the late eighteenth century.
“Menéate” probably referred to menear or move. If the / in plimo is substituted for an
r, it would mean “cousin.” Usté is short for Usted or “you.” The second half translates
to “that all blacks dance the cumbé.” Nunez links the cumbé with the guineo; but
significantly, most citations in his compilation of pre-flamenco forms have long,
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repetitive, alliterations which imply a facility for call-and-response practices. In 
flamenco music and dance, a musician might play a rhythmic phrase that is repeated or 
embellished by the dancer through heelwork or the castanets or vice versa. The same 
type of communication can occur between the singer and musicians and the performers 
giving the jaleos. I therefore suggest that call-and-response patterns first recognised in 
Golden Age “habla de negro” were embedded into Spanish music and dance idioms 
and continue to remain in practice in current flamenco forms.
As the evidence suggests, the infantile speech pattern of “hablo de negro” was a 
racialising technique used to denigrate Spanish negros in a belittling manner. Much 
like minstrelsy, the Spanish blackface practice exaggerated and/or deliberately 
distorted dialect in an action of ridicule. Furthermore, if certain refrains identified the 
guineo as a song, it is likely that certain recognised movements came to signify the 
guineo, especially if interpreted by white dancers who would be expected to portray 
the dance in a familiar manner. As Lott notes, “What was on display in minstrelsy was 
less black culture than a structured set of white responses to it which had grown out of 
northern and frontier social rituals and were passed through an inevitable filter of racist 
presupposition” (Lott, 1993, p. 101). The evidence of “habla de negro” points to a 
similar action; a codified way of imitating the speech of Spanish negros that created 
spectacle exhibiting the “objectification of black characters in comic set pieces, 
repartee, and physical burlesque” (Lott, 1993, p. 140). Therefore, the practice of 
blackface in Spain can be compared with minstrelsy. Through the development of 
infantile characters, “habla de negro” was the standard aural vehicle for portraying 
“black” on Spanish stages for a comedic effect which leads to the conclusion that the 
black body was also ridiculed visually in a “baila de negro” interpretation. In other 
words, if Fra Molinero observed a “hablar guineo” (Fra Molinero, 1995, p. 21) (to
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speak guineo), then the manner of exaggerated dancing might be termed “bailar 
guineo.” If the “habla de negro” “acquired a conventional spelling and morphology” 
(Earle and Lowe, 2005, p. 72) as Lawrence argues, then the guineo, as a dance, was a 
conventional bianco concept of what constituted negro dance. In order to present a 
racial burlesque, as this can be viewed, white actors needed to invest in black culture 
for their material. As such, because so many of the dances listed earlier were identified 
with or confused with the guineo, it was not a certain dance, but the term was used as 
an umbrella concept encompassing a range of dances known by a variety of names 
either through diverse song lyrics or in order to avoid proscription by the Church. The 
laughter provoked by religious processions of the Hermandad, Covarrubias’s 
observations of quick, agile, lascivious movements, and Quevado’s inclining, 
disgusting body were transferred to the stage and translated into bianco interpretations 
of negro dances where they became over-determined corporeal discourses of sexuality 
and race, to paraphrase Bhabha again.
If the processions of the Hermandad provoked laughter, theatrical portrayals of 
the guineo were comically exaggerated to increase the hilarity. Distorting negro dance 
reinforced perceptions made by the “habla” through visual afterimages. Rennert cites 
numerous accounts of disorderly occurrences and states that Spanish playwrights like 
“Lope de Vega often alludes to the vulgo [vulgar people], as he calls them, in a tone of 
bitter contempt, and Alarcon shows his utter despisal of the rabble by addressing them 
as bestia fiera [wild beasts] in the prologue to the first volume of his Comedias (1628)” 
(Rennert, 1963, p. 117). The theatre was very much at the mercy of the disruptive, 
paying public. As such, spoken words would be difficult to hear, and dance, being 
visual and rhythmic, carried the intention of negro portrayals more effectively. As a
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site for racial mimicry facilitated by a sense of entitlement in the inequality of mastery 
and servitude of colonial discourse, the guineo reduced negro bodies to commodities.
But should the Spanish portrayals be considered in the same vein as minstrelsy? 
Much agency in American minstrelsy has been attributed to anxiety from 
industrialization. Yet the obvious signs of black faces, curly wigs, and parodies of 
black bodies and behaviours were present in Spain suggesting a pattern of racial traits 
in the representations of black people, yet to read this as minstrelsy, in the nineteenth- 
century understanding, is uncertain. As Brown notes: “Discursive claims compete, 
conflict, and are never complete. Racialized bodies wriggle through, around with, and 
against these claims” (Brown, 2008, p. 60). Therefore, there is no one way to read this 
practice. Michael Pickering’s work on ragtime in Britain considered that the use of 
blackface stresses cultural difference because “Modernity as a way of seeing and 
experiencing the world relied heavily on a sense of contrast between its own 
orientation and its various exclusions, displacements, and projections of ‘difference’” 
(Pickering, 2000, p. 153). As exemplified in Navarro’s treatise, creating difference 
separated low class dancing from upper class and theatrical renditions of the guineo 
seem to have intensified this difference. As evidenced by sorting Cotarelo’s dances 
into distinct categories, negro dances during the Golden Age can be differentiated from 
Spanish dances through their related descriptions. Therefore, it appears evident that 
deliberately creating difference was a strategy in the depictions by white actors in order 
to distance white Spaniards from the black African.
Were there practical reasons for this practice? Theresa Buckland, in her work 
on black faces on stages, notes that one way to look at blackface is as a disguise like a 
mark for practical, not ideological reasons (Buckland, 1990, p. 7). In her article,
“Black Faces, Garlands, and Coconuts: Exotic Dances on Stage and Screen,” she refers
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to blackening up as a disguise to carry out behaviour contrary to the social norm 
(Buckland, 1990, p. 8). While behaviour against the social norm might have been part 
of the intention in Rodriguez’s action, because he was in his own home, disguise does 
not seem to be an issue. Nor does it seem likely that Golden Age black faced dancers 
were in disguise because they were public actors. The practicality of blacking up 
seems apparent only in the need for actors to portray several roles. The processional 
dancers also had no reason to remain anonymous because they were presenting the 
Church and State in a favourable light.
Were there undercurrents of social commentary inherent in the portrayals by 
white actors? Pickering states that: “Minstrelsy was like a hall of distorting magic 
mirrors in which temporarily, social and cultural problems, psychic tensions, and 
conflicts were grotesquely magnified or dissolved and images of self were inverted, 
reversed, thrown bizarrely out of shape, and then reassuringly restored” (Pickering, 
2000, p. 176). By putting on a painted mask and playing infantile, wanton, low class 
characters, white dancers could move in ways that were deemed inappropriate in other 
settings. But if the use of blackface was a means to carry out behaviour contrary to the 
social norm, the camivalesque is suggested again. Dancers could dance with more 
body parts moving, wiggle hips, and act provocatively because the audience saw them 
through the “distorting magic mirrors” which, because it was a temporary action, this 
practice was rendered acceptable even through the grip of the Inquisition, as long this 
was not performed before an altar, like the unfortunate Rodriguez. A grotesque, 
exaggerated performance of the guineo in Catholic Spain demonstrates subversive 
elements existed in the shadows. Conversely, acting black in a physical manner 
reflects back on “self’ in that the distorted black image reaffirms the white Spanish 
image of righteousness, benevolence, and power.
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English and American minstrelsy customs convey other contradictory images 
identifiable with Spanish practices—white fear of the black body through the creation 
of infantile characters, white desire through lascivious depictions of the dances, and 
white insecurity through portrayals of characters in a lower state. Lott observes a 
ramification detailing a commonality between minstrelsy and the Spanish practice: that 
black “functioned as a dominant-cultural figuration of black people that covered up the 
people themselves; it collapsed blacks into itself and held them captive, both 
suggesting and withholding their presence” (Lott, 1993, p. 99). Blackface practices by 
white actors made acceptance of members of the Hermandad difficult by transforming 
any pious actions into spectacle. Ridicule asserts difference between the counterfeit 
white articulation and the dances of negros themselves. Henry Overstreet, in a 1944 
edition of the Saturdav Review cited by Lynn Emery, considered images more 
powerfiil than reality. He states that: “The image of the Negro as a kind of clown, with 
comic turns of speech and ludicrous behavior, has robbed him of dignity. The images 
of him as lazy, childishly dependent, and dishonest have excused us from having 
confidence in him; while the images of him as vicious and sexually irresponsible have 
put him outside the pale” (Emery, 1988, p. 197). If the ridiculing aspects of the 
portrayal of black characters by white actors are considered in terms of minstrelsy as 
defined by Overstreet, then the portrayals of negro characters in theatre and dance on 
Golden Age stages harmed black Spanish citizens by fixing a derogatory stereotype in 
the minds of white Spain. While it is difficult to determine if the intent was as 
malicious as nineteenth-century minstrel practices indicate, the resultant creation and 
repetition of the degraded negro stereotype remain similar.
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Conclusion
If history, as defined by Stephen Greenblatt in Shakespearean Negotiations, is 
shaped by production and consumption (Greenblatt, 1988, p. 23), then Spaniards were 
affected by their desire to see and practice negro dances appearing in Golden Age 
venues. While elements of racism are manifested in a prototype of minstrelsy, the 
Spanish were not as threatened as they would be in subsequent eras when rising creole 
populations in the Americas undermined established social hierarchies. Theatre, as 
Greenblatt stated, is a product of collective inventions (Greenblatt, 1988, p. 4). 
Collective beliefs are shaped, made manifest, and offered for consumption in a process 
which blurs and sharpens racial boundaries. Even though the visual aspects of 
blackness expressed difference, the movements facilitated transformations which easily 
crossed barriers into mainstream culture.
Thus the guineo with its associations of negro bodies and spaces as exemplified 
in loose, lascivious, fast movements made it an especially finitful site where the 
Spanish could project, claim, and experiment with formulations of their own identity. 
Through the dance, the split between white and black is rendered strongly visible— 
between Apollonian and Dionysian, between Esquivai Navarro’s erect and upper class 
body and the guineo’s overly exaggerated movements exemplified by the descriptions 
of a lascivious, frenzied body with the dangerous incline.
The guineo that was introduced as a lively, agile dance by negros, as described 
by Covarrubias, was featured in religious spectacles to reaffirm Spanish superiority 
and the power of the Church. In the theatres it was turned into a ridiculing, grotesque 
interpretation of the negro body by bianco Spaniards. The physical expression of 
exaggerated articulation in this “baila de negro” illustrate cultural antagonisms which 
reveal how the objectified black body speaks about the insecurities and desires of the
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Golden Age Spaniard. Cultural ideals such as progress and rationality are alienated in 
the act of naming differences. The white Spaniard is beholden to the reflection of Self 
in the black dancing body, and the negro character on the stage is not only permitted to 
dance lasciviously, but has the power to ridicule the white colonial society by his 
reminder that polluting elements exist—two opposing forces full of affective 
ambivalence. Thus a splitting results as a strategy of defence where two contradictory 
attitudes inhabit the same place—one is based in reality and the “other is under the 
influence of instincts which detach the ego from reality” (Bhabha, 2006, p. 188) to 
quote Bhabha again. The guineo, for all of its pretence of being a black negro comedic 
dance, when it was danced by bianco Spaniards, reveals an uncanny truth about 
colonial authority and its paranoia.
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La Tercera Llamada
“Do you want to be a dancer or a street walker, honey?”
This comment was given to me in a flamenco dance class taught by Mariquita 
Flores, my Spanish dance teacher from 1990 to 1999 in Woodstock, New York. It 
occurred to me at the time that flamenco teachers express divergent opinions as to what 
constitutes “good” flamenco because I had also been taking classes with other teachers 
in New York City and had studied in Jerez de la Frontera in Spain, which is located in 
the cuna (cradle) of flamenco (Quinones, 1992; Schreiner, 1990; and Woodall, 1992). 
The movement in question in Mariquita’s class was a transitional step that moved from 
a fourth position lunge facing one side of the stage to a fourth position facing the other 
side. Her comment was prompted by an embellishment I added which incorporated 
executing the transition through a lingering wide second position that deliberately 
shifted the weight through the pelvis which was inspired, in my mind, by a 
bullfighter’s pass such as I had seen in classes with other teachers. For Mariquita, this 
was a degrading movement that demeaned her concept of flamenco. She equated it to 
something that the singer Madonna might do and bemoaned that flamenco dance was 
becoming very polluted by “cheap” sources.
This was my introduction to the tensions underlying competing discourses of 
flamenco dance, between the theatrical styles and those of the pueblo. At the time, it 
left me confused. Not only was I facing competing styles of flamenco dance, but 
Mariquita seemed to be genuinely upset seeing movements that she considered 
degrading. This suggests that there was something deeper to her response than dislike 
of certain aesthetics. As the next chapter will show, with the arrival of the fandango in 
Spain, Spanish dancers began to assume an ownership of appealing dances in an action 
that created political statements through movement.
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Chapter IV 
The Fandango: Majismo and Nationalism 
1700-1810
The fandango, another dance with negro associations, is strongly acknowledged 
as Spanish by authors like Don Preciso who, in his 1802 collection of verses of popular 
Spanish songs, stated that the fandango and seguidilla help to mark Spanish identity 
(Preciso, 1802, p. 211). In 1911 Cotarelo y Mori stated that it was “pure Spanish” [Es 
puramente espanol] offering no other provenance as to its origins (Cotarelo y Mori, 
1911, p. ccxliv). Furthermore, the fandango is widely practiced throughout southern 
Spain in regionally articulated variations such as the malaguena from Malaga and the 
fandangos de Huelva. This chapter, therefore, examines how the fandango became 
such an icon of Spanishness when early literature connects it with the West Indies. It 
begins with an eye-witness account of this dance written by a Spanish priest in 1712 in 
the Andalusian port city of Cadiz. His observation of its popularity lays the foundation 
for examining the significance of dance in the majismo movement and the 
development of Spanish nationalism. By incorporating Anderson’s theories of creole 
and national identity, nationalism will be addressed through period paintings by 
Francisco Goya and Domingo Martinez to contrast the politics of Spanish and French 
styles. As frustration with the Spanish Bourbon regime escalated throughout the 
eighteenth century, I will argue that ballrooms crowded with masses of dancers 
feverishly dancing the fandango, as witnessed by travel writers, were sites that 
symbolised a collective consciousness manifesting and asserting Spanish identity.
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Padre Martin’s Observations of the Fandango in 1712
Early evidence of fandango dancing in Spain was recorded in 1712 by a
Spanish priest, Padre Martin, who decried the vulgarity of a dance in Cadiz known as
the fandango. His passage is indicative of the emerging capitalism in Cadiz and the
circulation of dances across the Atlantic from the Spanish colonies. The excerpt is
quoted by Navarro Garcia from his book on seeds of ebony in flamenco dance.
Although the citation is constructive in supporting negro influences in Spanish dance,
Navarro Garcia merely cites the source, but does not offer further explanation or
background, other than noting that Padre Martin was a dean in Alicante. He located
the reference in the Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid noting it was written in Latin, which
adds credence to Padre Martin’s status as a clergyman. Navarro Garcia indicates the
significance of this quote noting it was referentially used in later travel diaries written
in 1772-1773 by Juan Francisco Peyron and again in 1840 by Davillier, who will be
cited in the following chapter. In Padre Martin’s words:
Now I saw and censored ancient customs and praised our modesty. I 
am aware that this dance from Gades has been famous forever for its 
obscenity. And I contemplate the same dance today as this baile 
gaditano in all the crossroads of the city, in every salon, with incredible 
applause by those present, not only among negros and common people, 
but also among very honourable women, bom in a noble cradle. The 
dance is executed in the following form: Danced with a man and a 
woman, two by two, or more. The bodies move to the sound of the 
cadences of the music, with all the excitation of passion, with extremely 
voluptuous movements, heelwork, looks, jumps, all the figures 
brimming with lascivious intentions. You can see the man ingratiate 
himself and the woman emits moans and wiggles her hips with as much 
grace and elegance that can appear in the foolishness and vulgarity of 
the buttocks of the Golden Ass.^  ^ (Navarro Garcia, 1998, p. 202)
“Ve ahora y censura la licencia de las antiguas costumbres y alaba el pudor de las nuestras. Has 
conocido aquel baile gaditano famoso en todo tiempo y lugar por su obscenidad. Y contempla boy 
mismo cômo se baila ese baile gaditano en todas las encrucijadas de la ciudad, en todos los salones, con 
increible aplauso de los asistentes, no solo entre los negros y gente plebeya, sino también entre muy 
honorable damas, nacidas de noble cuna. El baile se ejecuta de la siguiente forma: Bailan el varôn y la 
mujer, bien de dos en dos, o bien mâs. Los cuerpos se mueven al son de las cadencias de la mùsica, con 
todas las excitaciones de la pasiôn, con movimientos en extremo voluptuosos, taconeos, miradas, saltos, 
todas las figuras rebosantes de lascivas intenciones. Puedes ver al varôn insinuarse y a la mujer emitir
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This illuminating text, recorded by a visiting Catholic priest, contains a variety 
of references which, as a colonial discourse, implies something more than that sum of 
its language. It is rich, not only with descriptive terminology of the dance itself, but 
also contains references to the spread of the fandango as a cultural commodity. As 
Robert J. C. Young in Colonial Desire: Hvbriditv in Theory. Culture and Race notes, 
addressing the colonial “language used to enact, enforce, describe or analyse 
colonialism is not transparent, innocent, ahistorical or simply instrumental” (Young, 
1995, p. 163). It permeated the means of expressing knowledge and compounds the 
discourse of the documentation or evidence.
That this dance was witnessed in Cadiz suggests two key currents coursing 
through southwestern Spain. Firstly, a trajectory of the fandango’s travels across the 
Atlantic situates it as an ida y  vuelta (coming and going) dance form in the Spanish 
dance repertoire. While Martin does not mention any origins in the West Indies, other 
sources do. Cadiz is located on the furthest point on Spain’s southwest Atlantic 
seaboard which lends credence to the observation that it was an entry point for the 
dance from points west. Secondly, the socio-economic importance of Cadiz in the 
early eighteenth century is made manifest at a time when it was eclipsing Seville as the 
main trading port for the Spanish slave trade and commerce with the Spanish colonies 
(Mantero, 1992, p. 81). Kamen notes that Cadiz “became the port of departure for 
fleets from 1680 and to which the [trade] monopoly was officially moved in 1717” 
(Kamen, 2005, p. 286).
As the principal Spanish shipping site, dances from the Americas were seen 
first in Cadiz after they were conveyed between ports by sailors and passengers. The
gemidos y contonearse con tal gracia y elegancia que bien te podnan parecer en su necedad y groseria 
las nalgas de la Fotis Apulellana.
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supposition that the fandango in Spain was originally associated with the Indies is 
supported in an early musical reference from 1705 which mentions a “fandango 
indiano” among a number of guitar scores (Navarro Garcia, 1998, p. 201). This date is 
corroborated in the 1726 edition of the Diccionario de Autoridades which also notes 
that the dance was “introduced by those who live in the kingdom of the Indies; it is 
played with a happy, festive sound” (1984, p. 719). Indies, in this reference, refers to 
the Spanish American colonies. However, finding a precursor for a fandango in the 
Indies is not as obvious as these citations suggest. Maurice Esses, whose three-volume 
set of Dance and the Instrumental Diferencias in Spain During the 17^ and Earlv 18^ 
Centuries offers many examples of musical scores and related histories, states that 
although the fandango is thought to have originated in the Indies, “no substantiating 
evidence accompanies this claim” (Esses, 1992, p. 633). Moreover, the “Indies” cover 
a wide expanse of land throughout the Americas (see Appendix A) so a specific point 
of origin is essentially lost in the vagueness of geography.
While I did search for precursors of Spain’s fandango, I came to the same 
conclusion as Esses. However, the Spanish fandango displays certain commonalities 
with Spanish-American fandangos which support an Indies version of origins. Ricardo 
Perez Montfort, in his entry in the 2002 edition of the Diccionario de la Mùsica 
Esnanola e Hisnanoamericana, suggests that there are possible antecedents for a 
prehispanic fandango in Mexico because of similarities of rhythm and mythological 
references in indigenous Native songs (2002, p. 927). Montfort claims that a fandango 
jarocho developed in Veracruz in the seventeenth to eighteenth centuries as a festival 
with music and dance, with festival in this sense being a party (2002, p. 928).
Veracruz is on the eastern coast of Mexico and was inhabited by a sizable African 
population because of its proximity to the Caribbean. Its harbour played a crucial role
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in the history of enslaved Africans in Mexico. Therefore, at least one version of a 
fandango likely made its way back to Spain via this route. What it had to do with the 
jarocho is harder to determine.
In Jarocho’s Soul: Cultural Identitv and Afro-Mexican Dance. Anita Gonzalez, 
a professor at Florida State University who researches performance studies and 
folklore, positions the jarocho as an Affo-Mexican dance, stating that “Jarocho” once 
meant a poor black field worker (Gonzalez, 2004, p. 1). She notes that “[hjistorical 
patterns of migration and slavery argue for a correlation between jarocho dancing and 
performance styles that were introduced to Mexico by individuals of African descent” 
(Gonzalez, 2004, p. 52). “Jarocho was the term used in the Veracruz region to indicate 
the mixture of Blacks and Indians” (Gonzalez, 2004, p. 56). The etymology of 
jarocho, points to a “word [that] is apparently derived from the epitaph ‘jaro,’ a term 
used in Muslim Spain to refer to the mountain pig, augmented with the pejorative 
ending ‘cho.’ By referring to Veracruz people of mixed Indian and African ancestry as 
Jarochos, the Spanish intended to call them pigs” (Gonzalez, 2004, p. 56). Casta 
paintings proliferated in the eighteenth century, but jarocho was not a term utilised as a 
classification in the paintings. However, the prejudice insinuated by this word likely 
influenced the choice of future terminology crossing the ocean between Mexico and 
Spain. If the jarocho was the antecedent of the dance brought to Spain, any association 
with “jarocho” was lost when preferences renamed it “fandango.”
Keeping a possible connection between the fandango and the jarocho in mind, I 
want to turn to a publication emanating from a conference on flamenco’s ida y  vuelta 
forms at the 1992 Bienal de Arte Flamenco in Seville, in which Romualdo Molina and 
Miguel Espin argue that enslaved Afiicans were influential in the genesis of all ida y  
vuelta dances and that African rhythms affected dances in the colonies as much as in
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the Spanish port cities of Cadiz, Malaga, and Seville (Molina and Espin, 1991, p. 20). 
This implies, that if the fandango did emanate from the Indies and was transported to 
Cadiz, then the fandango that Martin witnessed likely exhibited negro characteristics. 
What the narratives of the jarocho and the jarocho fandango suggest is that the 
migratory history of the fandango offers an idea of how this dance developed through 
multiple crossings across the Atlantic as is implied by the term “ida y vuelta.” Molina 
and Espin state that this expression originated in the nineteenth century in reference to 
song forms that crossed from one port to another between Latin American countries 
and Spain (Molina and Espin, 1991, p. 7). Today it is applied to a group of flamenco 
forms that are attributed with Spanish American roots like the guajiras and rumbas 
from Cuba. This terminology, however, is rarely used in reference to either the 
fandango or the tango, the subject of the next chapter because the fandango and tango 
are generally depicted as “Spanish,” due, I will argue, to reasons of ownership and 
appropriation.
Most notable in Padre Martin’s account is the observation concerning the 
recognition of the fandango in 1712. It must have been introduced at least a few years 
prior to his text because it was already so widespread that it was danced in all 
crossroads and salons of the city. This suggests that the fandango, from its earliest 
introduction, surpassed the guineo by exceeding traditional performance venues of the 
theatre and processions and reached into the streets and homes. That is was not only 
danced by negros and common folk, but honourable women as well, is notable because 
Martin first associates the fandango with negros before describing how widely it had 
circulated; which suggests that he considered that the negro performative body was 
affecting (or “infecting”) honourable women and their interpretations of the dance.
The Padre, however, was not from Cadiz, but from Alicante, a city on the
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Mediterranean Spanish coast. While the women could have been from the upper class, 
it is conceivable that he did not know who was of noble birth in Cadiz, but instead saw 
well-dressed women who he assumed were noble. It is reasonable to establish, 
however, that Padre Martin did witness diverse dancers traversing socio-economic 
levels in 1712 Cadiz, that negros were dancing it, and that the fandango was 
widespread throughout the city.
Cadiz is over 400 miles from the Madrid and is situated on a narrow peninsula 
jutting into the Atlantic Ocean rendering it isolated from the mainland and accessible 
primarily by sea. From the late seventeenth and throughout the eighteenth century, in 
spite of drought and famine in many parts of Spain, Cadiz flourished as the primary 
shipping port with the Indies, a crucial link for the Spanish economy, particularly after 
Spain lost most of its imperial possessions except the Indies in the 1702-1713 War of 
Spanish Succession (Kamen, 2005, p. 291). As a separate, cosmopolitan city made 
prosperous through a vibrant trade, it was also a capitalistic city where dances from 
America were introduced, desired, and practiced.
According to Young, “desire is a social rather than an individual product; it 
permeates the infrastructure of society” (Young, 1995, p. 168). As a social product, 
desire is situated in the theorisation of capitalism as a flow of desire which is 
evidenced by the spread of the dance throughout the city. “The basic need of 
capitalism is to engineer an encounter between the deterritorialized wealth of capital 
and the labour capacity of the deterritorialized worker. The reduction of everything, 
including production and labour, to the abstract value of money enables it to decode 
flows and ‘deterritorialize’ the socius” (Young, 1995, p. 169). In Young’s explanation, 
when the capitalist machine finds itself faced with flows of desire that are desired, 
channelled, and regulated by the socius, they must be decoded and deterritorialized to
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maintain the flow of capital. As the fandango wiggled between social groups, the 
value of the dance is made apparent through its flow as a commodity. A dance that 
spreads all over a city has currency; it is seen and desired as evidenced by its wide 
circulation across class boundaries. The uncertainty of the war and the pre-eminence 
of Cadiz as a primary shipping port provided space to decode this dance from the 
Indies and reinscribe it with the value of desire that subsequently reflected a 
deterritorialized Spanish body. It was not the jarocho fandango witnessed by Padre 
Martin, but the fandango of Cadiz that was danced all over the city where it was 
passionately embodied as a flirtatious couples dance. While it had associations with 
the Indies, Spanish bodies were dancing it. Cadiz, as a capitalist space, was a site of 
capitalistic decoding where the fandango served as a disjunctive connection between 
territories and bodies acting through the currency of its appeal. The fandango body, as 
witnessed by Martin, was introduced and subsequently decoded and deconstructed to 
create the Spanish dance adopted by Spanish dancers; an action that facilitated its 
eventual dissemination throughout Spain.
The action of decoding the body in transference from subjugated colonies, 
however, acts as an exchange of unequal power economies and, can therefore, be 
situated as an act of appropriation. Jane C. Desmond in Meanings in Motion has 
observed that in most cases an appropriated dance originating as a dance form firom a 
non-dominant population presents a trajectory of upward mobility in which the dance 
becomes refined or polished (Desmond, 1997, p. 34). The adopted dance is changed 
and remodelled to reflect the current relations between the groups which permit bianco 
fandango dancers to move like American creoles, and/or negros, without paying the 
penalty of being them. Furthermore, through the process of transforming the fandango 
into widespread social practice in Cadiz, it assumed new meaning as an imperial
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commodity. Marta Savigliano, in Tango and the Political Economy of Passion, 
positions the imperialist circulation of feelings as an emotional capital that gives rise to 
passion when the dancing body is reinscribed into an “exotic” body. She states: “Thus, 
‘exotic’ objects have been constituted by applying a homogenizing practice of 
exoticization, a system of exotic representation that commoditized the colonials in 
order to suit imperial consumption” (Savigliano, 1995, p. 2). The “exotic” body is 
synonymous with the deterritorialized body through the observation that the dance that 
emanated from the colonies was commoditised by the Spaniards in order to be 
transformed into an emotional capital articulated “through the excitation of passion, 
with extremely voluptuous movements,” to quote Martin again. The fandango, 
entering Spanish port cities, was an exotic object, another curiosity arriving from the 
colonies. It was witnessed, consumed, and reiterated as a popular dance. And popular, 
as Lott notes, is always produced and capitalized (Lott, 1993, p. 17). The key point is 
that the adoption of the fandango in Cadiz acted as a site of collision of bodi capitalism 
and colonialism which transformed the dance into an imperialist commodity of Spanish 
desire and passion.
Martin witnessed a wide range of people including negros, common people, 
and noble women, dancing the fandango at every intersection and salon throughout the 
city of Cadiz. It does not seem likely it would have engendered such popularity if the 
fandango was associated with pigs as the word jarocho implied. Instead, through 
colonial discourse. Padre Martin ascribes allusions to classical mythology, which in 
spite of the immodesty that the fandango projected, lessens pejorative connotations of 
creoles and negros. He does this through two metaphors: the dancers of ancient Gades 
and the myth of the Golden Ass. Padre Martin’s statement that he was aware of this 
dance from Gades which had been famous forever for its obscenity refers to the
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puellae Gaditanae. According to Spanish scholar, Allen Josephs, who researched 
Spanish myths in White Wall of Spain: The Mysteries of Andalusian Culture, puellae 
Gaditanae were mentioned by several Roman authors, who both adored and 
denounced them for their seductive sensuality. Originally temple dancers, the women 
were thought to have inherited their religion from a Phoenician fertility belief. Josephs 
cites Pliny who “revealed the extent of the popularity of the puellae Gaditanae at 
Roman dinners, in a letter to Septicius Clams, complaining that his friend had 
preferred someone else’s hospitality, which included oysters, sea urchins, and 
Gaditanae” (Josephs, 1990, p. 60). Martial, a Roman poet, wrote of his mistress, 
Telethusa, in the first century C.E.:
She who was cunning to show wanton gestures to the sound of Baetic 
castanets and to frolic to the tunes of Gades, she who could have roused 
passion in palsied Pelias, and have stirred Hecuba’s spouse even by 
Hector’s pyre—Telethusa bums and racks with love her former master.
He sold her as his maid, now he buys her back as mistress. (Josephs,
1990, p. 70)
Telethusa was the most renowned of the dancing girls and her name is 
referenced in several contemporary flamenco histories as a strategy that alludes to the 
antiquity of dance in Andalusia (Navarro Garcia, 2002; Quinones, 1992; Schreiner, 
1990; and Thiel-Cramér, 1991). While the significance of linking nineteenth-century 
flamenco with Telethusa will be addressed in my discussion on the Romantic period, 
classic Roman literature contained sufficient references to these dancers to capture the 
attention of humanists in the Golden Age one hundred years earlier. A hundred years 
before Padre Martin, another Spanish priest. Padre Mariana, a Spanish Jesuit wrote his 
Tratado Contra los Jueeos Publicos in 1609, a treatise against leisure activities. In it he 
devoted an entire chapter to the zarabanda, which was mentioned in the previous 
chapter as gaining notoriety for having negro associations. He positions the zarabanda 
as the same shameful dance of the Gaditanae that was seen by the Romans. He
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inserted quotes from Martial and Juvenal, another Roman poet, as examples of the 
evils of lascivious movements in Spanish dancers (Suarez Garcia, 2004, p. 188). Padre 
Mariana could be blamed for putting this myth in print in this early Modem Age 
reference because this is the earliest reference to the dancers of Cadiz that I located in 
post-Roman literature. This theme has emerged in numerous narratives of Spanish 
dance since the publication of Padre Mariana’s treatise, particularly when insinuations 
of immoral or sensual movements are inferred.
Roland Barthes has undertaken extensive research in sociology and lexicology 
in his 1972 Mvthologies. through which he addresses the signification of mythologies 
in the modem world. Myths are messages conveyed through discourse that function to 
transform meaning into form or history into nature (Barthes, 1972, p. 129). They 
create impressions that depoliticize speech (Barthes, 1972, p. 142). References to 
mythological dancers of Roman times elevate the reputation of Spanish dancers by 
clothing her in traditions of antiquity through allusions to an illustrious past. However, 
this allusion is not intended by Padre Martin as is made evident through his inclusion 
of a second myth that states that “one could see the man ingratiating himself with the 
woman emitting groans and contorting herself so gracefully and elegantly that one can 
well see in her foolishness and mdeness the buttocks of the Golden Ass” (Navarro 
Garcia, 1998, p. 202).^ "^  By alluding to an ancient myth in which the protagonist has 
an insatiable desire to practice magic, Martin’s codified, political position draws on 
concepts of antiquity as a strategy for illustrating the difference between moral and 
evil. As a priest, Martin was engaged in raising moral standards. His awareness of 
Humanism and knowledge of Greco-Roman literature seem motivated by the same 
Catholic zeal that informed Padre Mariana a century earlier. While philosophers of the
“Puedes ver al varôn insinuarse y a la mujer emitir gemidos y contonearse con tal gracia y elegancia 
que bien te podrian parecer en su necedad y groseria las nalgas de la Fotis Apulellana.
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eighteenth century, such as Mattia Doria, were addressing the advantage of virtue and 
trust in building a nation (Pagden, 1990, p. 71), Padre Martin seems to be advocating 
for a return to values of the previous century when politics were grounded in ethics and 
theology (Pagden, 1990, p. 45).
Both Padre Martin and Padre Mariana express despair at the immorality of the 
dances they witnessed, raising the question about why well-known myths were used as 
a means to transform perceptions. Barthes observes that the best defence against 
mythology is to mystify it in order to produce an artificial myth (Barthes, 1972, p.
135). The Padres, by referring to the negative reputation of the puellae Gaditanae, 
stress the shameful qualities that kept the myth circulating. They attempt to reinterpret 
it as a cautionary tale for moral behaviour warning of the dangers of idolatry by 
referencing the sins committed by the mythological characters. The puellae Gaditanae 
were fallen women who were thought to worship Astarte and the Golden Ass was a 
man turned into an ass because of his stupidity for playing with magic compounded by 
his idolatry for joining a cult for Isis when he finally resumed his human form. By 
situating dance in a pagan, literary past, the danger and ill repute of perilous dance 
performances like Salome’s dance which led to the death of John the Baptist are 
inferred by projecting the image of the dancer as a deadly femme/homme fatale, 
subject only to her/his own libido. Padre Martin’s admonitions, however, probably 
increased its appeal and did not stop the fandango from growing in popularity and 
spreading to every comer of Spain.
The Fandango in the Maiismo Movement
The eighteenth century in Spain was profoundly affected by the majismo 
movement which in formed the style, politics, and dances of the Spanish people, 
particularly between 1750 and the end of the Napoleonic Wars. The Spanish Bourbon
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regime, which began in 1700 with the coronation of Philip V, focused on intensifying
and centralising the administration in Madrid and creating a territorial uniformity
throughout the country (Pérez-Diaz, 1998, p. 269). Strategically, the government
decided to unify and centralise all regional historical rights and privileges in the
capital. Non-elite Spanish citizens were vulnerable and distrustful of such efforts,
especially in the southern region of Andalusia which had formerly been Spain’s
preeminent region. As regional movements accelerated and the rise of an Andalusian
identity emerged (Steingress, 1998, p. 35), the Bourbon culture that proliferated in the
court in central Spain was contested by a subcultural expression of bohemianism based
out of Seville which spread to other urban areas (Steingress, 1998, p. 32). The
resultant anti-Bourbon sensibilities were symbolised by the majismo movement that
emerged by the latter half of the 1700s, according to anthropologist Timothy Mitchell
(Mitchell, 1994, p .91).
The majos, according to Dorothy Noyes in her article, “La Maja Vestida: Dress
as Resistance to Enlightenment in Late-18th-Century Madrid,”
were working-class dandies, male artisans and female fhiit and flower 
vendors from certain "popular" quarters of Madrid and the Andalusian 
cities. We might translate the word as "masher," and in fact the word 
comes from amajaro or machucar, to crush. Popular etymology also 
associates the word with macho, and the aggressiveness of both sexes 
of majos was strongly contrasted with the supposed effeminacy of the 
petimetres. (Noyes, 1998, p. 199)
The majos were common people who built a style, a movement, on what was 
perceived to be the “authenticity” of Spain which renounced the values and tastes of 
the Enlightenment (Mitchell, 1994, p. 91). This movement was a conscious shift from 
an allegiance to a dynastic monarchy to a people’s movement or what Benedict 
Anderson calls the rise of national consciousness (Anderson, 2006, p. 37). It was a 
deliberate transference of emulating the nobility to popularising the underclass.
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Anderson states that “a consciousness of connectedness . . .  emerges above all when all 
share a single language-of-the state” (Anderson, 2006, p. 56). Majismo became a 
language, a movement, a style, and, above all, it emerged as a collective movement 
exhibited through social practices, that eschewed French styles, practices, and dances 
through images that drew from the archetype of the peasant.
A macho sensibility was manifested outwardly through deliberately baggy 
clothing, oily hair caught up in hairnets, and defiant posturings from the underworld. 
Noyes states that
The men were recognized by their costume of hair net, broad-brimmed 
soft hat, and long cloak, all black or brown. The cloak was worn with 
one side flung across the front over the shoulder, and the hat brim often 
pulled down, leaving very little of the wearer's face exposed; this 
menacing posture was characteristic. The women wore a hair net or a 
black mantilla, a tight bodice, and a basquifia (top petticoat) over a skirt 
sometimes as high as mid-calf. (Noyes, 1998, p. 199)
While costuming was a key signifier of the external appearance, posturings of a
“figure-enhancing stance of an arched back, hand on hip, and pigeon toes” (Noyes,
1998, p. 199) emphasised the attitude giving the majos a rude defiant look which
acquired a positive value compared with the foppishness of the French court. Noyes
also notes that the “materials [of the costumes] were light and flowing-silk and lace if
the wearer could get them; the color was typically black with white and red trimming”
(Noyes, 1998, p. 199). As noted in costumes used for the guineo, lightweight fabrics
permit dancers to move more rigorously. Unlike the guineo which remained a
performative dance for white black faced dancers in theatrical venues, the immodest
fandango grew as a dance of the people positioned as an antithesis to the French
minuet.
The aesthetics adopted by the movement were inspired by styles exhibited in 
the poor urban neighbourhoods. Washabaugh notes that majismo was exemplified by a
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defiant backward-looking style in opposition to the Jfrancophiliac elite of tiie day which 
was based on the culture of the low class urban neighbourhoods (Washabaugh, 1996, 
p. 38). As noted in Chapter II, between 1730 until 1806, the festival hosted by the 
Hermandad devoted to the Virgin featuring the corrida de gansos was occurring at this 
time. The deliberate inversion of roles in this event of white and black Sevillians 
alludes to cross-cultural role enactments, which epitomised the rationale of the 
majismo movement and the event could well have gained favour due in part to the 
majismo movement. The poor themselves exhibited their resistance by vaunting all 
things old by reinventing a tradition based partly on fashions entering Spain through 
the ports (Washabaugh, 1996, p. 40). This observation offers further evidence of the 
currency of desire emanating from Cadiz and its subsequent influence on the spread of 
the fandango. Mitchell includes several cultural groups among the lower classes— 
gypsies, runaway slaves, Moorish peasants, Jews, picaros (rogues), smugglers, 
vagabonds, and other outcasts and outlaws (Mitchell, 1994, p. 51). As noted in the 
history of the Hermandad, however, the lower classes lived near each other in the same 
subjugated neighbourhoods. Therefore, the styles adopted as symbols of the majismo 
movement must have been partly based on cultural articulations of negros in Spanish 
ports and Spanish colonies.
The following illustrations, fi-om a series of paintings by Domingo Martinez 
featured in the Bellas Artes museum in Seville, highhght costumes and styles of the 
mid-eighteenth century. Martinez, a Sevillian painter of little renown was considered 
inferior by Frank Standish Hall in his 1840 work, Seville and its Vicinity (Hall, 1840, 
p. 197). He is, nonetheless, accorded significant space in the upstairs hallway of the 
museum with a series of four large paintings depicting processions in Seville. Figure 
20 illustrates the central section of the painting entitled, Carro del Aire or Air Cart.
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Each painting depicts another facet of the elements of air, water, fire, and earth. This 
painting is significant to my arguments for two points. The first point illustrates the 
strength of French fashions in 1748 through the costuming of the principal participants 
and the lavish French Baroque design of the cart.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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A close up of one of the central figures (Figure 21) illustrates how opulent the French 
Baroque style was in the middle of eighteenth-century Seville. The woman is wearing 
a rich, light-blue dress trimmed in gold and a white, powdered wig.
The second significance in this painting is the inclusion of negro dancers in the 
far left comer (Figure 22). This is important because, at a time when black populations 
in Seville were decreasing, this depiction seems to present evidence not only of their 
presence, but also of public dancing. Their position at the far left side of the painting 
suggests the continual separation of social classes prevalent in Seville. Also there is 
clearly a difference in style between the black participants and the other white 
Spaniards. The negro musician and dancers are not wearing French-styled clothing, 
but are sporting loose-fitting clothes and head scarves. The female dancer with 
upraised arms and the woman holding the baby have flowers in their hair. The female 
dancer on the left is not erect and her knees are in a bent position which suggests non- 
French qualities in her dance movements. The looseness of the upper bodies unplies
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that neither dancer is wearing confining corsets. The dancer on the right has a bit of 
black lace peeping out from under her shawl. Her red dress, blue shawl, hair ornament, 
and lace sleeves display fashions that are identified with majas.
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What is Martinez pointing out in these works? They were commissioned for 
the triumphal procession of Ferdinand VI in 1747. Why were negro dancers included 
and what are they dancing? Was this a reference to the king’s benevolence as father to 
the Spanish people? Was it a culturally specific reminder of humility like the corrido 
de gansos? While it is difficult to determine answers to these questions, the most 
significant aspect of this work that can be ascertained is what it is not. The negro 
participants are not part of the Bourbon style. They are in their own group, playing 
their own music, and dancing without partners. The woman with the head scarf has 
bent knees appears quite grounded in her movements and is displaying a forward
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incline, which suggest non-elite forms of dancing. If the majo movement drew on 
aesthetics of the lower class neighbourhoods to shape its style, dance, and music, it was 
incorporating attributes from such negro populations. Mitchell’s work on subcultural 
milieus in flamenco recognises that Spain’s underworld was a multiracial subculture 
which had its own evolving musical style (Mitchell, 1994, p. 62). He cites Dick 
Hebdige’s work on the meaning of style which elaborates the concepts of both the 
fandango and majismo: “It is on the plane of aesthetics, in dress, dance, music; in the 
whole rhetoric of style, that we find the dialogue between black and white most subtly 
recorded, albeit in code” (Mitchell, 1994, p. 34). The outward expression of the majo, 
with his baggy clothes, insolent attitude, and sensual dancing was a rhetoric that made 
a political statement alluding to a desired Spanish identity by incorporating the dance 
and dress of Spain’s negro population. While this action was deliberate in order to 
protest Bourbon rule, positing that choices were made to imitate Spanish negros seems 
unlikely. Choosing movements and styles emanating from the mixed lower-class 
neighbourhoods would have been are more likely influence. Also choosing to bring 
notice to these signs of “traditional” Spanishness were painters like Goya.
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Francisco Goya (1746-1828), renowned for his illustrations of majos, was
nominated the Painter to the King in 1780 and became the fashionable artist in Madrid
(Buendia, 1990, pp. 5-6). Buendia states, however, that “through contact with the
nobility and erudites Goya tried to be a man of his time, an ilustrado, but he never lost
the peasant in him” (Buendia, 1990, p. 9) so his work often depicted themes of
common or plebeian life and featured many scenes with majos and majas. Figure 23
depicts one of Goya’s majo artworks, a 1777 painting that was designed for a series of
Royal tapestry cartoons before Goya reached his pinnacle. The figures are clothed in
majismo style identifiable from the baggy, draping clothes, and the slouched hats. The
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body positions of the majos depict loose, insolent stances that lean irreverently into the 
standing hips conferring a dangerous demeanour exacerbated by the draped, hidden 
bodies. The central female does not seem to fear the men because her arms are held 
open, her head is lifted, and she is openly conversing with the swathed man on her left. 
Like the negra in Martinez’s painting, this maja has a flower in her long, loose hair, a 
shawl wrapped around her shoulders, and a bit of black lack accentuated with red.
As majismo flourished after 1750, the fandango was incorporated as an 
expression of majismo and was converted into a symbol of anti-French, anti-bourgeois 
dance. It was widely circulating as a regional dance as a dance of the people. Nunez 
cites numerous song lyrics linking the fandango to the majismo movement (Nunez, 
2008, pp. 132-133). He locates 126 songs in his catalogue that mention fandangos 
which, if examined together, help to expand the scope and breadth of its circulation. In 
his heading of types of fandangos, he lists variations such as fandango de patada (with 
heel stomps), fandango de tomiscones (with taps of strikes with the feet), and fandango 
de tumba y tamba (probably fast with a 3/8 timing) (Nunez, 2008, pp. 132-133).
Almost all of the fandangos specify some sort of heelwork which offers commonalities 
to Padre Martin’s 1712 observations. He cites diverse Spanish locations in the songs, 
such as Mundo Nuevo (New World) which was a neighbourhood in Cadiz, Madrid in 
the centre of Spain, and Galicia in Spain’s far northwest comer. Lyrics referring to the 
fandango as the salt of Spain danced by a maja in a certain neighbourhood attest to a 
Spanish appropriation of the dance. Slaves and gypsies are mentioned equally three 
times each in lyrics; negros not at all, but Nunez’s work only draws from songs 
postdating 1750.
Most accounts that describe the fandango after 1750 maintain it was still a 
couple’s dance exhibiting heelwork, as in Padre Martin s account, but it seems to have
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diverged into two different approaches. Richard Twiss in his 1773 journey to Spain 
noted that:
There are two kinds of fandangos, though they are danced to the same 
tune: the one is the decent dance; the other is gallant, full of expression, 
and, as a late French author energetically expresses it, ‘est mêlée de 
certaines attitudes qui offrent un tableau continuel de jouissance...”
(Twiss, 1773, p. 156)
The decent versions witnessed by Twiss might have been in reference to the
versions listed as minué afandangado, minuets with the harmonic cadences and
rhythmic accents of fandangos accompanied mostly by violins (Nunez, 2008, p. 292).
It is likely that the minué afandangado emerged as an elite hybrid of the fandango and
the minuet during the process of the fandango’s development. However, the mêlée
observed by Twiss suggests a disorganised, lively event which contributes to the vivid
account of the gallant version of the fandango:
But to return to the Fandango. Every part of the body is in motion, and 
is thrown into all postures, frequently into very indecent ones.
Stamping the time with the feet, and playing all the while with the 
castanets, which are a kind of small shells of ivory, or hard wood, of 
which two are rattled together in each hand. When they have not these 
instruments, they snap with their fingers and thumbs. The dancers 
approach, turn, retire, and approach again; the man with his hat on.
(Twiss, 1773, p. 18)
This second version of the fandango includes castanets which is a development 
in the fandango’s evolutionary process because Padre Martin did not observe castanets 
in 1712. Importantly, the energy of the body assiduously catches Twiss’s attention as 
he positions it as opposite to the “decent” dance. His choice of words, “thrown into all 
postures” and indecent postures, suggests large, gesticulating movements. This 
description coincides with accounts of the guineo which were described with “furious 
movements and ridiculous, scarcely decent gestures’ (Cotarelo y Mori, 1911, p. ccl). 
Indecent appears as a common term used to denote such Dionysian dances in Spain.
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The last sentence in Twiss’s description, “The dancers approach, turn, retire, 
and approach again,” not only are reminiscent of Gonzalez’s description of the 
Mexican jarocho as a courtship dance,^  ^but the choice of words are remarkably similar 
to contemporaneous dances in Africa. Comparing Twiss’s description with Giovanni 
Gallini’s observations from Africa’s Gold Coast (present-day Ghana) a year earlier, it 
becomes clear that the two narratives contain many similarities. Giovanni Gallini was 
an Italian dancing master who published Critical Observations on the Art of Dancing in 
1772. In the dancing witnessed by Gallini, couples faced each other “falling into many 
wild ridiculous postures, advancing and retreating, leaping, stamping on the ground, 
bowing their heads, as they pass to each other. . .  then snapping their fingers” (Gallini, 
1772, p. 212). While Gallini’s dance is unnamed, the parallels between these two 
accounts suggest that by the latter half of the eighteenth century, the fandango in Spain 
could have drawn on a similar dance formation. Building on a potential base from 
Mexico, the Spanish fandango added movements that reflect aesthetics that utilised the 
entire body in startling movements. If Gallini’s Gold Coast dance had a direct 
influence on what was being danced in Spain, it was because the slave trade was still 
operating in Spain. If Gallini’s dance inspired the jarocho in Mexico, then the ida y  
vuelta cross-oceanic exchange is a reminder of the circulation of movements 
influencing dance in Spain. Furthermore, as the majismo movement aimed to include 
“shocking” qualities in body discourse to appear opposite of French dance, dances with 
negro associations would enhance their revolt against authority.
“A male Jarocho dancer challenges a woman by creating heel beats on the raised tàrima platform. 
With his hands behind his back, the male dancer gazes at the woman, who mounts the tàrima and begins 
her own stomping rhythmic pattern to accompany his. They circle one another like a hen and a rooster, 
turmng their heads to look over and around their own shoulders.. . .  The dance is a sexual play o f head, 
torso, and facial gestures, coupled, o f course, with the continuing rhythmic interplay o f  the stamping 
foot rhythms.” GONZALEZ, A. (2004) Jarocho’s Soul: Cultural Identity andAjro-Mexican Dance, 
Lanham, MD, University Press o f America, Inc., p. 56.
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Majismo intensified in the latter half of the eighteenth century as a collective 
movement that challenged the monarchy as it solidified its identity. As the French 
regime wore on, the majo took on connotations of patriotism and more elites adopted 
the fashion, including the dances.
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The portrait of the Duchess of Alba depicted above was a second portrayal by 
Goya executed after a more traditional work painted in 1795. Two years later, in 1797, 
the Duchess was in mourning for her husband and was rumoured as having an affair 
with Goya. In this work, her mourning dress is not sombre because she is dressed as a 
maja, in a lavish dress accented with a large red sash and accessorised with a black 
lace mantilla. Her posture is torqued. Her left arm is held akimbo or as called el jarro 
in Spanish meaning like a jar. She is sitting into her right hip in order to achieve the 
twist of the torso. “Majismo,” as Noyes points out, “was primarily about public 
conduct. Domestic intimacies and discreet erotic escapades were nothing new and had
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never endangered the social order. The most alarming consequence of majismo was 
the destabilizing of public appearances” (Noyes, 1998, p. 211). As Evan Connell, in 
his biography on Goya, notes, “Dona Maria Teresa Cayetana de Silva, thirteenth 
Duchess of Alba, was by every account a mankiller” (Connell, 2004, p. 1). Goya’s 
portrait portrays a provocative woman who appears to eschew traditional rules of 
conduct befitting a widow through the daring costume of the maja. Whether or not this 
action was a deliberate attempt to undermine the Regime or was a testament to her 
reputation is difficult to determine.
The bodies of Goya’s upper class women in late eighteenth- and early 
nineteenth century portraitures were not rigidly presented as in the classic model 
exemplified by the Spanish classicist, Pacheco, in the seventeenth century as noted by 
Jonathan Brown in The Golden Age of Painting in Spain (Brown. 1991, p. 121). This 
posture functions as a paradigm shift away from classical depictions established in 
Renaissance art and can be considered an act of defiance by both Goya and the 
Duchess in that it displays her body in a maja costume and stance. She is posed as 
sitting in her right hip in the same unrefined open fourth position which implied a 
gesture of insolence in Goya’s earlier painting, “A Walk in Andalucia.”
After the mid-point of the century, the popularity of the majismo movement 
proliferated as evidenced by a huge increase in citations in Spamsh literature. Ideas, as 
well as dances, continually crossed the Atlantic Ocean, as Gilroy has argued in his 
British and American analyses of the modem world from a transnational and 
intercultural perspective (Gilroy, 1993, p. 15). Therefore, majismo can also be 
conceptualised as a force of independence influenced by new ways of thmkmg 
engendered through the Atlantic trade. Anderson, in his discussion of Spanish creole 
populations, notes that creole communities developed their conceptions of nation-ness
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well before most of Europe (Anderson, 2006, p. 50). He states that the “two factors 
most commonly adduced in explanations are the tightening of Madrid’s control and the 
spread of the liberalizing ideas of the Enlightenment in the latter half of the eighteenth 
century” (Anderson, 2006, p. 50). In 1767, the King of Bourbon Spain, Charles III, 
expelled the Jesuits from Spanish lands partly for encouraging the creoles to aspire to 
an independent cultural identity. Madrid’s tightening controls were equally abhorrent 
to the peninsular Spanish who were inspired by concepts of independence displayed by 
their American colonies to assert themselves to break with the Bourbon monarchy. 
Inevitably, Spaniards, particularly the elite who had adopted French styles, also aspired 
to a unique identity as the French-styled court continued to dominate the peninsula. 
Steingress identifies the elite as a bourgeois in need of an id (Steingress, 1998, p. 90) 
and maintains that they found pure Spanishness in what they perceived in the 
uncontaminated pueblos (Steingress, 1998, p. 90). By cloaking themselves in the 
styles and dances of the lower classes, the elite embodied the majismo movement that 
destabilised public appearances of French Baroque styles in order to express concepts 
of independence.
While Goya’s portrait of the Duchess of Alba portrayed her dressed as a maja 
and standing in a provocative pose, his 1805 painting of noblewoman. Dona Porcel, as 
a maja is both defiant and provocative.
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Dona Isabel de Porcel, like the Duchess of Alba, is dressed in light, lacy black 
clothing topped with a lace mantilla. Her upper body, framed by arms firmly held el 
jarro or akimbo, exudes strength. Her strong upper back and blazing eyes suggest 
confidence. The noble class made deliberate choices when adopting the styles and 
dances of the majos. They chose to proclaim themselves Spanish as the impending 
Napoleonic Wars propelled Spain into the Romantic Age, in opposition to French 
culture and all that it represented. In many ways, Porcel’s portrait serves as a metaphor 
for this entire thesis. She is a white woman draped in black, the colour equated with 
indecent, bad, and impure. She appears quintessentially Spanish, but the negro colour 
is worn like a costume. Her look—the defiant attitude and the akimbo pose 
accentuated through a lifted, torqued torso, the curls on her cheeks, the sensuality of
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the black lace, and the mantilla lifted from her head by the tall comb—not only build
on the fashions and insolent attitudes equated with lower classes, but this appearance
presages the arrival of Merimée’s Carmen and will be identifying characteristics of the
female flamenco dancer by the end of the nineteenth century.
Throughout the eighteenth century, the fandango was an energetic couple’s
dance with lively gestures and heel stamps. As a symbol of Spanish non-French
identity, it was embedded in Spanish culture as a significant statement of regional
identity and independence. Given its increased circulation, it grew as a corporeal voice
of the people expressing anti-French sentiments. As a dance, the fandango was
established as a “pure Spanish” entity because it physically articulated coveted
sentiments of independence through unrestrained movement. More importantly, the
fandango encapsulated the aspirations of the majismo movement because it connected
the Spanish people in a unifying force.
The Collective Consciousness in Fandango Dance
Spanish dancers claimed ownership of the fandango as evidenced in its early
inceptions in Cadiz. While allusions to origins in the Indies remained in print
throughout the eighteenth century, the fandango seems to have been recognised as
“Spanish” and as having many Spanish qualities. This transition into Spanish dance
received notice in the records; it was an aberration that merited attention. British
traveller, Henry Swinburne in his letters from Spain in 1775 corroborates a negro link
with the fandango and also offers evidence of gypsies performing these dances at a
carnival in Cadiz attesting to the exchange of dances among the lower classes:
Among the gypsies there is another dance, called the Maguindoy, so 
lascivious and indecent, that it is prohibited under severe penalties,. . .  
this, as well as the fandango, is said to have been imported from the 
Havannah, being both of negro breed. I have been told that upon the 
coast of Africa they exhibit a variety of strange dances, pretty similar to 
these. (Swinburne, 1787, p. 354)
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The Diccionarios de Autoridades suggest that the fandango originated in the 
Indies and note that its observable aesthetics were similar to negro dances. Twiss’s 
descriptions of dancers advancing and retreating are almost verbatim to those of 
Gallini from Africa’s Gold Coast. Swinburne, however, in his contemporaneous 
account, places the fandango in Cuba, a location also linked with negro because of the 
rising number of enslaved Africans who were either transported through Havana or 
forced to work on Cuban plantations. Nonetheless, all of these narratives purport that 
the fandango had movements that recalled negro dances suggesting the feasibility of 
West Indian and/or African influences.
However, Swinburne continues this quote identifying an emerging trend in 
order to state that the dance is inherently Spanish. He observes that “Whatever may 
have been the birth-place of the fandango, it is now so thoroughly naturalized in Spain, 
that every Spaniard may be said to be bom with it in his head and heels” (Swinburne, 
1787, p. 354). This significant statement succinctly summarises the concept of the 
fandango in Spain. The persistent repetition of its probable negro movements, first 
witnessed at the onset of the eighteenth century, became "naturalized” in the fandango 
and thus subsumed into Spanish dance. Don Preciso’s 1802 comment that “our 
fandango and seguidillas help mark Spanish identity” (Precise, 1802, p. 211) illustrates 
that its eminence contributed to its iconic position in Spanish dance and national 
identity.
More recently, Spanish dancer and teacher, Matteo, in his Spanish Dance 
dictionary stated that the fandango is “not only one of the oldest dances, possibly 
dating back to the Phoenicians of 1600 B.C., but also the most Spanish (Jo màs 
espanol) of Spanish dances” (Matteo, 1990, p. 84). As a renowned Spanish dancer and 
teacher, Matteo is positioning himself as the holder of deep, ancient secrets through his
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knowledge of the dance itself He alludes to a mythological past as he situates the 
fandango as a bastion of Spanishness. By placing the roots of the fandango in this 
ancient period, Matteo visualises the dance in terms beyond the confines of its evident 
history; in spite of no written record of Phoenician dance in Spain prior to Roman 
times. The earliest evidence of Spanish dance postdates the Phoenician period and is 
portrayed on a pottery shard jfrom Asta Regia, the Roman imperial city just north of 
Jerez de la Frontera (Figure 26). This illustration of the shard showing two dancers is 
utilised in at least two flamenco narratives that make claims of flamenco’s links with 
antiquity (Navarro Garcia, 2002 and Quinones, 1992). One shard depicts the dancer’s 
body facing firont firom the waist up, arms in fifth position en haut with the head 
looking down left, holding large castanets. The other figure only shows two hands 
crossed at the wrist. It is impossible to know from these depictions what the 
movements looked like, much less if they had any commonalities with the fandango. 
Matteo, by stating that the fandango possibly had Phoenician origins, seems to be 
embellishing the legends that have so often defined dance in southern Spain.
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To further establish the fandango as Spanish, Matteo also reiterates a story of 
the fandango and the Vatican, a mythological allusion to an unsubstantiated historical 
narrative which also serves to naturalise the dance (Matteo, 1990, p. 84). This account 
was in circulation at least by 1898 when Gaston Vuillier, in his 1898 Historv of 
Dancing from the Earliest Ages to our Time, enhances the mystique of the fandango’s 
value:
A singular anecdote, the authenticity of which I do not guarantee, is 
related by a seventeenth century author in connection with this famous 
dance. It is said that its indecency so scandalised the Vatican that its 
proscription was resolved upon, under pain of excommunication. A 
consistory having been convoked to try the matter, sentence was about 
to be pronounced, when a cardinal interfered to say that it was unjust to 
condemn even the guilty without a hearing: he moved that the Fandango 
should appear before its judges. This being agreed to as equitable, two 
Spanish dancers, one of each sex, were summoned. They danced before 
the august assembly. Their grace and vivacity soon drove the frowns 
from the brows of the Fathers, whose souls were stirred by lively 
emotion, and a strange pleasure. One by one their Eminences began to 
beat time with hands and feet, till suddenly their hall became a ball­
room; they sprang up, dancing the steps, imitating the gestures of the
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dancers. After this trial, the Fandango was fully pardoned and restored 
to honour. (Vuillier, 1898, pp. 240-141)
Vuillier, while not being able to authenticate this story, places it in the seventeenth
century before Padre Martin’s 1712 account. The discursive power of this narrative
effected a subsequent continuation of the story which illustrates that myths, through
persistent repetition, become “history.” This fanciful story of a performance in the
Vatican infers that the fandango had a longer history in Spain and positions it as a
dance for “Spanish dancers.” It ftirther indicates that the fandango, with its mixture of
Africanist, Spanish American, and Spanish identity, became larger than the sum of its
parts.
It was transformed into a force of collective consciousness or collective will.
The idea that every dancer is bom with the fandango is his/her head and heels implies a
natural approach to the dance, almost an instinctive knowledge. Positioning the dance
as worthy recognition of its pleasurable qualities by the Vatican raises it to an
archetype. It is therefore possible to identify the fandango as a dance reflecting a
collective consciousness because it became universal performatively. It exceeded the
individual to become a mass unit. Collective consciousness can be discemed by J.
Baretti in his 1770 travelogue. From London to Genoa. Through England. Portugal.
Spain and France, when witnessing “Five hundred people dance at once the Fandango”
(Baretti, 1770, p. 157). His account of the fandango’s effect in 1770 states:
I have seen about five hundred people dance at once the Fandango in 
that amphitheatre [in Madrid]; and it is not possible to give an idea of 
such a rapturous diversion. The enthusiasm that seizes the Spaniards the 
moment that the Fandango is touched, is a thing not to be conceived. I 
saw hundreds of them at supper, quit instantly the tables, tumble 
precipitously down the staircases, throng promiscuously into the 
dancing place, face about for a partner that was found in an instant, and 
fall a dancing both men and women with such a vigour as to beggar all 
description. Was the place ample enough, there is not one of them that 
would remain a simple speculator, as many are forced to be. Those 
who are forced to it, stand gazing from the seats below or the galleries
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above, with sparkling eyes and limbs trembling, and encourage the 
dancers with clamour and clapping of hands . . .  The band there, 
consists of forty instruments, that play alternately twenty at a time, so 
that the dancing is never stopped as long as the night lasts; that is, from 
nine o’clock at night till six in the morning. (Baretti, 1770, pp. 157- 
159)
This vividly rapturous account suggests that by 1770 the fandango was 
transformed into a something like a modem rave and infers that this event, escalated 
through exhaustive dancing driven by continuous music, was a display of euphoria. 
Such an action, as Bhabha states, is an “Affirmative solidarity [that] is formed through 
the ambivalent articulations of the realm of the aesthetic, the fantasmatic, the economic 
and the body political: a temporality of social constmction and contradiction that is 
iterative and interstitial; an insurgent ‘intersubjectivity’ that is interdisciplinary; an 
everyday that interrogates the synchronous contemporaneity of modemity” (Bhabha, 
2006, p. 329). The fandango body was a site for contesting the political regime; it was 
a temporal social constmction of solidarity positioned between the rigours of reality 
and the cathartic release of uninhibited movement. In Baretti’s citation, it is a force 
that sweeps the dancers into a unified entity moving together as an organic unit. It is a 
temporal manifestation fuelled by rapture where time ceases and the dancing never 
stops. This account suggests an anachronistic, barbarian event posing as an act of 
insurgency in a collective articulation of the body political. This mass of dancers 
united by the fandango was an expression of Spanish identity, encouraged through
“clamour and clapping of hands.”
Baretti was not alone in his observations. Three years later in Madrid, Richard
Twiss saw:
The fury and ardour for dancing with which the Spaniards are possessed 
on hearing the fandango played, recall to my mind the impatience of the 
Italian race-horses standing behind the rope, which being fixed across 
the street breast-high, restrains them; and the velocity and eagemess
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with which they set off, and run without riders the instant the barrier is 
removed. (Twiss, 1773, p. 156)
These two citations exclaim the intensity of the fandango’s popularity; its 
infectious, quasi-compulsory qualities which pull all participants into a whirlpool of 
energy. The enjoyment indicates an experience of collective community which 
removes the fandango from scattered places, the crossroads and salons witnessed by 
Padre Martin, and places it in huge displays on a larger stage. According to Steingress, 
the popular culture of an urban/artistic phenomenon expresses social necessities and 
ideologies which relieve the isolation of the individual in an anonymous and hostile 
society (Steingress, 1998, p. 38). The fandango, as a conceptualisation of popular art, 
represented the people and afforded an ideological conception of identity in a society 
tom apart by socio-psychological conflicts reflecting the political interests and 
intentions of the Spanish as they moved towards independence from the Bourbon 
regime and into national consciousness.
The fandango, however, entered Spain from outside, via its ports, as physical 
articulations from its colonised territories. Bhabha states that postcolonial cultures 
“deploy the cultural hybridity of their borderline conditions to ‘translate’, and therefore 
reinscribe, the social imaginary of both metropolis and modemity” (Bhabha, 2006, p.
9). Therefore, I would argue that postcolonial Spanish culture, situated between being 
a fading imperial power and being subjugated to French styles while it tested concepts 
of independence and modemity emanating from the colonies, found its voice in a 
translation of the fandango. The participants at these events utilised this dance to vent 
their frustrations communally, but also to reinscribe an identity in the conceptualisation 
of Spanish nationalism. The majismo movement marked a guide for change that would 
come to finition in the Romantic Age. It was a movement of the masses reaching for 
independence.
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Swinburne saw another version in Barcelona in the same year, 1775, that merits
attention to certain dance movements in the fandango. This description follows earlier
observations, but contains some characteristics that he found remarkable:
It is odd and entertaining enough, when they execute with precision and 
agility all the various footings, wheelings of the arms, and cracking of 
the fingers; but it exceeds in wantonness all the dances I ever beheld.
Such motions, such writhings of the body and positions of the limbs, as 
no modest eye can look upon without a blush! A good Fandango lady 
will stand five minutes in one spot, wriggling like a worm that has just 
been cut in two. (Swinburne, 1787, p. 70)
Swinburne states that this event was a ball, and, as in Baretti’s account when 
five hundred people were dancing the fandango, perhaps the room was very crowded 
prohibiting horizontally-travelling movement. This intriguing description includes 
traits that have been identified with the fandango in the latter half of the century, like 
wantonness, finger snaps, and energy recorded by other witnesses, but the descriptive 
analysis suggest something different. Swinburne saw this version prior to the one he 
saw in Cadiz. He could have become more discerning in his observations as his 
experience grew. A woman who “wriggled like a worm” might have been 
exaggerating displays of exhibitionism. But Swinburne’s choice of words describes 
flamenco dance. Wheelings of the arms are continually employed in flamenco’s 
braceo, or arm circles. Precision implies movements sharply executed with good 
musicality. Various footings and cracking of the fingers constitute flamenco practices. 
But the sensuality suggested by the wnthings of the body and the worm metaphor 
allude to the agile torso of a limber dancer who alternates between bending her body 
forward and sideways over her working leg to leaning backwards in a high arch to 
execute her arm circles. While Romantic writers in the nineteenth century will define 
the Spanish dancers they witnessed as fiery, passionate, and exotic, Swinburne s 
description offers a glimpse at the future of flamenco before it was converted into a
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cliché. With this performance, this woman has built on the “extremely voluptuous 
movements, heelwork, looks, jumps, all the figures brimming with lascivious 
intentions” witnessed by Padre Martin and has turned the fandango into a nascent 
expression of flamenco dance.
Conclusion
The fandango still maintains a special role in Spanish culture. No other 
Spanish dance and music form has undergone as much régionalisation as the fandango 
which has been stylised into regional variations such as the malaguena in Malaga, the 
verdiales in the Spanish Andalusian countryside, the granainas in Granada, and the 
popular fandangos de Huelva. Moreover, versions of fandangos have appeared 
throughout the formerly Spanish Americas from Argentina, to Bolivia, Ecuador, the 
Honduras, Mexico, the Dominican Republic, and Venezuela. In the eighteenth-century 
Spanish-American west, including California and New Mexico, a fandango was a 
public dance event of the lowest order (Shay, 1982, pp. 99-113).
Like the guineo, the fandango continued the circulation of negro dance across 
the Atlantic inserting new characteristics and qualities into the Spanish dance 
vocabulary like sensuality, heelwork, finger snaps, and supple torsos. It was probably 
introduced from the Spanish Americas through Spanish port cities like Cadiz, which 
assumed the position of the primary trading sites for western commerce by the late 
seventeenth century. The fandango subsequently spread throughout Spain in an 
evolutionary process. Through the majismo movement, costumes, gestures, and dances 
forged in lower class urban settings were transformed into symbols of insurgency 
against the styles and political control of the Spanish Bourbon regime. As the favoured 
dance of majos/majas, the fandango grew in popularity and attracted masses of dancers 
exemplified by all-night events held in ballrooms and amphitheatres which were
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facilitated through continuous music, hand-clapping, and clamour. As such, it 
exemplified the collective consciousness emerging in nascent nationalist sentiments 
through claims of ownership supported by references to a mythological past.
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La Cuarta Llamada
Mariquita’s theatrical approach to flamenco can be exemplified by studied 
angles, a vocabulary of named movements, and careful body positions, but my studies 
in the pueblo style in Jerez de la Frontera in southern Spain in the late 1990s signalled 
a completely different approach. Tibu la Tormenta (Tibu the Storm) was an American 
dancer, but at that time, when she was in her early fifties, she had been in Spain for 
thirty years and had had long-term relationships with two iconic gypsy performers— 
the Sevillian singer, Agujetas, and the Jerezano guitarist, Parrilla. Tibu had immersed 
herself in the pueblo style of the dance, and, although she had some “tricks” like lifting 
her head and then slowly lifting her eyelids before giving the audience a soulful, 
vulnerable, piercing look, she did not emphasise the theatrical attributes of studied 
angles, turned out feet, and strongly inverted elbows inherent in Mariquita’s styles.
Her work was very close to the ground. She had us take our shoes off to become more 
grounded and to pull our weight back. Feet were parallel and heelwork was minimal in 
her choreographies for the palos of the bulerias and the tangos. Tibu’s work centred 
around embellished marking steps (typically executed with step touch patterns), 
intricate llamadas or calls, and heelwork sequences or escobillas. Her dancing was 
weightier than Mariquita’s and her sinuous skirt work was closer to the body. Her 
arms did not extend out fully but were restricted into a smaller kinesphere.
As I will argue in Chapter VI, this style of flamenco is often labelled “puro” or 
pure. I will also make the case in that Chapter for the commonalities between styles 
like this and dances with Africanist aesthetics. What I want to point out here, however, 
is that when the tango entered Spain, it was movements like this that informed 
emerging flamenco with sensuality, grace, undulations, skirt work, and groundedness.
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Chapter V 
The Tango de Negros:
Colonies versus the Romantics
The flamenco tango is a prominent palo in flamenco repertoires, yet it had the 
misfortune of being brought to Spain from the Spanish colonies during the Romantic 
Age when nationalist agendas were concerned with transforming dances into icons of 
national identity. Savigliano writes that the tango which eventually made its way to 
Argentina originated “In Cuba, [where] the African slaves developed new music and 
dances intermingling their traditional rhythmic sounds with a variant of the French 
contre-dances already appropriated by the Spaniards; the resulting habanera (fl"om 
Havana) made its way into Europe and simultaneously into other New World colonies 
where it intermingled with local styles” (Savigliano, 1995, p. 160). The habanera, or 
the tango as it was also kno%m, was introduced in Spain as the tango de negros or 
tangos de americas and within a few decades of its arrival in the mid-nineteenth 
century, it was transformed into the tango de gitanos and the tango flamenco, an action 
which was to disassociate it from negro until the advent of recent studies which have 
located a musical correlation between the tango fi-om Cuba and its Spanish version 
(Ortiz Nuevo and Nunez, 1998 and Navarro Garcia, 1998).
In order to address the tango’s association with flamenco dance, this chapter 
begins with an account of the dance recorded by a French writer, Jean-Charles 
Davillier, who travelled to Spain in 1840 with Gustave Doré, the renowned artist, 
engraver, and illustrator. Their collaborative work, which was published in Paris in 
instalments, offers rich, descriptive narratives complemented by lively sketches of 
dance scenes that pro\dde a means for positioning Spanish dance and danceis as sites
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of commercialism under the male gaze. The process by which southern Spanish dance
developed into a commercial commodity was delineated by Esteban Calderon, a
Spanish Romantic author, who attests to the role that dance academies had in the
dissemination of dances from the Americas. The Romantic Age was influenced by
Orientalists such as Théophile Gautier, whose 1853 Wanderings in Spain offer
eyewitness accounts of Spanish dancers as he compares them with French dancers in
order to discern qualities which defined difference. The role of mythology also
continues to play a signiflcant role in how Spanish dancers were depicted in the
abundant literature emanating throughout Europe, particularly after the publications of
Richard Ford’s 1836 Hand-book for Travellers in Spain and Merimée’s 1845 Carmen.
Davillier and Doré and the Commercialisation of Spanish Dance
Baron Jean-Charles Davillier—a French art scholar, collector, writer, and
traveller (2004, p. v)—journeyed to Spain with Gustave Doré. Doré was a proliflc
artist bom in Strasbourg in 1832, who, by the early 1860s, “was unchallenged as the
foremost illustrator in France” (2004, p. v.). He is known for his illustrations of
Dante’s Inferno, the Bible, and Don Quixote. Doré persuaded his fliend, Davillier, to
accompany him on a trip to Spain, but it was Davillier who “obtained from the French
publishing house of Hachette a commitment to publish his account of their journey,
illustrated by Doré, in instalments in a French travel magazine. The instalments were
published from 1862 to 1873, and later published in book form in 1874” (2004, p. v).
Davillier witnessed the tango in a performance in Seville and recorded;
A young girl from Cadiz with copper skin, fuzzy (kinky) hair, and jet 
black eyes danced the tango americano with extraordinary grace. The 
tango is a dance of negros that has a marked, strongly accented 
r h y th m .(Doré and Davillier, 1988, p. 81)
36 ‘una joven gaditana de cobriza tez, cabellos crespos y ojos de azabache, como dicen los espanoles, 
bailo el tango americano con extraordinaria gracia. El tango es un baile de negros, que tiene un ntmo 
muy marcado v fuertemente acentuado.”
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Unfortunately Doré did not render a sketch of this particular event to offer a 
visible representation of this young girl from Cadiz with copper skin, fuzzy hair, and 
jet black eyes. What is suggested by Davillier’s account, however, is that he and Doré 
witnessed a young mulatta from Cadiz dancing the tango americano, a name which 
classifies the tango as an iday vuelta form. Because the dancer was from Cadiz, she 
could well have learned the tango from dancers who acquired it in Cuba and 
transported it to Spanish port cities. In Cuba, the tango was connected with negros in 
contemporaneous accounts like an 1836 Cuban dictionary which defined it as a 
“gathering of [Bozales] African-race Negros to dance to the sound of Tambores 
[congas] and other instruments” (Ortiz Nuevo and Nunez, 1998, p. 14). A tmgoJnegro 
connection suggests that the tango americano performed by the Gaditana (person from 
Gades or Cadiz) had commonalities with Cuban negro dance and practices.
According to José Luis Ortiz Nuevo and Faustino Nunez in their collaborative 
book. La Rabia del Placer [the rage of pleasure],the tango was associated or 
confused with the habanera, as in Havana, and these terms were synonymous until the 
1860s (Ortiz Nuevo and Nunez, 1998, p. 30). The habanera, like the tango, has a 
strong binary rhythm and has garnered worldwide recognition through Bizet’s 
“Carmen.” Molina and Espin also observe that tangos and habaneras were twins 
except for the timing of execution, noting the habanera is slower (Molina and Espin, 
1991, p. 63). Sublette sorts out the conftision stating that when the habanera travelled 
to Spain, “it was known there as the tango americano, with lyrics that often expressed 
a nostalgia for Cuba” (Sublette, 2004, p. 138). The “habanera travelled everywhere out
La Rabia del Placer is another Spanish chronological catalogue o f  citations in which the authors 
collected articles about the tango from newspapers and archives in both Cuba and Spam. These 
compilations o f primary sources have aided my research, not only in the reduction o f time it would have 
taken to locate all o f  these sources, but also because, these writers are based in Spain and therefore have 
better access to the temporality o f archive accessibility that can occur in Spanish libraries. While not 
theoretically based, the work in this volume is enhanced by Ortiz Nuevo s and Nunez s annotated 
references which provide insights and observations.
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of the port city from which it took its name . . .  as the form diffused throughout Latin 
America and Spain” (Sublette, 2004, p. 137). According to Sublette, a “mariner’s 
layover [in Havana] could last for weeks or months” (Sublette, 2004, p. 87) which 
would offer plenty of time for dance movements to be learned, absorbed, and 
developed before being transported to the next port of call. In the second half of the 
nineteenth century, the habanera remained in Cuba, but the tango began to disappear 
(Ortiz Nuevo and Nuflez, 1998, p. 59). In Spain, however, the tango continued its 
ascent.
Therefore, a musical and dance event that was marked by a strong binary 
rhythm and was practiced by negros in Cuba was designated as both tango and 
habanera. When the tango/habanera crossed the ocean to Spain, it was called the tango 
americano and the tango de negros. It entered through port cities where it was adopted 
by a young girl, who appears, through the choice of descriptive terms used by 
Davillier, to be a mulatta. She, in turn, takes it to Seville where she dances it for 
foreign travellers. Gifroy asks “How are we to think critically about artistic products 
and aesthetic codes, which, though they may be traceable back to one distinct location, 
have been changed either by the passage of time or by their displacement, relocation, 
or dissemination through networks of communication and cultural exchange?” (Gilroy, 
1993, p. 80). Who was this dancer and what can be inferred by the notation of her 
copper skin? What is the significance of the tango in Spanish productions?
While an action of exoticising dance was discemed in the attraction of the 
fandango in Padre Martin’s 1712 account, the young dancer who Davillier saw is 
positioned as being the exotic object itself. She is objectified by her physical 
description and the graceful qualities of her dancing. We are not told who she was, 
where she learned the dance, and how she came from Cadiz to Seville to perform it.
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There are, however, political agencies that illuminate this dance production. The 
Bourbon Regime in Spain ended with the Napoleonic Wars as the Spanish, who had 
risen up in defiance, staged one of the first guerrilla wars in modem westem history. 
The heroics of their daring subversive manoeuvres captured the imagination of the 
westem world propelling Spain to become a popular tourist destination for European 
and American travellers, especially Romantic writers. As a staggering number of 
travel writers wrote about Spain,^  ^perceptions of Spain were reiterated continually in 
print. These perceptions created new narratives which, through their widespread 
distribution, engendered repercussions that affected a burgeoning Spanish nationalism. 
Indeed, Anderson observes that it was “print-capitalism, which made it possible for 
rapidly growing numbers of people to think about themselves, and to relate themselves 
to others, in profoundly new ways” (Anderson, 2006, p. 36).
One outcome of these prolific publications was the establishment of Spain’s 
image as an exotic country. Spain was particularly amenable to being portrayed as 
exotic because it was considered outside of Europe. This concept was succinctly 
expressed by Alexandre Dumas who remarked that Africa began at the Pyrenees 
(Josephs, 1990, p. 7). This viewpoint removed Spain from Europe and increased its 
appeal as an exotic travel destination. “Exoticism,” as Savigliano notes, “is an industry 
that requires distribution and marketing. Emotional capital must circulate, generating 
an ever-renewed anxiety over exclusion/inclusion” (Savigliano, 1995, p. 3).
Davillier’s choice to begin this narrative with a description of the physicality of the 
tango dancer draws in the travel reader to a rarefied world where this dusky dancer is 
found. She is different, dark, and from Cadiz, the city known for ih&puellae 
Gaditanae. Actually, Davillier’s begins his account of Spanish dance history with a
In MITCHELL, T. (1994) Flamenco Deep Song, New Haven, Yale University Press., p. I l l ,  he cites 
Manuel Bemal Rodriguez’s statistics that there are more than eight hundred travel narratives wntten by 
foreign tourists.
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reference to these dancers: “The dancers from Cadiz, well known in antiquity, that they 
were simply called gaditanas, were famous in Rome as being the most adept and most 
seductive” (Doré and Davillier, 1988, p. 43). This quotation situates Davillier as a 
Romantic writer who utilises allusions to a mythological past in order to emphasise the 
attraction of dance in Spain for his readers. As Savigliano observes: “Westem 
exoticism accompanied by worldwide imperialism has had the power to establish 
Eurocentric exoticism as a universally applicable paradigm” (Savigliano, 1995, p.
169). Persistent references to the puellae Gaditanae are found throughout Davillier’s 
text and are encountered repeatedly in most Romantic narratives relating to female 
Spanish dancers in southem Spain. Male Spanish dancers seem to have had about the 
same currency as their counterparts in Romantic ballet; they were mostly ignored by 
Romantic authors or considered support for the female dancers, although certain gypsy 
men did attain notice in the early cafés cantantes, like Miracielos (c. 1800-1870) and 
El Raspao (c. 1820-1880) (Pohren, 1988, pp. 182-183).
According to Josephs, however, it was Richard Ford, who, “with his own 
mixture of salt and gall, tumed Telethusa and the puellae Gaditanae into the most 
interesting andaluza of antiquity” (Josephs, 1990, p. 70). Ford, an English author, 
wrote his Hand-book for Travellers in Spain based on his travels between 1830 and 
1833. He was steeped in classic literature from the Greeks and Romans and was 
emdite in finding links between ancient times and present-day Spain. In the 1830s,
Ford found poverty pervasive throughout Spain, and especially in Andalusia.
However, in Cadiz, he was able to fulfil his fantasies of Spain:
This is the spot for the modem philosopher to study the descendants
of those ‘‘Gaditanae f  who tumed more ancient heads than even the sun.
The “ladies of Cadiz,” the theme of our old ballads, have retained all
“Las bailarinas gaditanas, tan conocidas en la anti^edad, que a menudo las llamaban simplemente 
gaditanas, flieron famosas en Roma como las mas habiles y mas seductoras
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their former celebrity; they have cared neither for time nor tide.
Observe, particularly. . .  the Gaditanian walk, El Piafar, about which 
everyone has heard so much.. . .
The Gaditana has no idea of not being admired.. . .  Her “pace” is her 
boast... . Her meneo [’’wiggle’] is considered by grave antiquarians to 
be the unchanged crissatura of Martial. (Josephs, 1990, p. 71)
Because Ford’s work is liberally peppered with references to the Gaditanae, the
repetition reinforces the connection between ancient and contemporaneous dancers in
Cadiz. Furthermore, this travel book is considered to have inspired Merimée’s Carmen
(2007, p. 23). Ford’s observations continue to be important in flamenco literature
because he has been credited by other tardo-romantic authors who attribute the roots of
flamenco to the Eastern religious practices of these Gades dancers (Josephs, 1990,
Chapter 4; Matteo, 1990, p. 84; Quinones, 1992, p. 18; and Thiel-Cramér, 1991, pp.
14-15). Davillier, too, liberally uses this reference throughout his history of Spanish
dance as he reiterates the exotic qualities that were applied to Spain from a Eurocentrie
perspective for his fellow readers. He had procured a writing contract to publish his
material before he embarked which suggests that, as he made his way through Spain,
he was shaping his prose as a commodity. John J. MacAloon, in his essay “Interval
Training,” states that “To commodify means in the first instance to disconnect values
from their indigenous cultural contexts, to turn them into empty forms suitable for
travel abroad, or back into their original places to be reappropriated through novel
local meanings or traditionalisms created for the task” (Foster, 1995, p. 35). Davillier
labelled the dancer a Gaditana, a dancer from Cadiz, before noting her physical
attributes. A Gaditana dancing the tango is disconnected from her contemporaneous
presence and is reshaped as an heir of the puellae Gaditanae which endows her body
with timelessness upon which the reader can fantasise. The copper skin compounds
the appeal by symbolising an eroticised imperial conquest in an act of colonial desire
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in which “blackness evokes an attractive, but dangerous, sexuality, an apparently 
abundant, limitless, but threatening, fertility,” as Young points out in “Sex and 
Inequality” (Young, 1995, p. 97).
While in Seville, Davillier and Doré were escorted across the Guadalquivir 
River into the gypsy barrio of Triana in order to witness another performative event, 
an evening of pueblo dance. Davillier conjures the Romantic scene by describing 
being led to Triana by Coliron, a local resident, through dirty, dark streets to a 
botillerla (house where alcoholic beverages were sold and served) where the 
performance was held in a patio built in Arab times, which was rendered intoxicating 
with fragrant flowers (Doré and Davillier, 1988, p. 74). Figure 27 depicts Doré’s 
sketch of this event.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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If this event was staged to draw foreign travellers like Doré and Davillier, then
Doré chose not to depict them among the audience members. Except for two men
immediately to the left of the male dancer on the left, all other patrons at the botillena
are wearing Spanish hats and costumes. Triana was the most desirable place to see
Spanish dance as noted by Ford who, in his travel account from the 1830s, informs his
readers how a traveller goes about attending such an event:
Seville, this marvel of Baetica, the Zeviya de me alma [Sevilla of my 
soul] of the Andalucians, being a place of easy access and of many 
attractions, it is more visited than most cities of Spain: accordingly the 
demand of foreigners has created a supply of that useful personage the 
regular lacquey de place, who is rarely to be met with in other towns.
Among them, Antonio Bailly, to be heard of at the Reyna, or at his 
house. No. 5, Calle Reynoso, can be recommended, not only as a good 
guide for the town, but for a courier or travelling servant throughout 
Spain: he has much experience in that line, and makes a capital 
factotum and dragoman to those who cannot discourse eloquent 
Spanish. Antonio is fat and good-humoured, speaks English well, and 
can sing a good Andalucian song, manage to get up a good gipsy 
funcion en Triana, &c., &c. This dance is the real thing, and the 
unchanged exhibition of the Improba Gaditanae of antiquity. (Ford,
1855, p. 166)
In this account. Ford not only presents Seville as the best and the most visited 
place in Spain, but he also tells his readers that dances of the puellae Gaditanae can 
still be witnessed among the gypsies of Triana. Davillier, who presents himself as 
quite knowledgeable in regard to the history of Spanish dance, would desire to see such 
an “unchanged exhibition” in Triana. While it cannot be determined how accurate 
Doré was in this sketch, he certainly complies with the Romantic paradigm by 
depicting the scene with the Arab arches, peopled with costumed Spaniards. Actually, 
all of the dancers he depicts in his sixteen illustrations of dance scenes are gypsy, 
majos/majas, or white Spaniards; none are copper toned or negro, a choice which 
reflects intentions of marketing the work to a Romantically-inclined readership and 
sheds doubt on the exactitude. For purposes of this publication. Doré was a
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commercial artist who was commissioned to create aesthetically-pleasing work. The 
two female dancers in the front of this sketch are staged in a dramatic poses on the 
floor which balance the artistry of the composition.
By commodifying the traditional discourse of the puellae Gaditanae, Davillier 
reiterates the despairing narrative mentioned by Padre Mariana in 1609 that received a 
paradigm shift into an imperial commodity by Ford, and brings the visible bodily 
discourse to life with the addition of Doré’s visualisations. Therefore, he realigns these 
dancers with sensuality rather than the immodesty attributed by the Padres as he 
positions dancers from Cadiz as heirs of the traditions from Roman times. As Eric 
Hobsbawm in his seminal work. The Invention of Tradition, notes: invented tradition is 
“a set of practices normally governed by overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual 
or symbolic nature, which seek to inculcate certain values and norms of behaviour by 
repetition, which automatically implies continuity with the past” (Hobsbawm and 
Ranger, 1983, p. 1). While it is unknown when the “tradition” of equating dancers 
from Cadiz with the puellae Gaditanae, Ford’s travel book was influential in 
solidifying the myth of the puellae Gaditanae as symbols of an exotic past. Doré’s 
sketch enhances Davillier’s account by depicting the dance event in Triana as a 
continuation of the ancient tradition that these dancers evoked by staging it as an exotic 
commodity disconnected from the poverty that actually prevailed in Seville. This 
raises doubts as to the accuracy of Doré’s work leading to conclusions that he 
emphasised Romantic qualities that were of value to a paying public.
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MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Because Spanish dance events attracted tourists, by the 1840s, the academies of 
dance took advantage of commercial opportunities and presented ensayos publicos 
(public rehearsals) or informal presentations in salones (salons) (Navarro Garcia, 2002, 
p. 221). Davillier and Doré, in their quest to experience dance in Spain, also attended 
one of these events in Seville. Figure 28 depicts an academic dancer by virtue of her 
shoes and is most likely a bolera because of her balletic costume, squared hips, and 
fourth position. Doré depicted academic dancers as wearing shoes and popular dances 
were signified by barefoot dancers. This illustration speaks eloquently of the fancies 
of the male gaze during the Romantic Age. It is almost impossible for an audience 
member to decipher choreography when he is sitting so close to the performer and 
indeed no eyes look downwards to the dancer’s feet. The men seem infatuated with 
her hourglass figure more than her castanet work because of their leers and their visual 
mutterings. Performances at the academias seem to have been informal affairs.
Davillier observes that the dancers spoke to their friends in the audience (Doré and
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Davillier, 1988, p. 68). Unlike the dance event in Triana, the patrons in this figure 
consist of both Spaniards and foreigners as is suggested by the variety of hats and 
attire. At the Sevillian salon, Davillier states that patrons included Andalusian artisans 
and foreigners firom Germany, England, France, and Russia (Doré and Davillier, 1988, 
p. 67). Such a range of foreigners indicates the commercial aims of these 
establishments.
Doré’s depiction of the bolero dancer is depersonalized. She stands as if on 
display with downcast eyes. Norman Bryson, in his essay on “Cultural Studies and 
Dance History,” examines bodily discourse in works of visual art. In his reading of 
Georges Seurat’s “Le Chahut,” a painting of the cancan, he sees an energetic body 
trivialized and objectified by the society of spectacle (Desmond, 1997, p. 69). Doré’s 
bolero dancer is trained by virtue of her ability to play castanets and the correct 
positioning of her croisé devant, but she is objectified by the gaze. She is examined as 
if she were in a butterfly collection and not on in a performance venue; as if the exotic 
female Spanish dancer was created as a fantasy appearing as a recurring figure in the 
literature like the puellae Gaditanae. Bryson notes that “Though erotic, the dance is 
entirely impersonal, dehumanized, and repetitious; though it reveals the anatomical 
body with unprecedented frankness, this is accompanied by an extraordinary 
objectification of the body by its owner, who in order to perform the dance 
successfully . . .  must treat her body absolutely as a thing, as a puppet or marionette” 
(Desmond, 1997, p. 69). When an audience has some distance fi*om a dancer, she 
projects her energy and persona outwards. Projection is apparent in the previous 
sketch of the baile in Triana through the lifted chests, outstretched arms, and thrown 
back heads. This dancer appears as if she is withdrawn and her torso seems rigid. She 
is upright, but her back is to the leering men. From the perspective of the men, this
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bolero dancer, like the copper tango americano Gaditana, becomes a commodified
object because she is transformed into an empty form suitable for reinscribing flights
of fancy under the combined authority of the masculine, colonial gaze. Thus
Davillier’s text regarding the dusky tango dancer fi-om Cadiz and Doré’s sketches
position Spanish dance in the mid-nineteenth century as commodity in order to
highlight attributes exemplifying Romanticism through a paradigm that utilises the
puellae gaditanae as an object of desire.
Calderon and Appropriation
Most of the Romantic writers who wrote about Spain were American, French,
or English, but Estebanez Calderon was a Spaniard bom in Malaga in 1799. He was
educated in the humanities having studied philosophy, Greek, rhetoric and the Bellas
Letres, according to the cover notes on his work (Calderon, 2007). In 1846 he
published Escenas Andaluzas. a book containing anecdotes, essays, and poetry drawing
from scenes of life in Andalusia in the 1830s. Calderon’s work is significant because
he avows that dance in Seville is not, in his opinion, the “unchanged exhibition”
witnessed by Ford who dated it to Roman times. He displays irritation at foreigners
who ascribe ancient origins to Spanish dance and ignore historical evidence provided
by the Spaniards themselves (Calderon, 2007, p. 28). Calderon attests that dances in
southern Spain had myriad influences, including American:
These dances can be divided into three great families according to their 
condition and character; they can be of Moorish, Spanish, or American 
origin. Those of Spanish origins can be recognised for their compas of 
two for four, lively and fast, they have an ancient air of marching street 
music, and can be sung in eight syllable verses of four or five lines 
much like the jota of Aragon and Navarre. Those of the American 
lineage reveal for the most part a grace and ease as is seen in the 
provenance of people in which chastity holds few or no laws, but 
among all of these dances and songs deserving attention (those that 
traverse these uses and diversions to try to study the character of these 
people and the accompanying vicissitudes) are those that preserve their 
affiliation with Arab and Moorish roots. In these you discover a sweet
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melancholy in their music and songs, and for the faint alternating with 
vivid outbursts in the dance. (Calderon, 2007, p. 182)
In this passage, Calderon acknowledges that dance in southern Spain had three
distinguishable influences: Spanish, American, and Moorish. Furdiermore, he
identifies the qualities which comprise these aspects. The Moorish influence is heard
in the sweetness of the music and the contrasting energies in the dance. Dances from
the Americas contain the sensuality associated with dance in southern Spain; the
dances are graceful and easy, but the movements are immodest. Calderon’s
observation differentiates between negro dance and north African Moorish; a
distinction that would be lost in flamenco histories like James Woodall’s 1992 M
Search of the Firedance: Spain through Flamenco, in which a Moorish link is
positioned as flamenco’s only connection with Africa. Besides noting the rhythm of
northern Spanish (Aragon and Navarre are northern provinces) music, Calderon also
cites differences between regions of Spain stating that there is no dance in Andalusia
without arms, without elegance and a saucy provocation of the body, without agility of
the wrist, without life or rhythm; there is not the passion, delirium, or frenzy in old
Spanish dances like there is in southern dance (Calderon, 2007, p. 180). During the
time that Calderon and Davillier were recording their observations, dances from the
Americas were still arriving as negro dances from the colonies. The key points are that
these citations imply that the sensual qualities visible in dances in southern Spain,
which by the 1860s will be identified as flamenco, are not apparent in other Spanish
dance and they were fashioned out of negro dance from the Americas. Furthermore,
“Estos bailes pueden dividirse en très, grandes familias, que segûn su condiciôn y carâcter pueden ser,
6 de origen morisco, espanol 6 americano. Los de origen espanol pueden conocerse por su compas de 
dos por cuatro, vivo y acelerado, que se retrae por su aire antiguo al Pasa-calle, y que cantado en copias 
octosilabas de cuatro o cinco versos, se parecen mucho à la jota de Aragon y de Navarra. Los de 
alcumia americana se revelan por su mayor desenvoltura, como provenientes de pueblo en que la pudor 
ténia pocas 6 ningunas leyes; pero entre todos estos bailes y cantares merecen llamar la atencion (del que 
al través de estos usos y diversiones trate de estudiar el carâcter de los pueblos y las vicisitudes que ban 
corrido), los que conservan su filiaciôn arabe y morisca. Estos se descubren por la melancôlica dulzura 
de su mùsico y canto, y por el desmayo altemado con vivisimos arrebatos en el baile.
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out of the three families that comprise types of dance, one was a family of dances 
associated with negro through implications of ida y  vuelta which suggests that negro 
dances arriving in Seville were highly influential and numerous.
Nunez, in an essay in Flamenco de Ida v Vuelta. observes a Spanish desire for 
things American during the Romantic Age, noting that everything from the Americas 
was converted into something attractive and novel (Molina and Espin, 1991, Appendix 
B). He remarks that the practice of adopting and appropriating dances from Spanish 
colonies, the ida y  vuelta forms, was a continual process. While it is one thing to make 
such a comment in retrospect, it is quite another for someone to not only see this action 
occurring, but to admit to such a practice because it undermines the mystique created 
by other writers like Ford. Calderon observes that “Sevilla is a workshop where 
dances are tweaked, modified, and retaken in other old dances... It is a depository for 
dance, the workshop, the university, where one learns the inimitable grace and salt of 
baile andaluz. The West Indies return to Cadiz again and then they arrive in Sevilla 
where they are dressed in Andalusian”"^  ^ (Calderon, 2007, p. 181). Calderon 
specifically cites the dances from the Indies, or the Spanish Americas, and implies that 
it was common practice for dancers in Seville to reconfigure these dances into Spanish 
stylisations. It is significant that the shaping of dances from other cultures is openly 
avowed by Calderon because this point is not mentioned by popular flamencologists 
who adhere to the gypsy/flamenco trope. When Demofilo wrote his flamenco song 
compilation in 1881, he chose to ignore tangos because he could neither make a claim 
that they were gypsy songs or ascribe other palos to tango lyncs, according to Arcadio
“Sevilla es la depositaria de los universes recuerdos de este génère, el taller dende se funden, 
medifican y recompren en etres nueves les bailes antigues, y la universidad dende se aprenden las 
gracias inimitables, la sal sin cuente, las dulcisimas actitudes, les visteses veltees y les quiebres 
delicades del baile andaluz. En vane es que de las des Indias lleguen â Cadiz nueves cantares y bailes 
de distinta”
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Larrea in El Flamenco en su Raiz. a work written in rebuttal to Mairena’s theory of 
Incorporeal Reason (Larrea, 1974, pp. 229-230).
Tweaking and modifying dances from other places is an act of appropriation. 
As Jane Desmond, in the introduction to Meaning in Motion, notes, through 
appropriation, “mediated images flatten the complexities of the dance style (as a social 
practice) into a ‘dance’ (transported as a series of steps to music) removed from its 
context of origin and its community of performance” (Desmond, 1997, p. 43). The 
1836 Cuban definition of the tango as a meeting of Bozales to dance and play music no 
longer applies to the dance in Spain leaving in its wake a Spanish-styled dance with 
myriad influences. Because appropriation acts as exchange of unequal power 
economies, members of the hegemonic group, which in the case of the tango were the 
dancers who were performing at the academias and commercial events in Seville and 
Triana, built on the success of the tango and claimed it as their own. The tango was 
given what is called apropio sello (an artist’s personal stamp) in Spanish dance 
terminology by the various artists performing it as its relationship with negros slipped 
away. James Young, who classifies types of appropriation, differentiates a stylistic 
appropriation defining it as an action which maintains identifiable, distinguishable 
traits from the original form, but is “something less than an entire expression of an 
artistic idea” (Young, 2008, p. 6). The tango could not hold the same meaning and 
significance once it left Cuba for Spain where it was appropriated and became another 
entity. It still had graceful qualities displaying immodesty retained, but it was 
imprinted on different Andalusian bodies and displayed as a desired commodity in 
commercial settings rather than an informal gathering of Bozales.
Homi Bhabha sheds light on how cultural manifestations of the marginalised 
“Other ” are appropriated into the hegemonic culture as a manifestation of colonial
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desire. He explains that “the trajectory of colonial desire . . .  emerges surely and
surreptitiously in the strategic return of the difference that informs and deforms the
image of identity in the margin of otherness that displays identification” (Bhabha,
2006, p. 88). Calderon makes difference evident through a contrast between American
and others dances including old Spanish and Moorish, however, negro becomes
transformed/deformed in its articulation of Spanish. The enunciative process, or the
performance of the tango by white Spanish dancers, is split between the tango de
negros and the performative version executed by dancers in Seville who were
modifying the dance. When these two different concepts of the tango met in the
Sevillian workshops, they were “mobilized in the passage through a Third space . . .
[which introduces] an ambivalence in the act of interpretation” (Bhabha, 2006, p. 53).
This temporal dimension reveals meanings and symbols of culture which can be
appropriated, translated, and read anew. Bhabha elaborates this concept stating:
The enunciative process introduces a split in the performative present of 
cultural identification; a split between the traditional culturalist demand 
for a model, a tradition, a community, a stable system of reference and 
the necessary negation of the certitude in the articulation of new cultural 
demands, meanings, strategies in the political present, as a practice of 
domination, or resistance. (Bhabha, 2006, p. 51)
In order for the tango de negros to become a Spanish dance, it had to undergo a 
negation and acquire new meanings as an articulation of Spanishness. I argue that the 
subsequent denial of a Cuban and ultimately negro heritage in the tango resulted from 
the rise of nationalism in the nineteenth century. In short, the negro was excluded 
from most flamenco narratives after Calderon published his work. Such an action is 
endemic in the creation of nationalism according to Anderson. All profound changes 
in consciousness, by their very nature, bring with them characteristic amnesias. Out of 
such oblivions, in specific historical circumstances, spring narratives (Anderson,
2006, p. 204). National narratives are selective in order to create distinctiveness.
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Savigliano states: National narratives should be unique, original, authentic so as to 
trade difference, distance, and potential competition with other nations” (Savigliano, 
1995, p. 166). Like representative folk dances from other regions, flamenco has 
characteristics which make it distinctive from other Spanish dances and renders it 
unique to southern Spain. Post-colonial studies analysing formerly dependent and/or 
colonised nations note that they strive to cultivate a national narrative exuberant in 
cultural traits to compensate for economic dependence and lack of self-determination. 
One would think, however, that Spain should be the “independent” nation; that the 
coloniser could have had its own culture against which the colonies struggled, but 
Spain, too, grappled with autonomy.
Because the Bourbon regime left Spain unfocused culturally, Steingress points 
out that folk forms were converted into symbols of collective identity which could 
guarantee the system of social relations in capitalist society and the state as a political 
manifestation of a new power (Steingress and Baltanas, 1998, p. 29). The result was 
that Andalusian culture was partially utilised as a symbolic representation of Spanish 
nationalism which affected the tango from two directions. Firstly, the idea of “pueblo” 
appealed to the xenophobic, conservative nationalism of the state because it elevated 
indigenous culture (Steingress and Baltanas, 1998, p. 25). Travel texts generally 
highlight picturesque, indigenous people and places to attract readers as exemplified 
through Calderon’s and Davillier’s discourses which focus on local people and events. 
Secondly, the criteria for this action depends, in part, on what the market considers a 
lucrative commodity, which was dance, as depicted through the Romantic trope. 
Therefore, memories of negros in reference to the tango were erased in favour of other 
narratives. Steingress avers that, in essence: ‘ El romanticismo se convirtio en el 
mecanismo tanto del desarrollo cultural del pais como de la formacion y el arraigo de
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una identidad nacional genuina [Romanticism converted itself through the mechanics 
of the developing cultural movement of the country into a formation and rooting of a 
genuine national identity] (Steingress, 1998, p. 95). In other words Romanticism 
converted a developing cultural movement into a national identity.
In his discussion on the formation of nation, Steingress observes that collective 
identity contains contents of conscious feelings, symbols, and rituals that serve to help 
individuals understand each other with a similar base. Generalised local ethnicities 
such as Andalusian are present in Spain’s inherent fabric, but there is no nationalism 
without exploiting the characteristics that form the basis of collective identity. 
Steingress therefore concludes that deliberately selected characteristics, such as those 
exemplified by the Romanticised gypsy, made Andalusian, and ultimately Spanish, 
produce an identity that could appear different and valued (Steingress, 1998, p. 85). 
Mantero notes that Seville never recovered economically from losing the trade with the 
American colonies, but during the Romantic period, “the rather mythical, deformed 
and superficial image of Seville was created” as Spain was glorified by Romantic 
images emanating from Seville in operas, poetry, and other literature (Mantero, 1992, 
p. 98).
Negros, with their pervasive poverty and the persistence of their enslavement, 
were not conducive to the fiery, exotic, independent image Spain wanted to project, the 
image that brought travellers and individuality to the country. The tension between 
reality and image that is exacerbated in the development of nationalism is made 
physically apparent in dance. Jayna Brown offers an understanding of the attraction of 
black dances; because “to counteract the mechanization of the white body, in the 
shifting moment of industrialization, white people used black dance to restore their 
bodies with the spontaneity and exhilaration promised by the dream of a new
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democracy” (Brown, 2008, p. 175). This statement explains that the passion and grace 
which were apparent in descriptions from the middle of the nineteenth century made 
negro dances like the tangos de negros particularly attractive precisely because of the 
penury and miserable state suffered by the average Andalusian. Negro dance could 
supply exhilaration to repressed people, but acknowledging the connection was not 
beneficial to the national image or economy.
Steingress expands on this concept and avers that Spaniards converted 
themselves to become the image constructed by Romantic writers (Steingress, 1998, p. 
67). That is, they began to imagine themselves as they had been presented in the 
Romantic literature, a mechanism which gives credence to a people’s national identity, 
according to Anderson (Anderson, 2006, p. 74). Savigliano concurs that “Western 
imperialist discourses and technologies of exoticism had already mapped the world so 
thoroughly that the very exotics themselves could hardly find ways to identify 
themselves or other exotics outside of that discourse and those practices” (Savigliano, 
1995, p. 175). The nineteenth-century marketplace during the development of 
flamenco offered its practitioners a lucrative image and many performers were able to 
capitalise on this by embellishing the story of flamenco with the fantastical mythology 
desired by the public. As William Washabaugh noted, gitano (Spanish gypsy) came to 
refer to elaborate practices at a moment attributed to certain people to better their 
economic situations as it became no more than a facet of a process that amplified an 
ethnic invention (Washabaugh, 1996, p. 60). Indeed, Steingress notes that there was a 
deliberate tendency to “agitanamiento” (make gypsy) the songs and dances of 
Andalusia (Steingress, 2006, p. 18). The subaltern, the negro, disappears as she/he 
becomes the medium for competing discourses, in particular the elevation of the image 
of the Spanish gypsy. Brown observes that “The dangerously unequal politics of
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‘contact’ are at the heart of how racial mimicry works” (Brown, 2008, p. 72). As 
Spanish dancers appropriated and modified the tango de negros, they acquired a sense 
of entitlement which was strengthened through repeated performances; an action that 
was supported by the Romantic literati. As the popularity of Bizet’s opera Carmen 
grew. Carmen’s habanera irrevocably linked the tango with the Spanish gypsy. So if 
travellers came seeking a Carmen or a Telethusa, then that is who flamenco performers 
became.
The tango continued its rise in popularity as it was appropriated, fused, and 
transformed into Spanish culture. The renowned Spanish composer Isaac Albéniz 
wrote a tango in 1889 for his collection of Spanish national songs. Tangos were also 
composed by other classic composers such as de Falla and Granados. The first “tango 
flamenco” was written in 1886 by Javier de Burgos who specifically used this name for 
one of his pieces in the zarzuela entitled “Cadiz” (Ortiz Nuevo and Nufiez, 1998, p.
85), which means that the tango de negros had a change of name within decades of its 
arrival in Spain. That same year, the Spanish press remarked that the “tangos, which 
were bom on American soil, here have been given their naturalization letter”"^  ^(Ortiz 
Nuevo and Nunez, 1998, p. 83). Like the fandango, the tango, too, was transformed 
into a “natural” Spanish expression. By the late 1880s, Nunez notes that Cuba was 
confused with Puerto Rico as the home of the tango (Ortiz Nuevo and Nunez, 1998, p. 
96) which suggests that the origins of the tango became less important in Spain than 
the dance itself.
Gautier and the Oriental Difference
The Romantic travellers who flocked to exotic locations, like Spain, recorded 
their experiences in written texts which “contributed to the density of public awareness
‘tangos, que nacidos en tierra americana, aqui ban tornado carta de naturaleza.
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of the Orient,” according to Said (Said, 1994, p. 192). According to Ivor Guest in his 
introduction to a collection of Gautier’s work, Théophile Gautier was a model of the 
Romantic writer in search of the exotic Oriental in Spain as he had long been an 
admirer of classical, theatrical Spanish dance as performed by highly trained 
professionals (Gautier, 1987, p. 11). Gautier made two trips to Spain: one in 1840 
from which he published letters under the title. Wanderings in Spain, and another trip 
in 1847 for a royal wedding (Gautier, 1987, p. 2). Gautier was appalled when he first 
arrived in Spain because the dancing he witnessed there was considerably less in 
quality than in Paris; his observations reflect his unmet expectations built on the 
Romantic writings of Dumas and Hugo. He admits that he was dismayed when the 
first dancers he saw were “more used-up, more worn-out, more toothless, more bleer- 
eyed, more bald, and more dilapidated” (Gautier, 1853, p. 23) which quickly made the 
Spain of the “Romancero, of the ballads of Victor Hugo, of the tales of Merimée, and 
the stories of Alfred de Musset, fade before [him]” (Gautier, 1853, p. 13). In his 
opinion, the dancers in northern Spain did not even look Spanish (Gautier, 1853, p. 22) 
and the Spanish themselves “most strenuously disavow the Spain of the Romancero 
and the Orientals; they almost invariably assert that they are neither poetical nor 
picturesque, and their assertion is, alas! But too well founded” (Gautier, 1853, p. 54). 
Besides noting a physical difference between northern and southern Spaniards, he 
bemoaned that the only Spanish costume that was left was the mantilla while dresses in
Madrid were French (Gautier, 1853, p. 74).
Why did Gautier expect to find Romantically-shaped Spanish dancers? He had 
seen many bolero dancers on Parisian stages, but Orientalist expectations in Spain run 
deeper than expectations of attractive professional dancers. Spain has had a unique 
position in Europe. Seven hundred years of Moorish occupation, from 711 to 1492,
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left Spain imprinted with Moorish architecture, vocabulary, customs, and a mixed 
genetic pool. After its position as the dominant world power in the centuries after 
Columbus’s voyage to the Americas, Spain was left vulnerable by events like the 
destruction of the Armada in 1588 and the Black Legend arising from Anglo-Dutch 
propaganda about Spanish atrocities based on Bartolomé de las Casas’s 1542 work, A 
Short Account of the Destruction of the Indies. When the Catholic Church was losing 
power during the Reformation in England and Germany, the Church in Spain, in 
conjunction with the monarchy, created a Counter-Reformation to uphold the Church 
and all of its teachings. In short, Spain isolated itself from the continent’s religious 
beliefs and humanist literature such as Erasmus’s work. As mentioned in the previous 
chapter, after the fall of Napoleon due, in part to Spanish guerrilla warfare, Spain was 
rediscovered by the rest of Europe as an exotic location with an element of the Orient 
due to the long Moorish rule. Said’s observation of the formation of the study of 
Orientalism as a pseudo-science in Paris in the nineteenth century positioned Spain as 
Other from a Eurocentric viewpoint.
Said notes that the ultimate expression of Orientalism is made manifest through 
female dancers who are sensual, delicate, mindless, and emotionally carelessness 
(Said, 1994, p. 187). The dancers of southern Spain were consistently identified with 
paradigms like the puellae Gaditanae so if Carmen as fantasised by Merimée did not 
really exist, she needed to be invented. Merimée’s ‘Carmen, was set in 1830, but it 
was written in 1845 and it has strongly contributed to the construction of the Spanish 
dancer’s image. The character of Carmen is arguably the most exotic female figure in 
Western literature. Her independence, sensuality, courage, mendacity, and ultimate 
unattainability have intrigued the public since she was created. The novella was a 
masterful manifestation of the era’s Zeitgeist, because its readers found themselves
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pulled between the social duties and cultural values of an international Bohemia and 
the rules, comfort, order, or formal coherence of narrated realities and of d o m in an t 
popular values associated with bourgeois conformity,” according to Evlyn Gould in 
The Fate of Carmen (Gould, 1996, p. 87). Once Carmen was invented, thousands of 
Europeans went to Spain to find her. Yet not every traveller was so enthralled. Mrs. 
Villiers-Wardell, in her 1909 travelogue, states that: “I think Bizet’s delicious 
‘Carmen’ has a great deal to answer for when travellers rail at the shortcomings of 
Spain” (Villiers-Wardell, 1909, p. 218). Indeed, she considered that most people were 
disappointed to not find what they expected in Spain (Villiers-Wardell, 1909, p. 211) 
which suggests that much Romantic literature was indeed based more in fantasy than 
reality. Like Telethusa, Carmen placed the Spanish dancer squarely within the realm 
of Orientalism as it served the ideals of Romanticism. Neither social movement was 
conceptually a reality, but rather a mythology associated with unlimited sensuality; 
which suggests “sexual promise (and threat), untiring sensuality, unlimited desire, deep 
generative energies” (Said, 1994, p. 188).
Gautier’s first reaction to Spanish dancers in Spain suggests that he did not find 
himself in the exotic world of the puellae Gaditanae as painted by Richard Ford. The 
reality witnessed by Gautier exceeds the parameters of what was designed by 
Orientalists outside of Spain. Orientalism, as defined by Said, is a style of thought 
based upon ontological and epistemological distinction made between the Orient and 
the “Occident” (Said, 1994, p. 2). Making firms distinctions between “them” and “us” 
enables Orientalists, as the hegemonic power, to dominate and restructure the Orient in 
order to create inflexible representations that gain agency through repetition. 
Distinctions shape identity which is formed through the construction and interpretation
of difference.
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In 1853 Gautier confirms a difference in Spanish dance by comparing it to 
French ballet. As a critical judge of dance, albeit from a male perspective, he offers 
variances and dissimilarities worth noting;
Although the Spanish danseuses do not possess the correct and 
accurate precision, or the elevated style of the French danseuses, they 
are, in my opinion, vastly superior to them by their graceful and 
fascinating appearance.. .. they resemble women dancing and not 
danseuses, which is a very different thing. Their style has not anything 
in common with that of the French school. In the latter, immovability 
and perpendicularity of the upper part of the body are expressly 
recommended, and the body never takes part in the movement of the 
legs. (Gautier, 1853, p. 230)
In short, Gautier saw a Spanish body that was less rigid than in French ballet.
In Spanish dance, the woman is affirmed as fleshy and female, curvaceous and sensual; 
qualities which inscribe her body as a site for projections of fantasy. Gautier’s 
descriptions of how the Spanish body moves imply earthy, sensual approaches: 
idiomatically, the legs move in conjunction with the core in an integrated manner and 
by not holding the body in an elevated, perpendicular position, it becomes more 
grounded and the hips and torso move more freely. He continues using descriptions 
that follow the line of aesthetics contained in descriptions of both the tango and the 
fandango:
In Spain, the feet hardly ever leave the ground; there are none of 
those grand pirouettes or elevating of the legs, which make a woman 
look like a pair of compasses opened to their fullest extent, and which, 
in Spain are considered revoltingly indecent. It is the body which 
dances, the back which undulated, the sides which bend, the waist 
which moves with all the suppleness of an Almee [Indian dancing girl] 
or a serpent.. . .  voluptuous languor is succeeded by the activity of a 
young African lion. (Gautier, 1853, p. 230)
Gautier does not specify what dance he was witnessing in this analysis of 
Spanish dance. This discourse, serving as a general overview of the difference 
between French ballet and Spanish dance, leaves one to surmise if this was before or 
after he saw the bleer-eyed, bald, toothless Spanish dancer. As a dance critic, however,
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his observations are distinctive. Seeing the body dance is different from watching 
jutting arms and leaping legs. Enriching the dancing body with an undulating back, 
bends, and suppleness enables a visual perspective that corresponds with Doré’s sketch 
of the “Baile en Triana.” Gautier also observes languid qualities and feet not moving 
much; observations that are discerned in other accounts of the tango that will be noted 
below. His allusion to an African lioness adds a certain animalistic or primal element 
to his account in accordance with his Orientalist penchant. His reference to the Indian 
dancing girl removes the Spanish dancer from any squalid settings where she was 
probably performing and places her in a mythological location outside of the real 
world, in an Orient that does not exist. Bhabha points out that polarity is at the heart of 
Said’s interpretation of Orientalism—on the one hand it deals with learning, discovery, 
and practice, and on the other it is the site of dreams, images, fantasies, myths, and 
obsessions (Bhabha, 2006, pp. 102-103). Gautier’s descriptions scientifically analyse 
the difference between French and Spanish dancers at the same time as they situate the 
movements in fantasy and obsession. Said observes that Orientalism was treated as a 
science exemplified by its mode of reconstruction and repetition (Said, 1994, p. 122).
In spite of Calderon’s sober approach to Spanish dance history. Orientalist 
perceptions are equally evident in his writing style when he describes his experience of 
a night at un baile en Triana. Dance in southern Spain, he relates, is fiery and 
voluptuous and the bailarina is a dangerous Terpsichore who fixes the curiosity of the 
foreigners and seduces them with her pleasurable movements (Calderon, 2007, pp. 
180-181). Calderon contrasts dance in Andalusia to old Spanish dances noting 
qualities such as the ancient air of marching street music without the passion, delirium, 
or frenzy evident in northern dances. As Romantic literature proliferated, succinct
“y acaso su imagmaciéu de fiego y voluptuosa, y su oido delicado y se m ib ili^  exquisita la
conviertan en una Terpsicore peligrosa para revelar con sus movimientos los delmos del placer
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references of peculiar movements, like Swinburne’s wormlike fandango dancer, were 
forevermore transformed into constructions of southern Spanish dancers as fiery and 
voluptuous Terpsichores, an image reinforced through repetition.
Noted differences among regional dances in Spain imply diverse influences. 
Because the Spanish tango developed fi"om a negro Cuban dance, it seems apparent 
that certain qualities in the tango flamenco should reflect negro influences. However, 
in nineteenth-century Cuban and Sevillian newspaper articles excavated by Ortiz 
Nuevo and Nunez, only a few descriptions of the tango emerge to ascertain what the 
movements looked like before they were shaped into Romantic Orientalist rhetoric. In 
the Cuban press, an 1849 article states that the tango was graceful and captivating 
(Ortiz Nuevo and Nufiez, 1998, p. 39). Another Cuban description fifteen years later 
in the press indicates obsessive qualities as the dance developed in popularity. At this 
event cited in 1864, the celebrants of the Feast of the Assumption in Havana are 
described as “dancing with desperation as the fury of pleasure dominates the multitude 
who imprint the dance with its own particular stamp of Africa, which is visible in the 
contortions of the snake and God knows what other things”'^ '^  (Ortiz Nuevo and Nufiez, 
1998, p. 50). In his note on “culebra” or snake-like, Nufiez describes movements that 
contort the upper body forwards and backwards (Ortiz Nuevo and Nufiez, 1998, p. 51). 
This description recalls Swinburne’s fandango dancer, but it might also reference 
undulations or swaying up and down or side to side. Nevertheless, this reference 
remains consistent in describing dances of southern Spain. Most accounts in the mid­
nineteenth century merely attest to the tango’s popularity on both sides of the Atlantic.
A significant religious event in Havana was the Dia de los Reyes [Day of the 
Kings], a feast day that had been celebrated since the 1500s in Spain. This holy day
“Se bailo con desesperacion: la rabia del placer dominaba aquella multitud que le imprimia a la danza 
ese sello particular suigéneris, africano, que participa de la contorsiones de la culebra y de que se yo 
cuantos cosas”
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was especially important to people of African descent because traditionally, Balthasar, 
one of the three magi, was black. While it had been honoured in Spain, celebrations 
reached major proportions in Cuba in the nineteenth century. This 1848 lithograph by 
Fernando Mialhe, a French lithographer and landscape artist who lived in Cuba from 
1838 to 1854, depicts the Dia de los Reyes celebrations in Havana.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
This lithograph is significant because it illustrates a variety of costumes and 
dances at the event. Sublette cites an 1851 eyewitness accounts by a French writer, 
Xavier Marmier, who observed that “On Kings’ Day each tribe appears in Havana in 
its national dress and with its musical instruments (Sublette, 2004, p. 114). In 
Mialhe’s depiction, it is possible to see this array of diversity. Dia de los Reyes was 
also known as the Dia Tangos, so some of these dancers might either be performing a 
tango or they could be depicting gestures that were incorporated into the dance form.
In the static movements, negro dance positions are noted in the bent postures, weighted
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or seated bodies, looseness, and open stances of the legs. Dynamism is exhibited by a 
key dancer in the centre who is accompanied by gesticulations, shouts (open mouths 
are visible), and rhythmic percussion provided by those around him. The female 
dancer on the far left is intriguing. While she is not clothed in Africanist costuming, 
the lift of her body and the torqueing of her torso suggest a body unfettered by a corset. 
There is an ease and grace in her posture. Her back is not rigidly-held and its spiralling 
is a signature move in flamenco dance. It recalls Gautier’s words cited before: “It is 
the body which dances, the back which undulated, the sides which bend, the waist 
which moves” (Gautier, 1853, p. 230). Mialhe’s lithograph illustrates specific 
distinctions that are described as differences in southern Spanish dance by Gautier.
And Calderon’s qualitative observations that dance in Andalusia displays arms, 
elegance, a saucy provocation of the body, life or rhythm, passion, delirium, and frenzy 
are also apparent in this sketch.
Another dance sketched by Doré is the zorongo, a form linked to negro through 
its lyrics and its relationship with other dances with negro associations, the zarabanda 
and the dengue (Navarro Garcia, 1998, p. 218). Navarro Garcia describes the style as 
characterised by a rocking of the body and hip movements and cites lyncs that state 
“you [the zorongo] have come from Congo and like a strong African go, for your 
health, from being a Moor to a Chnstian” (Navarro Garcia, 1998, pp. 218-210).
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MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
This sketch is inserted here because there are similarities between the central 
dancer in Doré’s sketch and the dancer in the far left in Mialhe’s work. In the position 
of this central dancer with the tambourine, the body spirals and exhibits a certain 
angularity. Such a pose suggests a gentle swaying of the skirt as the weight shifts from 
one foot to another in the open stance. The dancer is also holding the skirt with her left 
hand which suggests use of it in the choreography. In her analysis of Davillier’s text, 
Teresa Martinez de la Pena notes that the way the skirt was moved up and down was 
related to dances coming from the Americas (Doré and Davillier, 1988, p. 24). This 
dancer’s spiralling torso is similar to the dancer in Mialhe’s sketch which suggests that 
comparable dance movements were circulating across the Atlantic. This dance also 
circulated throughout Spain because it was observed by Gautier who records a little 
eight-year-old gypsy girl dancing a zorongo naked in Granada while her sister played 
guitar and her mother beat time with her foot (Gautier, 1853, p. 195).
The most succinct description of the tango did not appear in print until 1903 
when a Spanish newspaper article stated that “In the tango, there is much movement of
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the hips and much weaving of the hands, but the feet scarcely move which clearly 
indicates our Olympian qualities and lazy majesty” (Ortiz Nuevo and Nunez, 1998, p. 
114). This description implies that the dance was already appropriated in the repertoire 
of Spanish dance because it references “our” qualities and majesty. “Olympian 
qualities and lazy majesty,” however, also recall the way flamenco dancers lean back 
when executing their port de bras, another allusion to the supple torso. The tango is 
described as having very little movement of the feet and much hip action which, like 
Gautier’s observation, suggests a dance that did not travel across the dance space. 
Weaving hands refer to flamenco braceo or hand and arm movements. As Pohren 
notes, in flamenco dance at the turn of the century, “neither the men nor the women 
use footwork or castanets, but rely more on the dance of the upper torso and, even 
more important, on their personalities or gracia” (Pohren, 1990, p. 61). While 
heelwork, or zapateado, occurred in flamenco dance in the cafés cantantes in the 1870s 
(Navarro Garcia, 2002, p. 288), it was used sparingly. The point is that the identifiable 
sensuality of flamenco occurs in the upper body and the hips and these qualities were 
apparent in this 1903 description of the tango.
Lastly, important distinctions in stylisations of the tango found in José Otero’s 
1912 treatise on dancing signal the tensions between theatrical wA pueblo flamenco. 
Otero was a formidable Spanish dance teacher from the late nineteenth to the early 
twentieth century who published a treatise on the dances of Spain in 1912, Trat_ado .de 
Bailes. Bom in Seville in 1860, Otero learned his craft from the early professional 
boleros and first flamenco dancers and so I consider him a second generation theatrical 
flamenco dancer. In his book, he states that it was his goal to conserve the genuine 
classic tradition of the dances about to be forgotten (Otero, 1912, p. 9). Genuine, 
according to Otero, seems to refer to specific choreography attributed to certain dances
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which ranged from three hundred-year-old folk dances like the seguidillas to newer 
ones of his age such as the tangos. Otero records them as detailed, written 
choreographies that had either been handed down to him or were his interpretations. 
The Spanish language used in the Tratado verbally identifies the dance steps by name 
and/or contains detailed descriptions of movement. His work appears very similar to 
Mariquita’s style and was written midpoint in his teaching career, after thirty-five years 
as a recognised teacher.
Otero avers that the tango was really no more than eighty to one hundred years 
old in 1912 and that it was danced in Cadiz (a port city) and in the cafés cantantes in 
Seville, which corresponds to the evidence which presents it as an ida y  vuelta form 
that entered Spain through the ports. Otero observes two classes of tangos: the tango 
gitano, which was very flamenco and could not be danced everywhere because the 
body positions did not follow rules of decency, and the tango de las vecindoras or de 
las corraleres (tango of the neighbourhoods) which could be danced by everyone 
(Otero, 1912, p. 223). Otero positions himself as an expert on Spanish dance and its 
history; his fame lured non-Spaniards such as Ted Shawn to whom he taught two 
dances in 1923 (Shawn, 1923) and La Meri (Hughes, 1948, pp. 144-147), who credits 
him with paving the way for the classicisation [sic] of Spanish dance (Hughes, 1948, p.
18). Therefore, because he emphasised a sanitized version of Spanish dance, it is not 
strange that he makes no mention of the Cuban or negro connection with the tango.
His omission suggests that by 1912, either the tango had been rehistoricised to reflect 
the dance’s image as Spanish and/or Otero purposely chose to present it as such in
order to elevate its status.
While Otero’s own choreography sought to avoid indecent movements, he
mentions the element of skirt work as a component of the dance form. Most of his
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movements for his version of the tango can be pictured as charmings medium-sized 
steps based on steps from the old Spanish dance of the seguidillas"^  ^simply presented, 
although his choreography specifies that the dancer should “take the skirt and give a 
little salty movement without letting the skirt fly between the knees” (Otero, 1912, p. 
226). That Otero stresses the need to present a “decent” tango implies that it had a 
history of movements he considered indecent or low class. This action appears as a 
deliberate attempt to distance it from dancers and styles he considers distasteful. As 
Jill Lane, in Blackface Cuba: 1840-1895. observes, in Cuba, it was thought that if a 
white woman dances an African dance she whitens it—“even the tango can be danced 
with decency” (Lane, 2005, p. 154). Significantly, Otero’s admonitions display the 
agency which guides competing discourses between pueblo and theatrical 
conceptualisations of flamenco dance much like Mariquita’s comment about choosing 
a career as a dancer or a street walker.
Identifying differences in the multiplicity of flamenco discourses illustrates the 
influence of negro dance, but it omits the negro body. Negro people continued to live 
in Romantic Age Spain, but when negro skin was noted by Romantic writers, it was 
mentioned in terms of oddities or some striking characteristic or event. As Said notes, 
“racial theory, stimulated by a rising nationalism and a spreading imperialism, 
supported by an incomplete and mal-assimilated science, was almost undisputed” 
(Said, 1994, p. 232). The first dark-skinned woman Gautier saw, had “something 
strangely African in the general formation of her face (Gautier, 1853, p. 78). The 
dark-skinned gypsies he saw in Sacromonte in Granada had skin darker than Havannah 
cigars with swarthy complexions and African mouths (Gautier, 1853, pp. 192-193). 
These statements imply that he considered the evidence of negro facial characteristics
The seguidillas is considered to have originated in the province o f La Mancha. Cotarelo y Mon 
mentioned it dated back to the end o f the sixteenth century. Today’s sevillanas, the national dance o f  
Spain, inherited most o f its form and movements.
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to run counter to his pre-conceived notions of Spanish women and observations of elite 
Spanish dancers who toured Paris. The mixing of bloods that is so deeply embedded in 
Spanish people, however, seems apparent in his observations.
An example of a contemporaneous racist comment appears in a newspaper 
article from 9 June 1859 in the Sevillian press with a sarcastic commentary about 
dancers seen on the streets of Seville. The anonymous author writes that if the female 
dancer were any more lascivious in her movements, she would be as negro as the male 
negro dancer who preceded her, who was described as being so grotesque, that the 
audience had to turn their heads away (Ortiz Nuevo, 1990, p. 48). This statement 
reveals that in 1859 at least one negro dancer was performing on the public streets in 
Seville, but the author’s words convey a strong sense of disgust. He seems to consider 
the movements very distasteful and appalling. Bhabha states that “In the act of 
disavowal and fixation the colonial subject is returned to the narcissism of the 
Imaginary and its identification of an ideal ego that is white and whole” (Bhabha,
2006, p. 109). The presence of negro people served as persistent reminders of the 
whiteness of the bianco population, in spite of the centuries of miscegenation which 
continued to undermine the supposed racial purity in Spain. It is as if Spain’s 
relationship with negros is hidden in the shadows; they maintain a presence in the 
literature, but only peripherally.
Conclusion
Thus, the new collective identity deemed crucial for Spain’s emerging national 
ethos became exemplified by what Spanish and foreign travellers thought to have 
value. Ironically, in spite of the abject poverty often the norm for Spanish gypsies, 
their perceived image suited the ideals of the Romantic movement and the aims of the 
rising commercial market so they became the symbol of Spanish purity, freedom,
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daring, and soul. Allusions to Carmen and Telethusa were more marketable to 
romantically-inclined travel readers and a copper-skinned Gaditana was an alluring 
body upon which to fantasise. Negros did not have the same value as imperial 
commodities in Romantic discourses so they were eventually erased from historical 
narratives by the twentieth century.
The tango, with identifiable different qualities emanating from negro dances in 
the Americas, continues its prominence in the repertoire of flamenco exhibiting distinct 
characteristics that differentiate observations of southern Spanish dance from dances in 
the north of Spain. Molina and Espin note that the tango spread to a wide range of 
locations after the salones and academias; first it moved into the theatres and was 
performed in fiestas, and then into flamenco’s first commercial venues, the cafés 
cantantes (Molina and Espin, 1991, p. 177). Its binary rhythms engendered other 
flamenco palos such as the garrotin, farruca, tientos, tanguillos, and the marionas. 
Flamenco tangos today are also differentiated by city—the tangos de Cadiz have a 
different feeling and tempo than the tangos de Malaga. The tangos in Jerez de la 
Frontera, southwest of Seville, are enthusiastically embraced by local artists. But the 
tango de negros disappeared as the tango acquired a new provenance in the forms of 
the flamenco family. In 1905 the tango decidedly lost its association with negros and 
crossed a threshold in a press article that identified a performance of it as the tango de 
gitano (Ortiz Nuevo and Nunez, 1998, p. 134).
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La Quinta Llamada
Another teacher with whom I studied in Jerez de la Frontera, Angelita Gomez, 
is known for her Jerezano bulerias in the juerga style. She taught us specific patatas, 
short pieces of choreography that weave together the intricate rhythms of a varying six- 
or twelve-count phrase in a way that can be easily communicated to other 
knowledgeable practitioners. Once a dancer really understands how the patatas are 
used, then the rules begin to make sense more or less and she can begin to play with 
them in a spontaneous manner. The Jerezano style primarily focuses on rhythmic 
transitions, marking steps, and a good deal of salt or attitude. Angelita’s style was 
grounded, the body inclined forward, and she incorporated many hip movements—side 
to side, circles, and slight forward thrusts in conjunction with the feet. It had theatrical 
elements such as shoulder shakes and consistent choreography, but it felt looser and 
freer than Mariquita’s choreography because it was not so rigidly controlled and it was 
choreographed for dancing in the centre of a circle instead of upon a stage. Angelita 
used a step that Mariquita particularly detested in which the skirt is thrown between the 
legs and held with the inner thighs as the hody inclines forwards and the hips rotate. In 
a private coaching session in Madrid after the Jerez workshop was over, Clara Mora 
Chinoy, who had also studied with Angelita, offered me the image of thinking of my 
rear end as a “300 pound butt” which afforded a strong feeling of grounding and 
facilitated the swing in the hips. Stressing the importance of contamment, Clara also 
had me dance the entire bulerias patata on an album cover so as to find ways of 
limiting flighty movements that I had inherited from years of classical ballet. This 
approach was in direct contrast to Mariquita’s concept of covering the stage.
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It is in palos like the bulerias that one can detect residues of negro dances that 
have been the subject of this thesis. While aesthetics cited above can be detected in 
Mariquita’s choreography, the pueblo style taught by teachers like Tibu and Angelita is 
considered by many flamenco aficionados to be more “pure,” a way of dancing 
supposedly unaffected by commercial sensibilities. What is important, however, is that 
much of the pueblo style reflects qualities that are considered marks of African 
dancing.
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Chapter VI 
Flamenco, Franco, and Film;
Reading Historical Narratives
Since Spanish dance, as a performative art form, has evolved, as this thesis has 
argued, through a hybrid fusion of cross articulation between cultures, then the 
Africanist aesthetics excavated throughout this work should still remain apparent in 
flamenco’s practices. This chapter therefore analyses two films from the latter half of 
the twentieth century in order to identify negro characteristics that have continued to 
maintain a presence in flamenco dance. The films exemplify competing approaches of 
flamenco—theatrical and pueblo—and, demonstrate more recent examples of 
transcultural articulations within its development. As visual recordings of the status of 
flamenco in the 1980s, they are situated as historical records because they convey the 
range of movements in flamenco dance that occurred during the resurgence of 
flamenco in the post-Franco years. As such, I argue that they are illustrative of politics 
promoting homogeneity of culture advocated by the Franco regime, because of the 
choices in costumes, choreography, and social context of each film. In addition, the 
choices made in the subject matter in the films are indicative of flamenco’s symbol as 
an artistic expression utilised for political value through connotations of purity.
The historic period of the films is a chronological leap from the examination of 
the Romantic Age’s tango. These clips from the 1980s were selected because they are 
illustrative of the status of the dance before the resurgent wave of flamenco s 
popularity marked by the 1986 Broadway production of Flamenco Puro, which will be 
addressed in this chapter. They have more similarities with flamenco from the 
beginning of the twentieth century than with many recent theatrical productions and so
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illustrate a transitional period. One of the sources used as a comparative analysis with 
eighteenth century flamenco dance was a film made by the Lumière Brothers from 
France who captured a performance of a bulerias in 1900 at the feria in Seville which 
has unfortunately since been removed from public domain due to copyright issues and 
so was unavailable for a later in-depth analysis. My remembered observations are 
based on a 2008 exhibition that I attended entitled “La Nuit Espagnole: Flamenco 
Avant-Garde et Culture Populaire 1865-1936” in Paris at the museum of Beaux-Arts. 
This clip presents a solo female dancer performing a short bulerias with accompanying 
musicians and palmas that incorporates wide second position stances, large hip 
movements, marking steps, and a weighted inclined body. It is theatrical in that it 
contains poses that stress profiled angles and costumed accoutrements like a shawl, but 
the lack of heelwork is indicative of how flamenco was performed in the pueblo style 
at the turn of the century. As such the clips chosen here for analysis maintain 
commonalities with flamenco’s styles in this 1900 film.
An Analvsis of Nesro Dance in Flamenco on Film
It is now important to substantiate what is meant by Africanist aesthetics or 
negro dance characteristics that have been identified throughout this work. Several 
dance scholars (Agawu, 2003; Daniel, 1995; DeFrantz, 2002; Dixon Gottschild, 1996; 
Emery, 1988; Gonzalez, 2004; Hanna, 1975; Malone, 1996; and Thompson, 1979) 
have expounded on what and what does not comprise Africanist aesthetics in dance, 
but due to the multiple cultures emanating from Africa and the diaspora of Afiican 
people, creating a definitive list to superimpose upon other dance forms in order to 
locate parallels is impossible. However, by building on descriptions from the dances 
selected as case studies in this thesis and referencing commonalities prevalent in
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literature on Africanist dance, and comparing them with movements and qualities 
visible in the film clips, conclusions can be drawn.
This analysis therefore extracts and highlights qualities from two competing 
interpretations of flamenco—theatrical and pueblo—in order to decipher them through 
an Africanist paradigm and discern residues remaining from the three targeted dances. 
The first film clip is bulerias from Un Viaie Andaluz. a BBC production filmed in 
1988, and the second is tangos from the Rito v Geografia series compiled in the 1990s 
from footage shot between 1971 and 1982 for Spanish television. These clips are 
chosen because they contrast two flamenco styles showing both similarities and 
differences. Qualitative nuances in the theatrical rendition present mechanisms not 
typically utilised in pueblo performances because of the need to facilitate planned 
arrangements and achieve rhythmic coordination. Contrarily, pueblo styles are 
illustrative of spontaneity and community and therefore reveal commonalities with 
African-American dances like the Ring Shout which may embody cultural oneness for 
displaced Africans (DeFrantz, 2002, p. 44). Moreover, bulerias and tangos, are two 
palos considered to have the most commonalities with Afro-Cuban dances especially 
in regard to steps and positions (Ortiz Nuevo and Nunez, 1998, p. 55)."^  ^ The similarity 
with Cuban practices is also evident in juerga settings, or flamenco jam sessions, when 
the cante of both forms is frequently presented in short, independent verses which 
benefit from the format of improvised, danced patatas.
Before continuing with the analyses, conceptual connotations of cornpàs are
elucidated because cojnpàs is a significant mark of flamenco music and practice and
has correlations with Africanist musical structures which strengthen my argument
about the on-going transfer of corporeal values and attributes. Compos is a key
^ u c h o s  pasos y posturas del baüe cubano que residen hoy en algunos bailes festeros d e^ d a lu d a , y 
que se ban ido integrando via café cantante, via teatro de zarzuela, dentro de la estetica del bade 
flamenco; sobre todo en las bulerias y los tangos.
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concept in all f l a m e n c o a n d  is thought of as a phrase and not a time signature. 
Each^a/o has its own rhythmic cycle and accents. The most common one is the 12- 
count compâs that is used in several flamenco palos such as bulerias, soleares, and 
alegrias. The accents, the musical keys, the feelings, and certainly the soniquete, or 
swing, are all different in these forms, but the phrases are thought of in twelves which 
are usually broken down into two threes and three twos. Other forms in flamenco 
change meter in each compâs. Siguiriyas could be written in 3/4 X 6/8—one measure 
of each rhythm—but its compâs is organised in a five beat phrase as 1,2,3, and a 4, 
and a 5 in one version of counting it (or not, because most flamencos do not count). 
The key point is that compâs can be readily identified with African topoi or topos, 
which Agawu describes as “a short, distinct, and often memorable rhythmic figure of 
modest duration (about a metric length or a single cycle)” (Agawu, 2003, p. 73). 
Agawu observes that although topoi “originated in specific communities as parts of 
specific dances, they have now moved from their communities of origin into a 
centralized, multi-ethnic, or detribalized space” (Agawu, 2003, p. 73). I suggest, 
therefore, that the centralised, detribalized space where a topos is practiced can be 
interpreted as practices in negro dances that were adopted in Spain. The rationale 
behind compâs and topos are the same. They both are recognised by the performers 
and participants and are used in a variety of ways to facilitate play within the confines 
of the rhythms leaving the umnitiated very confused. They contain sufficient 
complexities to identif}  ^participants as a knowledgeable community throng the counts 
and boundaries of the performative event.
Clip #1. From the film I Jn V ia ie  Andaluz (Un Voyage Andalou), BBC production,
filmed in 1988 and released in 1991, by Jana Bokova
Bulerias fi"om the segment “Gente de Triana (people of Triana)
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Jana Bokova, the Czech director of this documentary for the BBC, focused on 
flamenco in its intimate, private settings in the post-Franco era as indicated by her 
choice of material which was shot in Andalusia with a concentration on non-theatrical, 
spontaneous performances. While there are scenes with professional and experienced 
performers, such as El Farruco and family, I chose to analyse the dancing in a clip 
featuring non-professional dancers whose movements are not choreographed. The clip 
I use is situated in a social setting and features a series of short movement sequences, 
called patatas, interspersed with the traditionally, recognised steps attributed to the 
specific palo.
The event is a reunion held behind a café in Triana, El Morapio. Until the
nineteenth century, Triana was outside the original city walls of Seville, across the
river and was the site where Davillier and Ford witnessed the “authentic” dance of the
puellae Gaditanae. Before the gentrification movement of the 1980s, this
neighbourhood was considered to be mostly gypsy (Woodall, 1992, p. 51).
Unfortunately, the participants were forced to move elsewhere (Periferies Urbanes,
2011) so this event is a chance for old neighbours to reunite. Fernando Quinones, a
Spanish flamenco scholar and aficionado, is the spokesman of this film segment. He
speaks in Spanish but the French subtitles declare:
We are today in Triana in the café “El Morapio . . .  the place of 
meeting for all those who left Triana to live in the suburbs who get 
together on saints’ days to evoke the grand life they lived as children . .
- in the time of the great singers, ^utansts, and dancers. They all come 
here at the least rumour of a festival where they find their rhythms and 
joy. It is here that they hold an annual ceremony. They see again the 
rich, great and profound in Triana. [My translation]
After stating the purpose of this gathering Quinones appears to discount
academic research by alluding to the mysteries of flamenco in previous eras when he is
asloDd %)(lefirretfie!xmg. In this 1988 füm,the ordy sorrnDeslieirites as K^sricms
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research are oral accounts in prayers and beliefs; he admits that these resources too 
are limited. Flamenco histories already had debated confrontational views among 
Spanish authors the decade before with Antonio Mairena’s 1976 publication, 
Confessions. This book embellishes the concept of Razon Incorporea or Incorporeal 
Reason while Arcadio Larrea (1974) and Luis Lavaur (1976) question Mairena’s 
Romantic biases and gypsy creation theories of flamenco. Quinones’s own 
publication, the 1992 What is Flamenco?, illustrates a somewhat more inclusive 
Andalusian creation but it also displays romantic bias beginning with an account of the 
girls of Gades and attributing flamenco’s development to gypsies, “Hebrews,” and 
Moors, all redolent of the Exotic Other paradigm from the previous century. After 
alluding to inexact oral traditions instead of acknowledging the written documentation 
readily available in the Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid, Quinones at least notes that 
flamenco did not have a hermetic period as claimed by Mairena, but instead states that 
it is only a century old. He does, however, shed doubt on the inclusion of Hebrews and 
Moors in flamenco’s development because of the strong efforts made by the Spanish 
Inquisition since 1492 to expel these populations, a strategy which ultimately elevates 
gypsy contributions.
Voice off camera: Can you define the cante?
We don’t know what it is. Not any longer. It is difficult because what 
we know as flamenco—real flamenco, serious, scientific, deep is now 
limited. What one knows are the prayers and traditional beliefs, 
according to serious research. In any case, one thing seems obvious, 
flamenco is at least an aesthetic musical genre bom in Andalusia. It 
was actually formed much later than is often thought about one 
century ago. [My translation]
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These allusions to traditional, “real” flamenco set the stage for the people of 
Triana"^  ^who are seated outdoors in the courtyard behind café El Morapio. There are 
fifteen chairs in a shallow U line. Two are taken by the guitarists seated on the end, 
stage left, and two singers are seated in the middle of the row. The rest of the chairs 
are filled by participants who play palmas and shout out their jaleos, including one 
little girl seated about centre. There are also a few participants without chairs standing 
behind those seated. The “stage” is framed by a large tree stage right and branches 
hanging from a tree we cannot see that is situated stage left. The ground is dirt. There 
is one window and a wide doorway in the back of El Morapio where other people 
continually walk in and out as befitting patrons at a neighbourhood bar. The only light 
is the natural sunlight of the day.
A setting like this epitomises pueblo, or people, through the lack of constructed 
theatricality. By presenting the scene like this, Bokova stages a sympathetic, “pure” 
production that contrasts with theatrical ones, yet conveys notions of popular flamenco 
as imagined outside of Spain. Steingress notes that an inherent limitation in art that 
strives to maintain the pueblo, reflects pure intents that defend the national image; 
however, it also displays petrification (Steingress and Baltanas, 1998, p. 12).
Ossifying or petrifying art is the same agency that informs Orientalist perceptions that 
the “Other” is not capable of change. In this film for the BBC, Bokova is creating a 
work for non-Spaniards based on a presupposition of homology, a super text discourse 
that reiterates the Romantic construction of an Oriental Spain.
All of the participants are wearing street clothes, but being Spanish, several 
women sport appropriate flairs such as combs, flowers, and shawls. The lead dancer of 
this focus wears a yellow dress with black polka dots. Her dress is knee length with
They are listed in the cast list as the “Gente o f  Triana ” the people o f  Tnana and, as such, are 
anonymous.
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short, puffed sleeves. There is a slip under the dress. She also wears a red ruffled scarf 
draped around her neck and flat street shoes. While Spanish in style, the choice of the 
dress and ruffled scarves and flowers in the hair of all the female participants suggests 
youthful accoutrements that allude to ephebism, a characteristic exuding youthful 
vitality. Brenda Gottschild, in her analysis of Robert Ferris Thompson’s work notes 
ephebism not only in dance, but also in choices of music, clothing, and lifestyle 
(Dixon, 1988). Draped scarves and flowers were also worn by the negra dancers in 
Domingo Martinez’s 1748 “Cairo del Aire” in Figure 22 in Chapter IV. While it 
cannot be determined if Spanish women copied negro styles or if negras adopted 
Spanish accessories, the depiction of flowers in the hair of the women in the painting 
and the participants at El Morapio suggests this practice has been engaged by many 
women across social boundaries in Andalusia for centuries in order to express Spanish 
femininity. Such a vanity, a symbol of vitality, inspired the inclusion of hair 
ornaments for the women during this particular fiesta. The two men who join the 
woman in yellow at the end of her dance wear short-sleeved white shirts tucked 
smartly into belted khaki pants which enhance their physiques.
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Figure 31. Opening shot of bulerias among “Gente” of Triana
The clip opens as the lead woman in the yellow dress is beginning her solo and
has already entered the dancing space. She appears to be in her fifties or sixties. She
has short curly, light brown hair and is caught in action as the camera catches her in a
slightly turned out second position bunching up the hem of her dress between her legs
with her left hand. Her right arm is swinging fi'ont and back. For the next 12 counts
she takes tiny walking steps in a spiralling downwards circle as she turns to face
upstage. At this point she stops moving her feet and executes circles with her rear end
and then swings it side to side. The three historic dances cited in this work all
specifically refer to the indecent movements of the hips. Here the woman in yellow is
deliberately swinging her butt while she stops moving her feet bringing the focus to
this movement which indicates that hip movements are still a flamenco practice. Her
knees are relaxed and her body inclines slightly forward to facilitate the full
articulation of the swing, a stance redolent of angularity because she is eschewing a
rigidly held upright position in order to deliberately stick out her rear end in a display
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of spectacle. Malone identifies angularity as a “prominent feature of Afiican American 
body language, dress, and performance” (Malone, 1996, p. 34). DeFrantz also 
acknowledges that angularity is a discernible quality of execution in Africanist dance 
forms documented in “Africanist performance across generations and geographies” 
(DeFrantz, 2002, p. 15). Angularity, as a feature that “darkens” a dancer was noted by 
Esquivai Navarro when he complained in 1642 of low-class movements that were 
heavy and tipped and not upright and aristocratic as he preferred which suggests that 
this quality has been witnessed in Spanish dance since at least the Renaissance.
As the clip continues, the woman takes more tiny steps on the even counts to 
face front and then, standing in place, circles her arms twice ending above her head.
She turns her wrists in threes moving her arms through a high fourth position on each 
side for six counts, a movement which illustrates the mechanisms of polyrhythm. A 
more accomplished flamenco dancer can layer the complexity with the addition of foot 
patterns to add counter beats and opposing rhythms. While Agawu acknowledges that 
polyrhythm is not unheard of in classical European music, “what perhaps distinguishes 
the African usages is the degree of repetition of the constituent patterns” (Agawu,
2003, p. 81). The woman in yellow is not an accomplished performer yet she is able to 
execute a level of complex simultaneous rhythm because she has embodied the 
knowledge of this practice in the dance she chooses to perform. Movement patterns 
that entail complex layering of varied rhythms take time to master through a process of 
repetition and were not easy for me, as a trained classical dancer, to internalise when I 
first started my studies in flamenco dance.
The woman’s next movement indicates a communicative pattern understood by 
flamenco practitioners. Her arms mark a signal as they pull in and down for a 
desplanté, or a break marking a change, ending this step with four claps, an example of
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body percussion, followed by her hands running down the front of her body reaching 
around back to pull up her skirt a few inches revealing her slip. A desplanté is 
composed of two compàses with the dancer backing up in the second half of the first 
compas. It might begin with either three stamps on the first three counts, as the woman 
in yellow shows, or it can start on 12 of the previous phrase, as I learned from my 
teacher, Mariquita. These movements are calls to the participants who respond with an 
alteration in their clapping pattern to emphasise the commonly understood structure 
and beats of the sequence. A desplanté can be used in the same way as a llamada to 
call a change. In this instance, the woman is calling her next movement and the 
participants respond by raising the energy level through louder, coordinated palmas 
and shouts. Not only is this an example of call-and-response, a recognised mechanism 
dating back in Spain to the guineo; this phenomenon also corresponds to the 
characteristic of “‘circularity’: a dynamic system of influences and responses whose 
components include performers, audiences, and their traditions” (Malone, 1996, p. 35). 
Malone cites Gerald Davis’s model of a preacher’s sermon in order to display a 
circular interchange. Malone notes that the “point is to add to the tradition and extend 
it without straying too far from it” (Malone, 1996, p. 35). By beginning the dance 
sequence with three stamps, the woman is informing the other participants of the 
movement she is about to execute so that they can respond accordingly. Once she has 
the support of the group, she can improvise the second compâs secure in the 
knowledge that it will give her a rhythmic foundation on which to build her next 
phrase. She chooses to respond with the four claps and then to prepare for her next 
step by pulling up her skirt.
The raising of the skirt facilitates a wide parallel second position in which she 
executes pelvic thrusts front with arms in a low second position, her palms pushing
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front with her hips. The camera zooms in on her face which shows a huge grin as she 
executes another desplanté. After backing up in the break she walks right to the 
camera out of rhythm, turns profile and gestures to “come on” to the videographer with 
her right hand followed by a sideways hip step facing stage right as she moves upstage. 
Her left hand is jerking the skirt up on the hip to accent the sideways hip thrusts and 
her right hand, placed close to front low is gesturing upwards. These bawdy 
movements, which she seems to relish executing because of her smile, are expressive 
of her secure place within the group. She is able to lead the group to follow with 
deliberate responses which suggests a temporal gender play of role reversal, 
compounded by her ability to control the dance within the confines of the complex 
rhythm for the most part. She situates herself as the protagonist through her “come 
here” gestures and her clear hip movements. Another reading of ephebism in this 
instance suggests a level of youthful flirtation in her choice of movements. While her 
dancing paradoxically appears to be the dance of a slightly tipsy, old beloved aunt, her 
sprightly and provocative behaviour seems in great fun because of the level of laughing 
and shouting that her dance receives.
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Figure 32. Men getting out of their chairs to join the dance.
The next set of tiny stomping steps turn her up right as two men jump off of 
their chairs and move towards her with a marking sequence of step touch. One man 
executes the marking step in place with his arms over his head. The other marks and 
moves downstage from the woman taking bigger steps more like a chassée. The 
woman breaks compâs as she sloppily moves into another parallel second position 
while she shakes her hands with her arms in a low front V position ending up between 
the two men. In their new positions, all do a paso por bulerias with raised anns. The 
paso por bulerias is one of the most commonly used sequences in this palo and most 
dancers use it at some point in their patatas. It consists of six movements which must 
fall on specific counts in the compâs which signals that the performer is knowledgeable 
and therefore has validity in the group. The woman kicks her leg off the ground on the 
accents of 5 and 11 in a very excited manner, rushing the rhythm, but this slip is 
allowed by the group in the increasing exuberance. The two singers also jump to their
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feet at the end of this step. The three dancers begin their exit signalled by a desplanté 
on the edge of the dance space rather than in the centre so all participants increase the 
volume of their jaleos on counts 7-11. The woman claps facing front as the men turn 
towards her. She begins the exit sequence of parallel second-position marching steps 
as her hips swing side to side as she is increasingly sandwiched between the two men. 
The man on stage right moves his buttocks in a circular pattern followed by forwards 
pelvic thrusts. His right hand is situated behind him right above his rear and, 
remaining connected, does a fluttering wave. The dancer on stage left perfonns his 
marking steps holding the thigh of his pants in his left hand while making the small 
jerking movements that the woman has done previously. His right arm pats the upper 
back of the woman in rhythm. The three of them move back to their chairs to great 
applause.
Figure 33. Woman sandwiched between the two men for the exit sequence. 
This exit sequence exhibits sexual overtones through the forward pelvic thrusts 
of the men, especially the one stage right who punctuates his movements with his right
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hand like the waving comb of a strutting rooster which invites references to fertility as 
an “image dance,” in the sense of an animal being imitated (Asante, 2000, p. 58). 
Imitations of animals are noted by Caterina Pasqualino, in her article “The Cock and 
the Hen: Metaphors of Sex and Fertility at Gitano Flamenco Fiestas.” She has 
interpreted similar movements in bulerias she analysed as related to the fighting of 
cocks, leading to an exacerbation of love passions or fertility (Pasqualino, 1996, p. 76). 
Pasqualino asserts that the gitanos in Jerez are recalling values essential to the 
preservation of their community when they dance these erotic courtship dances 
(Pasqualino, 1996, p. 84). When Pasqualino observes certain physical manifestations 
that seem to evoke sexual innuendo between a female dancer as a hen and the male 
dancer as a rooster, she attributes this play to the place the cockfight has in Iberian 
gitano society (Pasqualino, 1996, p. 81). The man’s movement in this clip might also 
be interpreted as a vestige of Afro-Cuban practices. Yvonne Daniel in her work on the 
Cuban rumba has identified the vacuno or the vaccination which is a strong pelvic 
gesture made by a male dancer towards a female as the female dances with grace and 
tries to avoid the vaccination (Daniel, 1995, p. 69). Some sort of sexual play is clearly 
visible in the clip’s exit sequence. The sexual references invoking the rooster present a 
sense of the familiar in this setting, and not harassment, because the exit in the clip’s 
ménage à trois is acknowledged by the participants through loud laughter and 
encouragement. The lead woman’s body language, signalled by a proudly-held upper 
body, has the appearance of satisfaction at the reception of her dance.
As recognised by Gautier in his 1853 assessment of Spanish dancers, in this 
fiesta-style bulerias, the dancers still use a small kinesphere and keep their feet close to 
the ground. There is no heelwork and the dancers’ bodies do not fully extend or stretch 
except when the woman executes her port de bras. Even then, however, her arms are
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never completely extended. The entire dance fits in an eight foot square and the 
movements are weighted. Although certain movements swing, nothing is flung. The 
compâs is typical of the twelve-count bulerias and the entire patata lasts a duration of a 
mere twenty-three compàses. The woman dances fifteen compàses as a solo before the 
men join her for the final eight. As befits bulerias from Seville, the accents of 6 and 10 
are the strongest.
This presentation of the bulerias is enjoyed by all as evidenced by the avid, 
willing, and enthusiastic participation. Such corporeal discourse reads as a statement 
of social identity because everyone participates within the parameters of the 
communally recognised form through their support of the dancers made manifest with 
the energy and rhythms of palmas, jaleo, cante, and guitar. The sexual subject matter 
in this clip appears comical and non-offensive because it is executed by older, long­
standing members of the group. The root of the word bulerias is from the Spanish verb 
burlar, to tease, to trick, or to mock and in a social setting like this, it conveys a sense 
of humorous, sexual teasing. The dance is effective in adding to the celebratory 
ambiance by its use of jocularity and sexual references. In this informal milieu, the 
pueblo style does not display commercial spectacle because the dancer’s agency is 
determined by a group of friends meeting in a reunion.
The intimacy conveyed in this performance conveys personal communications 
between the performers and other participants articulated through the movements and 
jaleos. The smiles, encouragements, and spontaneity are illustrative of a sense of 
family exemplifying a warm communitas in the sense of community spirit, social 
equality, and solidarity which has a strong similarity with Africanist practices. Asante, 
in her work on Zimbabwe dance, notes that “participation means not only affirmation 
of the performance process but acknowledgement of skill, meaning, and history”
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(Asante, 2000, p. 110). Therefore, an argument can be made for a correlation between
the communal supportive elements visible in the bulerias with what Malone labels
“dynamism” in her list of characteristics of African American vernacular dance
(Malone, 1996, p. 32). To explain this concept, she cites Portia Maultsby’s
“Africanisms in African American music”;
When the performers demonstrate their knowledge of the black musical 
aesthetic, the responses of audiences can become so audible that they 
momentarily drown out the performer. The verbal responses of 
audiences are accompanied by hand-clapping, foot-stomping, head, 
shoulder, hand, and arm movement; and spontaneous dance. This type 
of audience participation is important to performers; it encourages them 
to explore their full range of aesthetic possibilities, and it is the single 
criterion by which black artists determine whether they are meeting the 
aesthetic expectations of the audience. (Malone, 1996, p. 35)
In other words, the responses of the Spanish participants or the jaleo display dynamism
and act as the means of communication and support continually offered by all those
sharing in the event and, as such; this communal orientation appears as an embodiment
of Africanist practices. Robert W. Nicholls, in “African Dance: Transition and
Continuity,” also stresses the importance of the communal effort in his observations of
the Akan people of Ghana in terms remarkably similar to the film clip:
“The dance arena is created by spectators who reinforce the dancers by 
shouting encouragement, ululating, clapping, joining in on choruses, 
and vocalizing response. The role of audience and performer is often 
interchangeable, and, depending on the occasion, the ranks of the 
spectators might be broken by an individual eager to demonstrate his or 
her own dancing skills. (Asante, 1994, p. 44)
The manifestation of total group participation in the bulerias film clip is highlighted
when the woman is supported by the audience, the men jump up to join her at the end
of her solo, who are subsequently followed by the singers. When the woman loses her
rhythm in her excitement, she finds her way back into the compas by listening to the
palmas. Malone’s notion of a dynamism successfully signalled through supportive
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audience participation indicates a strong link between this pueblo Spanish dance and 
its negro histories.
At the end of this clip, the woman is interviewed. She is asked if it was hard to
leave Triana. She replies: “I never wanted to leave. I would like to die where I was
bom like all of us placed outside. If I were obliged to make a reason it is because it
would be against my heart.” Her bulerias patata is an eloquent expression of her
individual “heart,” her place in the group, and communitas shared by all.
Clip #2. From the documentary Rito v Geografia del Baile (Rhythm and Geography of 
the Dance), a Radio Television Espanola production. Tangos and tientos performed by 
Merche Esmeralda accompanied by singers Chano Lobato and Curro Triana and 
guitarists Pepe Moreno and José Moreno.
The 1999 Rito v Geografia del Baile features twelve videos, each of which has 
a theme that attempts to cover the range of flamenco history and performance. As 
mentioned previously, it is an edited compilation drawn from televised flamenco 
shows from the early 1970s through to 1982. This clip is from the second tape in a 
section entitled cejilla y  panolon (capo and shawl), implements used for the guitar and 
dancer respectively. The featured dancer, Merche Esmeralda, was bom in Seville in 
1952 (Thiel-Cramér, 1991, p. 117) and “rose to fame in the late 1960’s with a highly 
refined dancing style quite classical in nature” (Pohren, 1988, p. 371). She is much 
respected in Spain and is trained in a several dance forms such as modem, classical 
Spanish, bolero, and flamenco. Her performance style is professional and theatrical; it 
is more refined than the pueblo dancing of the previous analysis. In this clip,
Esmeralda dances a tientos which builds into a tango. The tientos, a stately flamenco 
palo, developed out of the tangos after the tangos de negros was introduced into Spain 
in the mid-nineteenth century. It is slower and graver than the tangos, but it still 
retains the 4/4 timing and many of the movement qualities. Pohren notes that the
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primary difference between tangos and tientos is that, in the latter, the guitar 
accentuates the rhythm differently (Pohren, 1990, p. 153).
Esmeralda’s theatrical training is evident in her intricate choreography. It also 
appears that the guitarists are playing an arranged piece because they begin the music 
in harmonic unison and are not assiduously watching Esmeralda in order to notice any 
unexpected changes. The employment of the jaleo through the calling and clapping by 
the two singers is present, but it is utilised in order to drive the piece to an energetic 
climax rather than hold the dance together as in the previous clip. Esmeralda is 
dressed in a polka dot blouse and a lull, blue skirt accented with a ruffled slash of the 
fabric from the top. She is wearing a long string of dark blue beads and has a sprig of 
flowers stuck in her low chignon. The choreography covers the space of the raised 
wooden stage which is about fifteen feet across and eight feet deep. This clip is filmed 
in a darkened television studio lit by stage lights. On another raised platform upstage, 
the guitarists are seated whilst the singers are standing stage right behind microphone 
stands.
Esmeralda begins the piece posed as she faces upstage—her face is profiled to 
stage right and her right arm is draped over a large urn situated stage left—whilst the 
guitarists and singers perform the salida, or introductory music before the cante 
begins. The tientos section consists of two letras, or verses, separated by instrumental 
music which allows space for Esmeralda to execute a short heelwork segment. Her 
movements for the slower section of the choreography consist of wide lunges, profiled 
poses, shoulder shakes, and large port de bras movements with a high arched back.
She does not make eye contact with the musicians, which suggests the set 
choreography will continue with the support of arranged music and therefore does not 
need spontaneous communication as would be apparent if this dance were improvised.
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Her llamadas, or calls for changes, are not strongly marked through her movements, 
but rather through complicated choreographed rhythms. I am not sure if I would have 
recognised her signal for the llamada that marks the end of the tientos into the tangos if 
I did not understand the pattern played by the guitarists and notice that this sequence 
came at the end of a musical section. It is choreographed with three turns followed by 
two profile poses accented with arm movements that pull in and down to the waist.
In the second half of this arrangement, the tangos section is executed livelier 
and faster in order to build the momentum of the choreography. Although Esmeralda 
employs her skirt throughout the dance, it is engaged more vigorously in the tangos. In 
several steps, she holds the skirt out in front as an offering. As noted previously, such 
skirt work is identified with dances from the Americas. Esmeralda’s steps display a 
difference associated with negro dances in Spain through the wide, second position she 
uses which are similar to stances seen in Mialhe’s sketch of the Dia de Tangos in 
Havana.
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Figure 34. Merche Esmeralda executing skirt work."^ ^
Visible in Esmeralda’s piece is a characteristic frequently used in flamenco’s 
tangos; what Thompson identifies as the simultaneous suspending and preserving of 
the beat. Agawu also mentions silences as “an important part of groups in African 
music, that a silence is not an absence of sound but an intentional placement of silence 
as a substitute for sound” (Agawu, 2003, p. 77). He notes that this makes more sense 
when a dancer is included in the musical analysis because the dancer will execute a 
movement in a space left bare in the music. In tangos, the first beat of the four count 
phrase is felt as a heavy downbeat, but it is not always played by the musicians or the 
palmeros. In this film, Esmeralda executes this count in her choreography and the 
musicians follow in the phrase. While this practice is particularly marked in tangos, in 
the bulerias, silences were also incorporated. The desplanté typically has three heavy 
beats on counts 1-3. Counts 4-6 were not played by the palmeros, but they attack
The still photos used here are from Youtube httD://www.voutube.com/watch?v=6yWidmTFSGg 
accessed 23 March 2012 because my tapes are in American VHS format. My analysis is taken from the 
tape because it includes more o f the dance than is featured on Youtube.
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counts 7-10 with louder claps. Some palmeros play these counts on the down beat 
while others play the counter beat which results in a furious relay of rhythms. 
According to Agawu, “the thought behind the suppression of beats is to introduce an 
element of play” (Agawu, 2003, p. 77) and through the interaction with the dancer, this 
play is made apparent.
Figure 35. Esmeralda’s extreme back bend.
In many ways, Esmeralda’s tientos/tangos reflect observations of Spanish 
dance made a century earlier by Gautier and the descriptions of the tango de negros. It 
was a supple body that Gautier saw, with an undulating back and sides that bend. 
Esmeralda not only displays “lazy majesty” in her high arching back, but she also 
reaches out to the side with large gestures that require strong grounding to counter 
balance the off centre pull. Several poses depict a wide, grounded positioning of the 
feet.
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Figure 36. Esmeralda leaning forwards exhibiting angularity.
As in theatrical intent, Esmeralda’s choreography utilises the full stage, but 
many of her movements are executed only with the upper body and display little feet 
movement. Her backbends and forward inclinations are extreme for flamenco in 
general as the angle of her forward lean achieves almost ninety degrees. These 
extreme upper body movements with circling, wheeling arms are comparable to 
Swinburne’s 1787 observation of the fandango woman who stood wriggling like a 
worm that has just been cut in two. If half of a worm is held between the fingers, the 
free half bends every which way. Esmeralda’s supple waist and deep bends front, 
back, and side convey such an image. Swinburne’s analysis is a vivid metaphor 
describing the eighteenth century fandango yet, in the context of flamenco, inclinations 
as extreme as Esmeralda’s might be considered to continue this expert embodiment of 
twists in the torso.
Her five-minute piece includes other references to negro dances like hip sways,
pelvic thrusts, body percussion, fluttering arm gestures, angular poses, and heelwork.
She concludes with a short heelwork and stamping pose that emphasises the ending in
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what is known as a bien parada. In flamenco, bien parada means literally “well 
stood,” and it refers to a solid finish on the correct beat. Also worth noting, however, 
is the word flamencos use for “to kill”—remate, which is the strong two-count redoble 
or footwork that a dancer uses to conclude a phrase. It is a decidedly strong finish 
whose intention is made obvious to all participants when Esmeralda finishes her piece. 
Thompson, in his research in Senegal, found a practice that uses the same terminology 
of “kill” meaning to end properly among the Diola-Fogny people. Thompson states 
that the “Diola soloist controls the song and has the right to ‘kill,’ or end properly a 
given phrase. If he does this correctly, i.e., crisply and unambiguously, then the chorus 
will sing the response in unison and in time. If he does not, he invites confusion” 
(Thompson, 1979, p. 20). Other etymological instances exhibiting correlations with 
flamenco practices include the Cuban Congolese reference to palo as a religion which 
derives from the gods of the forest. In flamenco, palo refers to stick as in the mark of 
the compâs. While it would take further research into socio-linguistics to solidify 
etymological links, their persistence is intriguing in the terminology of flamenco 
dance.
Esmeralda’s dance is not pueblo flamenco in the same sense as the previous 
clip. Her piece is not spontaneous and she is not claiming a place in the group through 
a communal sharing. This choreography is an example of theatrical flamenco as 
pioneered by Otero and refined by Antonio Mercé “La Argentina” in the early 
twentieth century. Ninotchka Bennahum’s 2000 work, Antonia Mercé “La Argentina”: 
Flamenco and the Spanish Avant Garde, is a valuable account of Mercé’s life and 
lasting influence in making Spanish dance a viable concert dance form. As she 
progressed through her career, “Argentina’s solos became longer, with fewer danced 
each night, as each dance began to contain a more sophisticated narrative. Slowly,
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Argentina began to mount full-evening ballets with libretti and orchestration” 
(Bennahum, 2000, p. 11). Argentina died in 1936 at the beginning of the Spanish Civil 
War. Her theatrical style of flamenco dance was the standard throughout the Franco 
years as exemplified by professionally-trained dancers like Pilar Lopez, Antonio Soler, 
and José Greco. It was the flamenco style I first learned from my teacher, Mariquita 
Flores, who fled Spain at the beginning of the Civil War and it is the style displayed by 
Esmeralda. However, Esmeralda’s theatrical sensibilities indicate developments in 
flamenco that occurred in Spain during the Franco years which Mariquita was not 
privy to or chose not to adopt. Although clean and precise, some of her movements 
such as her wide second positions are more extreme than Mariquita’s choreography. 
While Mariquita would utilise extreme backbends, she would likely consider that 
Esmeralda’s forwards inclinations and the bunching up of her skirt displayed unrefined 
qualities. Thus it is possible to discern qualities identified as negro in this thesis in 
Esmeralda’s tangos as her tango is informed by elements of the pueblo style of 
dancing.
Flamenco in the Franco Years
As acknowledged previously, there is a chronological leap between the 
Romantic Age with the tangos de negros and these films. This section explores the 
agencies responding to political ideologies under the Franco regime in order to 
understand the persistence of the romantic trope in regard to flamenco and its 
relationship to the two film clips. As Stephen Spender, in his introduction to Voices 
Against Tyranny. Writing of the Spanish Civil War observes. Franco’s efforts to 
control Spain continued throughout his Regime on two Jfronts: one was the age-old 
struggle between classes and the other was the struggle “for independence from the 
centralizers of Madrid” (Miller, 1986, p. 1). The outbreak of the Spanish Civil War in
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1936 which resulted in the overthrow of the Spanish Republic ushered in forty years of 
repressive dictatorship under General Franco. These two film clips were made in the 
decade following the death of Franco when Spain was still emerging as a twentieth- 
century nation and was coping with the ramifications of decades of Franco’s policies. 
Flamenco, as a Spanish art form, was both supressed during these years as a voice of 
the people and encouraged as a political tactic. Washabaugh claims that the 
centralising forces of the Franco government in Madrid had elevated the gypsy as a 
minor ethnicity against the stronger forces of individualism manifested in andalucismo 
(the Andalusian movement that favours relative autonomy under the Spanish 
government) by “winking at gitamsmd'' (Washabaugh, 1996, p. 81). Steingress, too, 
addresses the national movements inlierent in the late twentieth-century image of 
flamenco in his 1998 Flamenco y Nacionalismo: Aportaciones para un a socologia 
political del Flamenco and argues that the cante, as an artistic manifestation of the role 
of popular art, was used to nurture popular sentiment (Steingress and Baltanas, 1998, p. 
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Figure 37. Sign seen during Franco’s Regime that sought to prohibit displays 
of sentimentality through song in the taverns.
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In response, traditional flamenco venues that were forums for the flamenco 
deep songs that speak of pain and suffering were shut down by Franco’s regime in 
order to obscure provincial loyalties (Washabaugh, 1996, p. 14) and singing was 
banned in bars and taverns. Conversely, Franquista policies “encouraged the 
development of flamenco spectacles that presented women as examples of detached 
femininity and untouchable beauty, and in these respects, women became powerful 
magnets for tourist dollars” (Washabaugh, 1996, p. 111). Accruing money for the 
Franco regime became crucial after the Second World War. In the 1950s, Gabrielle 
Ashford Hodges, in her biography of Franco, notes: “With the boundaries between 
Spain and the rest of the western world beginning to crumble. Franco acknowledged 
that it was both safe and advisable to concede his shortcomings as an economist, and 
allow the first tentative steps to be taken away from the ruinous policy of autarky” 
(Hodges, 2000, p. 217).
As Franco sought out foreign investment for Spain and encouraged a rise in 
tourist spending, the outcome incited a renewed ^ Yo-gitanismo movement that 
promoted the role of gypsies in flamenco culminating in Mairena’s restructured 
discourse on the profundity of the Spanish gypsy. His position was supported in 
western print through English publications which elevated what Mitchell calls a tardo- 
romantic viewpoint that “reduced the role of nongitanos to that of mere bit players” 
(Mitchell, 1994, p. 216). This literature supporting his approach included Donn 
Pohren’s 1962 Art of Flamenco, which was reprinted several times (1967, 1972, 1984, 
and 1990), Gerald Howson’s 1965 Flamencos of Cadiz Bav, and Paul Hecht’s 1968 
The Wind Cried: An American’s Discovery of the World of Flamenco. Pohren paints 
an enticing world when he relates a conversation he had with a group of Spanish 
gypsies he encountered in a donkey caravan in the countryside. When sitting around a
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campfire, drinking a “real quitapenas, consisting of red wine, cognac, lemon, and a
little sugar” (Pohren, 1990, p. 20), Pohren asked about the reluctance of gypsies to take
work. He was informed that:
“We prefer to obey our natural instincts, although we may suffer more 
and work harder in obeying them than we would taking a soft payo 
[non-gypsy] job and wasting away our lives. Besides, who has the 
superior intelligence; he who works unhappily within the System, or he 
who pursues his own interests and remains above the System?” This 
speaker was a dark-skinned young gypsy with considerable reputation 
as a poet. (Pohren, 1990, p. 20)
Such evocative passages compelled many English-speaking aspirants to travel to Spain
in order to seek out these “authentic” flamenco experiences. Pohren’s reified world is
an Orientalist construct in the same vein as Davillier’s “Baile en Triana” because both
events present exotic visions of Other. However, the work of Pohren and other tardo-
romantics grew in popularity after the death of Franco when such events were no
longer possible as Spain re-entered the global world, especially in the 1980s when
Bokova was filming her documentary. Therefore, these works re-established the gypsy
mystique which had gained momentum throughout the Franco years.
The two films are historical paradigms, but they present contrasting
perspectives of the Franco Regime. Jana Bokova deliberately focused on gypsy
flamenco in its intimate, private setting in the post-Franco era as suggested by her
choice of material shot in Andalusia with a concentration on non-theatrical,
spontaneous performances. Her travel documentary filmed in key flamenco centres
throughout Andalusia travels by train from destination to destination. Significant
places where flamenco was nurtured are presented with reverence such as the cities of
Seville, Utrera, Jerez, Librija, and Cadiz, and she features the gypsy flamenco families
of Farruco, Rincones, and Fernandez and renowned gypsy artists like Moraito,
Chocolate, and Fernanda de Utrera. In so doing, Bokova denies the plurality that
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resides in the composition of flamenco perfonnance and sanitises it by presenting it as 
a folk form in danger of disappearing, much like Poluen’s campfire event. There are 
no scenes which display the theatrical side of flamenco except for a view of the 
Farruco family performing for family and friends. Bokova’s vision is a visual 
reproduction of Mairena’s imaginative hennetic age where flamenco was supposedly 
hidden for hundreds of years before it emerged to Spanish culture in mid-nineteenth 
century. Her scenes are frequently shot outdoors or if they are inside, in intimate 
spaces such as bars or homes, a decision which insinuates an old, hidden world. As an 
historical document from 1988, her film now displays flamenco in a privileged place in 
an imaginative world where it is “safe” from alteration.
Therefore, Viaie Andaluz perpetuates the gypsy trope through its selection of 
material and staging. While people and places are significant to Bokova, the histories 
through which flamenco passed, such as the cafés cantantes, the academias del baile, 
and the theatres throughout Spain are denied. By focusing on the tardo-romantic 
version espoused in the literature, Bokova is presenting her vision offlamenco puro, 
the pueblo style of dance that is improvisational, spontaneous, communicative, 
rhythmic, dynamic, and angular. Ironically, the pueblo form highlights defining 
characteristics of qualities that have been identified with negro dance thus providing 
me with evidence to support my argument about flamenco’s diverse roots.
Nonetheless, the idea that there is a flamenco puro persists as a doubtful 
paradigm. The pueblo flamenco that remained in Spain during the late Franco years 
was best exemplified by the dancing of Antonio Montoya Flores, “El Farruco” (1935- 
1998), a gypsy dancer from a long line of gypsy performers, who is considered by 
many aficionados of flamenco puro to have been one of the best male flamenco 
dancers (Pohren, 1988, p. 202). Late in his career, El Farruco and his style of flamenco
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achieved widespread recognition in the 1986 Broadway production entitled Flamenco 
Puro. As such, the title conveys the idea that this production was not the theatrical 
spectacle previously known. The show. Flamenco Puro. was reviewed by Anna 
Kisselgoff for The New York Times, and her review is punctuated with references that 
allude to this romantic construction. Kisselgoff explains that: “The flamenco dance is 
a solitary dance. And while Flamenco Puro. of necessity, includes some 
theatricalisation, it keeps to the core of its genre, which is that each dancer is mainly a 
soloist, reaching deep within himself or herself’ (Kisselgoff, 1986). As such, 
Kisselgoff reinforces the idea that the soul of flamenco resides in the gypsy performer. 
She asks:
Did Spanish gypsies really originate in India? The point is that these 
performers show us history made contemporary. There are a striking 
number of individual styles of dancing in this show. It is not a 
company. Instead the producers have selected distinct performers, as 
they did in "Tango Argentino," and created a frame for them.. ..  While 
Miss Carrasco is especially striking, with her strong face and sculptural 
style, the other women are also downright outstanding. Unlike non­
gypsy flamenco performers, they have mobile torsos and are less 
concerned with staying erect or arching the back. In the "Alegrias" 
suite, the brilliant Angelita Vargas and Rosario Montoya (La 
Farruquita) break loose with the kind of heel work one rarely sees.
(Kisselgoff, 1986)
Kisselgoff s review encourages the reader to perceive the performance as 
authentic gypsy dancing. For audiences outside of Spain, Flamenco Puro was the 
beginning of a paradigm shift from the theatrical flamenco dance commercially 
popularised outside of Spain throughout the Franco years. With this show, flamenco 
reaffirmed its gypsy mystique as a global phenomenon, as is suggested by Kisselgoff s 
comment about “history made contemporary” through dancing, at the same time 
asserting that gypsy flamenco puro is the historical essence of the form. Also, her 
identification of mobile torsos is again indicative of negro dance in Spain. Bokova 
continued this myth of “puro” in her film two years later, denying the history I have
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constructed in this thesis. These productions, however, are examples of the status of 
flamenco as a popular art in the 1980s. Both were organised for commercial 
consumption so neither one was a naturally organic artistic articulation.
According to Steingress, such artistic productions exemplify three agencies 
made manifest in the popularisation of flamenco art. Firstly, the artists look for a 
formula to create a style ofpueblo\ secondly, pueblo is presented in respect to new 
social stratifications of urban low and middle class people looking for a collective 
“soul”; and thirdly, political and elite forces saw in flamenco’s popular culture an 
inoffensive and instrumental manifestation that enabled a collective consciousness to 
legitimise the identity of society, culture, and State” (Steingress and Baltanas, 1998, p. 
10). All three agencies refer to an artificial construction of pueblo as a utilitarian 
device deliberately employed for artistic and/or economic advantages which is 
ironically presented as puro. The patrons at El Morapio were brought together for a 
reunion in order to recreate the flamenco sessions they had once enjoyed in that 
location. A reinterpretation of “authentic” cannot separate past from present because 
while the significance of the past changes its content, reinterpretation is always 
present. Flamenco Puro intimated intimacy as dancers “reaching deep within” 
themselves guided their audiences to join the collective “soul” that Romantic narratives 
of flamenco imply. “Pure,” therefore, refers to an invented concept, a marketing ploy, 
that reclaims an artificial creation of collective identity through articulations of 
flamenco as national art. This action ossifies flamenco and precludes subsequent 
innovations in the practice of it as a living art form. While Romantic travellers sought 
out the “authentic” dancing of the puellae Gaditanae, the tardo-romantics seek gypsy 
gatherings that exist far from the commercial stage.
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Theatrical dancing was, however, contemporaneous to Bokova’s film and the 
Broadway spectacle as evidenced by Esmeralda’s 1982 performance of her 
tientos/tangos. While “the politics” of the Rito v Geografia series, observed by 
Washabaugh “tends to be a politics of romanticismo” [sic] (Washabaugh, 1996, p. 21), 
the original television programmes from which the edited series derived, conveyed a 
different interpretation. These programmes began in the early 1970s during in the 
waning days of the Franco Regime and continued into the post-Franco era. 
Washabaugh notes that when they were first aired, they were “broadcast on Channel 
Two, a television channel which was grudgingly tolerated in Franco’s Spain— 
grudgingly because it occasionally aired subversive material” and through the choice 
of people and material—the preference for gypsies over non-gypsy performers, family 
life, and warm, candid performances—“the ‘Rito’ films advanced a modest and covert 
resistance to Franco’s nacionalflamenquismo'' (Washabaugh, 1996, p. 22). In other 
words, the pueblo films exhibited a resistance to the sanitised theatrical forms 
approved by the regime.
Esmeralda’s piece is, however, a professional dance performed by a non-gypsy 
shot in a television studio and it is unmistakably a choreographed, theatrical 
presentation. Esmeralda is from Seville, however, a place recognised as the heart of 
Andalusia and southern regionalism; therefore she blurs the boundary between politics 
and aesthetics made visible through the incorporation of regional elements in her piece. 
As Washabaugh notes: “Andalusian opposition to similar centralist rhetoric had been 
active since at least 1868, and was most often linked to historical arguments for the 
distinctiveness of the Andalusian people” (Washabaugh, 1996, p. 79). The choice of 
her material, the tientos/tangos, is, however, apalo that had already been appropriated 
and naturalised. As shown in the previous chapter, the tango gitano and the tango
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andaluz had already been renamed, and categorised as a veritable flamenco form. 
Esmeralda’s choreography is light, sensuous, and technically proficient, yet her 
engaging smile and warmth suggest camaraderie with her audience. Her dance teases 
and beckons and she reaches out her arms to the viewer and pulls them into her body. 
Her technique invites sentiments of pride through her virtuosity. She is trained in the 
dances of Madrid, “modem, Spanish classical, bolero, flamenco abstract” (Pohren, 
1988, p. 371), but in this instance she chooses to perform a local dance that retains 
inflections that are not codified by display or control.
Her costume choices also reflect elements of regionalism. She wears a large 
sprig of flowers in her hair and a polka dot blouse accentuated with ruffles around the 
wrist. Her skirt is full and flouncy and she uses it assiduously throughout her dance. 
This is not a chic, urban dress, but rather conveys a whimsical, bucolic image through 
the different colours of the polka dots, the separate skirt and blouse, and the makeshift 
attempt at an urban look through the use of a string of beads around the neck.
In spite of the individual theatricality of Esmeralda’s piece, this film clip can be 
viewed as an historical drama exemplifying how theatrical flamenco was practiced 
after the Franco era in 1982. Politically it serves as a symbol of Andalusian 
regionalism. Its movement qualities are illustrative of the theatricalised pueblo style 
and, as such, reiterate characteristics emanating from the vocabulary of the tangos from 
the previous century. When Esmeralda incorporates the wide second position of her 
feet and exaggerates the bending of the waist, uses body percussion, communication, 
and pelvic movements, she situates her dance as an expression of Andalusia.
This thesis has identified the tension between the multiple flamenco narratives 
which are exemplified by pueblo and theatrical, gypsy and non-gypsy, Spanish 
bailarinas and flamenco bailoras. This tension continues as was made evident in a
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performance at the Flamenco Festival de Jerez in 2009. After two weeks of watching 
theatrically choreographed dancers on the main stage of the festival, in a smaller venue 
in the Gonzalez Byass sherry bodega, a male dancer rose to dance the bulerias. The 
concert starred the flamenco guitarist Tomatito who was accompanied by a group of 
six musicians including a percussionist who often doubles as a featured dancer in such 
configurations. These dancers usually perform one to two pieces during the course of 
the concert, one long and one short dance, as was the case in this show. The male 
dancer executed his short, highly rhythmic bulerias precisely hitting the accents. His 
heelwork was minimal and his concentration intense. At the end of his dance, I heard 
an elderly male Jerezano call out: Es o, flamenco puro F [That’s pure flamenco.]
Cries of assent could be heard throughout the hall.
The Jerezano"^ comment implies that he was not impressed by theatrical 
renditions of flamenco and that he preferred the pueblo style. Flamenco’s political 
character from outside of Spain is instrumental as an Andalusian symbol of the tragic 
and vital. The conversion of flamenco from an artistic expression to a political 
commodity owes much to allusions to “purity.” While limpieza de sangre was 
formerly a concern in the construction of racial striations in casta paintings, purity now 
refers to pueblo flamenco; non-theatrical renditions that somehow exemplify the “real” 
soul of Spain. In the United States, allusions to purity are exhibited in order to access 
the distinction afforded through associations with tardo-romantic claims of gypsy 
connections. As a performing flamenco dancer, I was surprised when audience 
members in upstate New York expected me to be gypsy rather than American. Many 
flamenco performance groups in the States adhere to traditional tablao setting of 
performers seated at shawl-covered tables while dancers execute their “spontaneous” 
choreographies. At an after-performance talk by the Hispanic-Amerindian dancer,
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Maria Benitez, someone asked how much of her dancing was improvised. Her answer 
seemed deliberately vague which implied an unknowable mystique. The idea of 
pueblo flamenco, of flamenco puro, remains desirable and marketable both inside and 
outside of Spain.
Conclusion
The films examined in this chapter exist as evidence of flamenco’s role in 
shaping political narratives in the tumultuous time of Spanish history at the end of the 
Franco years. They illustrate, not only a continuation of traces of negro dance and 
practices, but they exemplify emergent narratives of regional and national identity 
shaping flamenco in Spain of the late twentieth century. After these films were made, 
flamenco’s next development emphasised the pseudo-improvisationalpueblo style 
over carefully arranged choreographies and enhanced technical virtuosity through the 
inclusion of long, increasingly fast heelwork sections. In Spain more recently, the 
trend in flamenco is now a theatrical mixture of dance forms like contemporary and 
jazz dance which increase the range and topics of flamenco performances. Elements of 
negro dance typically remain discernible in many productions, however, through 
multi-rhythms, body percussion, groundedness, hip movements, and supple torsos.
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La Ultima Llamada
The pueblo flamenco that remained in Spain during the late Franco years was 
best exemplified by the dancing of Antonio Montoya Flores, “El Farruco” (1935- 
1998), and, as mentioned previously, is considered by many aficionados of flamenco 
puro to have been one of the best male flamenco dancers. His work can be seen in a 
clip fi-om the same series as Esmeralda’s tango in an episode on the twelfth tape of the 
Radio Television Espanola collection. Set in a television studio, this cliché-laden 
scene opens with El Farruco sitting at a table, wearing a hat, smoking a cigarette, and 
listening to the guitarist and singer. The table is covered with drinking glasses. El 
Farruco is a portly man, stylish with long mutton chops. He bears a strong 
resemblance to the late comedian, John Belushi, which adds an immediate likeability 
to his persona. Continuing to smoke as he listens to the first letra of the song, he 
finally puts out his cigarette, takes off his hat, and stands up. He softly plays palmas 
(hand claps) and looks down. It appears as if he is getting in the mood or getting into 
synch with his musicians. Then he begins to dance. He executes many marking steps 
with arms not inverted. He looks down a lot while he dances as if he is dancing more 
for himself than for an audience. His rhythm is impeccable. Suddenly he erupts into a 
short, explosive heelwork ending with very individualized movements of kicks and 
twists that would be difficult to explain in ballet terminology. He uses his suit jacket 
like a woman uses a skirt, twisting it around his body. His dancing vacillates between 
marking steps and explosions of energetic heelwork, jumps, and twists. It looks 
completely spontaneous because his choreography has pauses where it appears that he 
is feeling the music deeply to inspire his next movement. If I were to analyze 
Farruco’s dancing through Thompson’s framework, I could easily identify all ten of his
qualities in this clip. And I could include Malone’s conceptualization of dynamism.
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El Farruco is the epitome of cool in the flamenco world. He assiduously internalizes 
the rhythms and hits accents perfectly as he uses his body as another instrument among 
the other musicians.
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Chapter VII 
Conclusion
This thesis has argued that negro dances have appeared in Spanish theatrical 
and religious performances since the fifteenth century when Spanish imperialism was 
at its peak; and that, in the next three centuries, when negro populations were 
decreasing in Spain, the convergence of negro people, indigenous peoples, and 
Spaniards in the Spanish colonies resulted in the creation of new dances which 
subsequently enabled articulations of negro dance movements and practices to 
penetrate Spanish cultural expressions of dance. The continual presence of negros in 
Spain, itself, and in Spanish colonies serves as a reminder, that despite fears of polluted 
blood, black people were assimilated into the Spanish social fabric biologically and 
artistically. Many associations of Spanishness in flamenco dance—hip movements, 
clapping, groundedness, participation of the group, twisting torsos—were, I have 
suggested, excavated from dances executed in the neighbourhoods of southern Spain 
with marginalised negro populations or were imported from the Spanish Americas 
through port cities. Furthermore, flamenco dance, which was an established, 
recognised performative art form by the latter half of the nineteenth century, displays 
unique movements and practices which differentiate it not only from other western 
European dance forms, but from dance in other parts of Spain as well.
The Foundation
In the first Chapter, in three significant flamenco histories dating from 1881,1 
have illustrated that these authors favoured the gypsy trope in order to elevate the 
Spanish gypsy as the “pure and genuine” voice of flamenco to the detriment of other 
populations residing in Andalusia, or southern Spain. Through Peter Burke’s framing
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of approaches to historical thought, it is apparent that selective memories exhibited in 
these works are epistemological renderings and aesthetic choices which emphasised 
mechanisms of defence. I chose Hayden White’s methodological approach of utilising 
narrative in order to give life to archival sources and understand the importance of 
recordings of aberrations. Through my arguments, it became apparent that the creation 
of an iconic, puro flamenco served as a political manoeuvre that affirms Andalusian, 
and ultimately Spanish, identity making it unique and valued. I have argued that negro 
peoples, who did not fit into the desired image of Spain, were denied the 
acknowledgement of their contributions to the development of flamenco dance. 
Through the history of the Hermandad de los Negritos, however, I have nonetheless 
argued that Sevillian negros and their dances maintained a highly visible presence, 
particularly most Sundays and feast days when outdoor, public dance events were held 
in the plaza of Santa Maria la Blanca, a church located near Seville’s main cathedral.
In an examination of negros living in Seville, two significant events at the 
Hermandad were analysed in order to illustrate the plight of black populations during 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In 1656, two brothers sold themselves back 
into slavery in order to raise money for the Hermandad. I pointed out that this action 
positioned Molino and Moreno as examples of an ambiguous discrimination against 
negros because they were honoured for their act only after furthering the aims of the 
Church. Spanish negros, through supreme sacrifice, were symbolically “whitened” or 
“deafricanised” as was made apparent not only through this action, but through 
narratives presented as plots in contemporaneous theatrical plays. Through a reading 
of Fra Molinero’s work on the theatrical image of negro, I illustrated that if a negro 
rejected his own black body, his own manhood, either physically or symbolically, he 
was able, in the narcissistic imagination of the bianco, to be transformed into an idea of
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whiteness. Another event exemplifying infériorisation was made evident in a Catholic 
feast honouring the Virgin Mary that was hosted by the Hermandad which featured the 
corridas de gansos. Celebrations of this feast throughout most of the eighteenth 
century diminished negro Sevillians in colonial discourse through an act of inversion 
because this celebration was likely received with jocularity at the expense of negro 
practitioners. It nevertheless afforded opportunities for bianco Sevillians to socialise 
with negros and for dances to be transferred across social boundaries. I argue that as a 
symbolic inversion ritual, it was a corporeal manifestation of Andalusian identity in the 
Bourbon regime which provided space for elites to temporarily “adopt” negro 
humility. Since the Hermandad did not remain in the hands of negro members, these 
events serve as reminders of the sacrifices endured by black Sevillians in their 
struggles to maintain a community and a safe harbour from the horrors of enslavement.
In the Spanish colonies, miscegenation and allusions to purity were equally, if 
not more, significant factors affecting the degradation of negros. I have argued that a 
continual increase in children of mixed ethnicities was perceived as a threatening 
development in need of control by hegemonic Spanish imperialists. The symbolically 
rendered casta paintings created a superficially imposed sense of order in a manner 
that stressed physical difference and revealed the Spanish obsession with limpieza de 
sangre. I have pointed out that framing the sistema de castas pictorially worked to 
solidify perceptions of “race” as an unalterable, markedly different form of social 
identity, separating the elite who were presented as closer to God and worthy of power, 
from the negro. The futility of creating these racial striations, I point out, resides in the 
evidence of rampant miscegenation and the subsequent cross-fertilisation of cultural 
articulations, an action which includes the dissemination of iday vuelta forms into the 
vocabulary of Spanish dances.
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Evidence
In Chapter III, my analysis of the guineo in Spain’s Golden Age, reveals that 
negro dance as a performative articulation, enabled a multiplicity of discourses about 
race, morality, religion, and the State. Through an examination of an Inquisition case,
I argue that the severe punishment inflicted on Mateo Rodriguez was indicative of 
perceptions held by the Spanish State that it had a mandate to protect its people and 
preserve the purity of the Catholic religion from an excess of anti-linguistic capabilities 
signalled by unidentified, uncontrollable contexts and meanings in the body. 
Exacerbated by fear of Rodriguez’s performative body, his act of transgression 
profanely undermined the authoritative voice of Catholicism. The camivalesque power 
of an anti-authorial agency in the guineo, therefore, depicted degrading images which 
contradicted everything in Spanish society associated with pure and white.
Rodriguez’s blackened face and cross-dressing embodied a nodal point where racial 
subjugation intersects with misogyny in this comedic entertainment staged for personal 
amusement.
By excavating citations of negro dance in Spanish literature, I determined that 
the guineo, as danced by white Spanish performers, was an exaggerated rendition of 
negro dance. It becomes apparent that when the guineo was appropriated for 
consumption in public events, white dancers established corporeal practices that, 
through persistent repetition, became entrenched, divisive, and assigned to particular 
classes. When the guineo was performed in religious processions, I ascertained that 
white Spaniards painted their faces black displaying an attraction to negro culture 
shaped through a constructed image based on distorted white Spanish perceptions. I 
have argued that the symbolic and temporary indulgence of putting on a negro body is
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an act of functional over-determination that reveals the mechanisms of stereotypes 
and/or fetishes which vacillate between the affirmation of wholeness and an anxiety 
associated with lack. I therefore suggest that performances of the guineo in 
processions imposed order and control in an Apollonian sense through the denial of the 
real “barbarian” as a visible agency. The religious processions were spectacles that 
replaced the negro with a sanitised, “deafricanised,” body that gave Spaniards the 
illusion of being benevolent, Christian, saviours of pagans. As emotionally-laden 
cathartic productions enhanced through exalted images of the wealth of the Church and 
State, these processions served to reiterate Spain’s colonial power and reaffirm its 
imperial superiority through wonder and intimidation.
In the theatrical venues, findings indicate that the negro performative body was 
endowed with Dionysian qualities through exaggerated movements and language 
choices. While also performed by white actors with blackened faces, I have found that 
theatrical versions of the guineo were sites of racist behaviour with similarities to a 
later minstrelsy. Since habla de negro was an aural device that allowed a projection of 
negros as infantilised characters and theatrical characterisations of negros were 
ridiculed to provoke laughter, I have argued that it is likely that performances of the 
guineo were designed to exaggerate and parody negro dance in over-determined 
corporeal discourses of sexuality and race that displayed an inequality of mastery and 
servitude as it reduced negro bodies to commodities of cultural exchange. It appears 
evident that the practice of blackface in Spain deliberately created difference in order 
to reaffirm white Spanish images of righteousness, benevolence, and power. At the 
same time, using blackface as a means to carry out behaviour contrary to social norms 
suggests a camivalesque action which temporarily allows dancers to move 
provocatively while it attests to the existence of subversive elements in Catholic Spain
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through grotesque, exaggerated performances of the guineo. Whether or not blackface 
Spanish renditions had the malicious intent of nineteenth-century minstrelsy, the 
creation and repetition of the degraded negro stereotype remains similar.
The fandango, the focus of Chapter IV, is identified as a “pure” Spanish dance 
through mythical associations with dances of antiquity in spite of claims that it arrived 
in Spain through port cities from the Americas. An eyewitness account of the 
fandango in Cadiz in 1712 attests to its already widespread circulation throughout the 
city and notes that it was danced by negros and nobility alike. I have proposed, 
therefore, that Cadiz’s geographical location on an isolated peninsula and its role as the 
primary shipping port for trade with the Americas enabled it to emerge as a capitalistic 
city where the fandango served as a disjunctive connection between territories and 
bodies acting through the currency of its appeal. The adoption of the fandango in 
Cadiz served as a site of collision of both capitalism and colonialism which 
transformed the dance into an imperialist commodity of desire and passion.
I posit that the eighteenth century was affected by the majismo movement 
which informed the style, politics, and dances of the Spanish people by drawing on 
cultural articulations of the lower classes, including Spanish negros and ideas of 
independence emanating out of the Spanish colonies. I argue that the fandango 
flourished as a dance of the movement; an anti-bourgeois expression of the people who 
danced gallantly and energetically with every part of the body in motion. Twiss’s 1773 
account of the fandango in Spain and Gallini’s observations of dance on Africa’s Gold 
Coast two years earlier contain two similar descriptive narratives which indicate that 
choices of movements in the fandango were influenced by the iday vuelta exchange.
As exemplified in the defiant posturings in Goya’s paintings, I point out that using 
“shocking” qualities in body discourse from negro dance in the majo’s fandango
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exemplified a revolt against authority. As the French regime wore on and majismo 
took on connotations of patriotism causing elites to adopt these movements, it becomes 
apparent that majismo costumes and insolent attitudes facilitated the arrival of 
Merimée’s Carmen and romantic conceptualisations of female flamenco dancers.
The fandango is significant in this thesis because of its intermediary position 
between parodies of negro dance in the guineo and the transformation of the tango de 
negros in Sevillian dance academies into flamenco. The persistent repetition of the 
fandango’s negro movements were eventually “naturalised” and subsequently 
subsumed into Spanish dance. These findings indicate that as Spanish dancers claimed 
ownership, myths about a fanciful account of a fandango performance in the Vatican 
served to affirm its Spanishness. As the fandango gained momentum by the end of the 
century, the fandango body portended the subversive role of flamenco as a collective, 
artistic expression of the pueblo, or people, through massive displays of uninhibited 
fandango dancers serving as a site for contesting the political regime through a 
temporal social construction of solidarity. I suggest that these seemingly anachronistic, 
barbarian events posed as acts of insurgency in a collective articulation of the body 
political. Therefore, postcolonial Spanish culture, situated between being a fading 
imperial power and being subjugated to French styles, tested concepts of independence 
and found its voice in a translation of the fandango.
Findings indicate that when the Cuban tango de negros came to Spain, 
nationalist agendas were concerned with transforming dances into icons of national 
identity which resulted a change of name to tango flamenco within a few decades after 
it arrived. The Cuban tango, best known as the habanera from Bizet’s “Carmen,” 
entered Spain via port cities where it was inscribed with different meanings through 
Bhabha’s “Third Space” and transformed into a Spanish dance. A performance of the
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tango americano by a copper-skinned gaditano was turned into an imperial commodity 
by Davillier who utilised allusions to dancers of ancient Gades in order to emphasise 
the attraction of dance in Spain for European travellers. I argue that a gaditana dancing 
the tango is reaffirmed as an heir of the puellae Gaditanae which endows her body 
with timelessness upon which the reader can fantasise. Therefore, events like Doré’s 
“Baile de Triana” attracted foreign visitors and unified the discourse about Spanish 
dancers in order to depict them as continuing an ancient tradition. This action enabled 
dance academies in Spain to take advantage of growing commercial opportunities by 
presenting informal presentations to tourists, whereby dancers were transformed into 
commodified objects under the combined authority of the masculine, colonial gaze. 
Through Savigliano’s model of the Argentinian tango, it becomes apparent that 
Western imperialism established a Eurocentric exoticism that adopted the image of 
Carmen as the universal paradigm of the Spanish dancer.
Furthermore, through a sense of entitlement which was strengthened through 
repeated performances, Spanish dancers assumed the image created by foreigners in 
order to enhance their marketability. When Gautier, a staunch Orientalist from Paris, 
first arrived in Spain in 1853 looking for Carmen, he was appalled at the reality he 
encountered. I therefore argue that by the time flamenco was an established art form 
when Demofilo wrote his book in 1881, that if travellers came seeking Carmen, then 
that is who flamenco performers became. Negros, with their poverty and association 
with enslavement, were not conducive to the desired image of Spain that brought 
travellers and individuality to the country and so were omitted from historical 
narratives of Spanish dance after Calderon’s 1840 observation of an American 
influence in dance in Seville.
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Also apparent in the late Romantic Age was the emerging split between pueblo 
and theatrical flamenco. Distinctions between “them” and “us” enabled Orientalists 
like Gautier to articulate differences between French and Spanish dance that, for my 
arguments, allude to qualities inherent in negro dance seen in Cuba, an action which 
enhances the desirability of sensuality. Descriptions of full-bodied women undulating 
their backs and bending their sides while not moving their feet to any large degree are 
similar to accounts emanating out of Cuba in the nineteenth century and invite 
comparisons with the fandango. The apparent sensuality of the tango caused José 
Otero, in his treatise on Spanish dance, to criticise the indecent version of the tango 
and create a sanitised version in an action which reveals tensions between theatrical 
and pueblo styles of flamenco. He did not, however, make any mention of the tango’s 
Cuban or negro connections, which implies that, in spite of any indecent attributes, the 
tango was acknowledged as a Spanish dance. As this thesis has argued, like the 
fandango, the tango came from the Spanish Americas as an iday vuelta form inspired 
by negro dances and continued to develop through multiple crossings across the ocean. 
The political agencies in Spain that required iconic images of Spanish dance to assert 
individuality and value chose to discount negro contributions and replace them with 
other marketable narratives.
The final chapter examined two clips from flamenco films from the post-Franco 
years in order to establish the continuing transcultural articulations in flamenco dance 
that reflect qualities from the negro dances of my case studies. In the first clip, a 
bulerias danced by gypsies in Triana, I observed that the director created a work for 
non-Spaniards based on a presupposition of homology, a super text discourse that 
reiterates the Romantic construction of Oriental Spain. Through a dance analysis, I 
extracted several movements and practices identified in the three dances examined in
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this thesis such as angularity, polyrhythm, communication signalled between 
performers through a common language, skirt work, groundedness, references to 
“image” or animal dances, and feet hardly moving. In the second clip, a theatrical 
presentation of the tangos, Merche Esmeralda’s choreographed dance contains 
movements described in the evidence material that emphasised difference such as wide 
second positions. I illustrate that in the manner in which she bends and arches her 
back, she visually depicts the wheelings and wrigglings of a worm as described in the 
fandango by Swinburne, the high arched postures of the majas, snake-like contortions 
in the tango in Havana, and the undulations and suppleness like a serpent witnessed by 
Gautier.
It was determined that during the forty years of Franco’s repressive regime, the 
gypsy was elevated as a minor ethnicity against the stronger forces of individualism 
manifested in andalucismo by the centralising forces of the government in Madrid. 
Flamenco, as an artistic manifestation of the role of popular art, was used to nurture 
popular sentiment and national identity. I argue that when Franco’s economic policies 
were devastating Spain, a new pio-gitanismo movement that promoted the role of 
gypsies in order to attract tourist dollars culminated in Mairena’s restructured discourse 
on the profundity of the Spanish gypsy. The gypsy trope is evident in the first film clip 
when the director denies the plurality of flamenco performance and sanitises it by 
presenting it as a folk form in danger of disappearing in the modernisation of Spanish 
culture in the post-Franco years. I therefore position Bokova’s vision as a visual 
reproduction of Mairena’s imaginative hermetic age and reveal that this visualisation 
of flamenco puro is a construct. Like the 1986 Broadway production entitled 
Flamenco Puro., this film was organised for commercial consumption and was, 
therefore, not a naturally organic artistic articulation. I situate “pure” as an invented
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concept, a marketing ploy, which reclaims an artificial creation of collective identity 
through articulations of flamenco as national art. I therefore argue that the conversion 
of flamenco from an artistic expression to a political commodity owes much to 
allusions to “purity.” Conversely, Esmeralda’s theatrical tango, while not flamenco 
puro, nonetheless signifies regionalism manifested in andalucismo through her choice 
of palo and costume, as well as in the vocabulary of wegro-derived tango she has 
choreographed. It indicates that theatrical flamenco styles can also be positioned as 
dance of the pueblo when it contains allusions to regional identity 
The Past and Future of Flamenco
Flamenco, as a living performative art form, continues to develop and many 
changes have occurred in the twenty-five years that I have been studying it. I began 
my training with the theatrical stylisations of Mariquita, saw the rise of the fascination 
with lengthy, extremely fast heelwork choreographies, and am now watching flamenco 
movements being utilised in evening-length, narrative, flamenco ballets which have 
little relation to flamenco’s associations of dance of the pueblo. Yet a tardo-romantic 
trope still hovers over conceptualisations of flamenco and the Spanish gypsy continues 
to exude an aura of mystique, especially outside of Spain.
This thesis addresses the persistence of narrow perspectives in order to widen 
the understanding of what comprises icons of nationalism. With the capacity for new 
ideas to be almost simultaneously translated into worldwide cultures in this age of 
technological globalisation, it is important to understand that flamenco has always 
been influenced by popular dances. Flamenco was shaped by the thousands of people 
who passed through Andalusia and the thousands more who created new dances in the 
Spanish colonies. While many influences were derived from a multiplicity of cultural
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articulations, as I have shown throughout this work, a great deal of these people had 
African blood in their veins and memories in their muscles.
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Epilogue 
Bien Parada
In Spanish bien parada means well stood. In flamenco it refers to the sharp, 
decisive ending of a verse or a dance where the dancer stamps her foot and holds a 
pose with dignity and élan. This history comes to an end with an account of the 
embodiment discussed in this thesis, an account of a performer living in Spain who has 
taken a personal stand in the flamenco world. Esther Weekes is a black British woman 
who, with her long braids and dimples, projects a compelling stage presence as a 
flamenco/jazz dancer/singer in the jazz ensemble, Yacara, out of Seville. In Spain, she 
also has been featured in collaborative works with other musicians such as a 
production entitled Gefirofobia, which was a spectacle combining flamenco and blues 
in 2010. In 2012, she performed with flamenco dancer, Andrés Pena, at the Flamenco 
Festival de Jerez. In Seville on March 2011, we met in a tapas bar that she frequents 
between the cathedral built by Ferdinand and Isabella and the church where negros 
danced for centuries on Sundays and feast days. We first made acquaintance during 
the European Association of Dance Historians conference held in conjunction with 
Seville’s Flamenco Bienal in September 2010 where I had presented a paper on the 
tangos de negros based on my research in this thesis. As a practitioner of flamenco, 
Weekes was particularly intrigued by my topic. Conversely, I was intrigued about her 
choice to study and perform in Seville and wondered about obstacles she faced based 
on conditions which favour Spanish gypsies in flamenco. Perched high on bar stools, 
drinking vinos tintas, and nibbling some unusual Spanish cheeses, Weekes informed 
me that she is from London but is of Caribbean descent; her father is from Barbados 
and her mother from Guyana. After seeing a flamenco performance in London in
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1995, she was strongly compelled to relocate to Seville in order to pursue her newly 
discovered passion.
She told me that she finds a profound sense of familiarity in the driving 
rhythms of the art form, surprisingly feeling a sense o f ‘T have done this before.” For 
Weekes, flamenco follows a logical sequential pattern because, “of course, this 
movement would follow this one,” as she illustrated a short sequence of arm and torso 
movements while perched on the stool. She stated that some movements felt as if she 
has been doing them forever; such as one flamenco move where both hands turn 
adentro pulling inwards to a jutted, side hip. Weekes does not feel a connection with 
the extremely rapid heelwork and so chooses to not focus on it in her own work. She 
prefers the lighter qualities of cante chico and movements which allow her to 
specifically engage the torso, show her best advantage. She confesses that, for her, 
there is an element of the divine in flamenco dance; that it resonates with something 
inside her. While these observations convey an essentialist connection, as a dancer 
myself, I know that certain dance idioms “feel right” on my body. Something 
resonated with me as well that inspired a passion to pursue flamenco. Therefore, while 
not making any claims that Esther was drawn to flamenco because of a past 
connection, the rhythmic and driving music, the profound expressions of human 
emotion, and the gorgeous costumes all contribute to the universal appeal of the art 
form. Flamenco developed through a nodal point for multiple cultural articulations so 
it is therefore not surprising that diverse performers feel a familiarity with its 
movements and a resonance with its intense manifestation of the human condition.
In clips of her work on Youtube, Esther’s sinuous way of moving, joyfully 
accentuates the music and enhances the subtlety of the complex percussive dialogue 
with other musicians in the ensemble (Yacara Jazz, 2010). She locks into the music
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alternating between singing jazz standards and executing dance movements in the
breaks much as American tap dancers did with orchestras in the 1940s. While she
sings and dances in her performances, she exhibits the sensitivities of a musician. Her
body visually responds to audible notes through variances of intensity and density in
accordance with the tonal qualities. When performing the jazz standard, “Fever,” she
inserts her heelwork sequences in short, snappy sentences, like the crack of a whip,
while her torso movements are slinky and sinuous. In another performance in the
flamenco/blues collaboration, her dancing is less constrained and more grounded as
she exhibits a Dionysian quality through a looser swing and tossed limbs (Gefirofobia,
2010). Weekes is a compelling performer who has an ability to both project and draw
in the audience simultaneously.
The ensemble format works well for her because, while having a visible stage
presence, she does not seem to be pursuing a diva image. She displays a level of
humility through her easy rapport with other patrons she knows in the bar and her
slightly self-deprecating statements which reflect an awareness of competition
pressures in the flamenco performance world. It is still difficult for non-gypsies, much
less non-Spaniards, to eke out a living as flamenco performers in Spain, and Weekes
has been confi-onted with the view of other Spaniards that gypsy or Spanish “blood”
matters. She, however, states that:
I am seeing more and more that there are less and less obstacles facing 
foreigners but, the truth is, obstacles have never really bothered me, 
otherwise I would not have gone for it. Therefore, perceived obstacles 
did not influence my choice of flamenco jazz. I just need to hear those 
jazz and blues influences if I am to authentically dance. I can dance to 
flamenco singing and guitar if I want to but it does not animate me to 
the same degree. There are other dancers (foreign and Spanish) for 
whom "pure" flamenco is enough but I personally prefer it either to be 
very percussive flamenco or jazzistic. I have always felt conflicted 
about this because I felt that it could seem like I was taking an easy 
route to success (i.e. do something different) or that "it's because Tm
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foreign and incapable of real flamenco" but the truth is that I just love 
the fusion, it is even possible that what I do is more difficult. ^
Weekes’s decision to focus on the hybrid style in her flamenco/jazz ensemble
has likely enabled her to rise above some difficulties faced by other non-Spaniards.
Her talent and musicality allow her to accentuate the rhythms and music in a unique
manner that works well for her. The style of moving she utilises is distinctive and, for
her, is an “authentic” expression; she displays none of those flamenco frowns, but
rather exudes a joy and lightness of spirit in her performance persona as she glides
through and on the musical notes.
She ended the interview with her belief that “On Earth as it is in heaven” which
displays her acceptance of self. I left the interviewing feeling a peace, not only
because her presence validates my work, but because it was exciting to learn of new
collaborative efforts that are enhancing that range of possibilities in the multiplicity of
flamenco voices. In regard to the Gefirofobia production, gefirofobia means fear of
crossing bridges. Weekes has built her own bridge that spans continents, musical
forms, and time. Her performance style connects the Caribbean with England and
reaches into Spain through her flamenco fusion bringing the past into the present while
projecting the future of flamenco hybrid articulations. She brings this thesis full circle.
From an e-mail correspondence 6 January 2012.
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Appendix B 
Glossary
Adentro. Inside. Usually referring to the circle of the wrist that begins with an 
inwards motion, but it also applies to the direction of arm circles. Mariquita states that 
adentro movements are for the dancer, herself, and afuera gives to the audience. A 
Columbia friend told me that, when she was a child, her mother used to do a quick 
inwards, outwards flick of her wrist in the market to warn her of the presence of 
thieves.
Afuera. Outside. The opposite of adentro.
Bailarina. Female Spanish dancer who dances a wide range of Spanish dances 
including classical styles as well as flamenco.
Bailora. Female Spanish dancer who excels in the flamenco repertoire.
Baile. Dance.
Barrio. Area of a town or a neighbourhood
Bulerias. One of the palos of flamenco executed in the 12-count compass. It is 
generally a lighter (chica) form and is often performed improvisationally in juerga 
settings or at the ends of flamenco theatrical performances.
Café Gantante. A public performance café with a small stage set against one wall for 
flamenco and escuela bolero presentations. The audience is seated on tables and chairs 
throughout the room where they can imbibe in food and drink.
Compas. The rhythmic cycle of the palo. This should not be thought of as a time 
signature, but rather as a sentence because more than one rhythm can be present in the 
phrase.
Cantaor/Cantaora. Male/female flamenco singer.
Cante. Song.
Copia. Verse of a song which is arranged according to the structure of the palo.
Croisé. From ballet terminology meaning crossed. This refers to the body position 
where the body is facing the comer of the stage with the downstage leg extended 
outwards crossing in front of the standing leg.
Chico. Small or light. Flamenco forms that are lighter in attitude than the deeper 
(jondo) forms, e.g., rumbas, alegrias, tanguillos which are known as the cante chico.
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Desplanté. From Mariquita’s definition, this was a V^o-compàs phrase, or 24-count 
sequence, used in bulerias between letras to mark an end. Desplantés have become 
indistinguishable from llamadas today, for the most part.
Entrada. Entrance in flamenco arrangements.
Escobilla. The heelwork solo section of a choreographed flamenco arrangement. 
Gitano/Gitana. Gypsy man/gypsy woman.
Idayvuelta. Literally coming and going. The iday vuelta forms of Spanish dance are 
those dances which developed from Spanish dances transported to the Americas where 
they were mixed with dances from other ethnicities, were transformed again, and then 
were returned to Spain.
Jaleo comprises the rhythmic clapping, encouraging shouts, and verbal markers of 
change, which accompany flamenco performances.
Jondo. Deep. The intense, emotional flamenco forms such as soleares and siguiriyas 
known as cante jondo.
Juerga. Informal settings for flamenco performances usually attended by extended 
families. The style is akin to a jam session and most performances have 
improvisational elements.
Letra. Lyrics or verse of a palo.
Llamada. Call. Using a llamada movement or musical phrase, the flamenco 
performer announces to the other participants that he/she is finishing a section of 
heelwork or music and that they next verse can begin. This is a loose interpretation of 
the term.
Manton. Heavy, embroidered, silken shawl edged with long fiinge used 
choreographically in flamenco dances.
Negro/Negra. The Spanish word for black. It can be used either as an adjective or a 
noun, the latter of which signifies a black person. I am painfully aware of the 
pejorative connotations of this word in the English language and I mean no disrespect 
when using it. Throughout this thesis, I tried to use it only in reference to specific 
Spanish texts.
Palmas. Hand claps that accompany flamenco performances.
Palmero. Hand clapper. In flamenco performances, particularly during a bulerias, 
three to fwQpalmeros might be holding the compas with rapid, syncopated hand claps.
Palo. Literally means a stick. Palo denotes the flamenco form. The stick reference 
refers to the beat of the rhythm in the respective compass of the form.
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Paso por bulerias. A six-count, six-movement dance step that marks the bulerias. 
Each movement must fall on a specific count to signal where the dancer is in the 
compas. Mariquita also called this the bulerias time step.
Patata. A short, improvisational danced piece of flamenco often performed in the 
juerga setting.
Pelliscos. Literally, pinches. These refer to the tiny jerks of the arm, torso, or 
shoulders which are squeezed into the timing of the compàs often on the offbeat to 
accentuate the count. Pelliscos come from the idea of a pinch, as in a pinch of salt. A 
dancer might be “salty” in her attitude.
Pueblo. Literally “people.” This can be equated with the German Volk and is used 
throughout this work to denote untheatrical flamenco styles.
Puro. Pure. Often used in conjunction with flamenco, as in flamenco puro, to denote 
flamenco untainted by theatrical sensibilities.
Redoble. A term I learned from Mariquita for a two-count heelwork step which 
consisted of either four or five beats. The term was also used for a roll of the castanets 
or a carretilla, 'Tittle cart,” a movement entailing the consecutive manipulation of the 
four fingers of the right hand followed by one beat of the left.
Retablo. The art installation set above the altar in Catholic churches. It can range 
fi*om a humble triptych to the huge, golden array of carvings located in the Sevillian 
cathedral.
Sentido. Feeling. Each palo has an identifiable feeling or exemplified by the scale of 
the music and the approach of the dance steps.
Sevillanas. The dance from Seville. It is composed of four copias and is usually 
danced by couples, especially during Seville’s Feria celebrations during Easter.
Soniquete. The swing of the rhythm or phrase reflecting the sentido of the palo.
Vacuno. Vaccination. The strong pelvic thrust by a male dancer in the Cuban rumba.
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